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It’s just a few fans to start, but we’re taking first steps back to sports as we knew it
By Luke DeCock

Starting March 4, that will change.

Three thousand or so fans won’t push the Carolina
Hurricanes any closer to profitability. Entertaining that many
fans at PNC Arena might push the Hurricanes closer to the
playoffs.

It won’t be the same as 18,000-plus packed in, but it’ll be a
better environment than the eight home games so far, when
the players’ wives and kids have done most of the cheering.

With a $78 million payroll, not to mention the fixed costs of
opening PNC Arena no matter how many fans are in the
building, that much ticket revenue isn’t going to make a huge
difference to the bottom line. But even that many people
could create the kind of atmosphere that gives the
Hurricanes an actual home-ice advantage, the kind of thing
that could push a contending team over the top against last
year’s Stanley Cup finalists.
In a division where all but two other teams have had fans in
the building from the start, Gov. Roy Cooper’s
announcement Wednesday that indoor arenas can open to
15 percent of capacity -- based on PNC’s listed capacity for
hockey, that would be 2,802 fans -- allows the Hurricanes to
keep up with everyone but the Chicago Blackhawks and
Detroit Red Wings in terms of atmosphere.
It’s just a few fans to start, at PNC and elsewhere in North
Carolina, but it’s the first step back toward sports as we knew
it.
Financially, Hurricanes owner Tom Dundon said Wednesday
it’s a break-even proposition for the Hurricanes, at best, but
there are other benefits for the team.
“You stay connected with the fans,” Dundon said. “I think any
player you talk to says it’s a lot easier to get into the game
when there’s fans, even if there’s just a few. It feels more like
what it’s supposed to feel like. It’s that intangible. It’s more
that -- the atmosphere, the aura.”
Never mind the cruel irony that the Hurricanes have their
most watchable team in 15 years, off to the best start since
the 2006 Stanley Cup champions, and a grand total of 25
people (plus families and media and staff) have actually
been able to watch in person. For a market that suffered
through so many terrible, lost years -- and by and large
people still went to the games, until the very end of the
dismal decade -- this timing was terrible, for team and fans
alike.

Some of those who will have the opportunity to go still won’t
feel comfortable, and that’s fine. We’re all going to have to
feel our way through the reopening process, just as we’ve all
felt our way through everything for the past year. The
fortunate vaccinated have another reason to count
themselves lucky. The rest of us will continue to do the
constant calculus of risk and reward in our heads.
“We still have these capacity requirements,” Cooper said,
“because we know that the virus is still here.”
All of this is, and has been, and will continue to be, a process
fraught with uncertainty and peril, like feeling for a power
outlet in the dark. But the state’s coronavirus numbers are
starting to move in the right direction, and getting to watch a
sporting event in person again is one of the rewards as they
do. Eleven months after the ACC booted fans from its
tournament overnight as COVID-19 announced its presence
with authority, the doors are finally reopening.
That’s true across the Triangle, where there might actually
be UNC students at the Smith Center for the second DukeCarolina game on March 6, or N.C. State fans at PNC for the
Wolfpack’s final home game that same day against Virginia
Tech. (Duke which has allowed neither students nor player
families nor media into Cameron this season, will hold that
line.)
If being indoors with a bunch of people doesn’t sound right
quite yet, the Durham Bulls open April 6 and the Carolina
Mudcats in May. The NWSL is scheduled to resume play in
mid-May. At 30 percent there will be plenty of space to
spread out.
At the rate North Carolina is progressing in the fight against
COVID, with masks and vaccines doing what they’re
supposed to do, restrictions inside and outside might even
be loosened further by then. Maybe even by the time the
NHL playoffs start in May -- when fans in the building will
really matter.
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Hurricanes fall to Lightning again as Tampa Bay’s Vasilevskiy notches the shutout
By Chip Alexander
The Tampa Bay Lightning played like the defending Stanley
Cup champion Wednesday, which was not a good thing for
the Carolina Hurricanes.
Tampa Bay scored two goals in the first period. The
Lightning had Andrei Vasilevskiy in net, looking the part of a
goalie who has been a Vezina Trophy winner in the NHL.
Tampa Bay’s defense was sound and physical, limiting
Carolina’s chances and forcing Canes coach Rod
Brind’Amour to completely reshuffle his lines in the third
period.
The end result was a 3-0 victory by the Lightning and a
second straight win over the Hurricanes (12-5-1), who now
have lost two in a row for the first time this season. For
Vasilevskiy, who had 25 saves, it was his first shutout of the
season and 22nd of his career.
Asked about the the wholesale line changes, Brind’Amour
said the Canes had “zero traction” with the lines and needed
an overhaul.
And about that first period. In a repeat of Monday’s 4-2 loss
to Tampa Bay at PNC Arena, the Canes meandered through
most of the opening period as Ross Colton scored his first
NHL goal and Blake Coleman added a power-play goal for
Tampa Bay (12-4-1).
Why the two poor first-period starts?
“The Tampa Bay Lightning,” Brind’Amour said.
That was it, the whole answer. Alex Nedeljkovic, who shut
out the Lightning 4-0 on Saturday, gave up the two firstperiod goals Wednesday — the third, by Barclay Goodrow
was an empty-netter at the end — and kept the Canes within
striking distance with some good stops.
Nedeljkovic denied Tampa Bay’s Steven Stamkos on a pointblank shot and Yanni Gourde on a shorthanded attempt
during the game. He finished with 25 saves and was sharp
enough.
“He kept us in there,” Brind’Amour said.

But Vasilevskiy was better and at his best in the third, when
the Canes had 16 scoring chances, according to the Natural
Stat Trick analytics site.
“I think our starts are what’s been killing us the last couple of
games,” Canes captain Jordan Staal said. “It’s hard to come
back in this league, especially against one of the best. We
did get some chances toward the end of the second and the
third and created some plays, but it’s too little, too late
sometimes. We need a better start.”
Staal said the Canes worked hard in the game but added,
“The other part is being mentally ready and being aware of
the plays they have and the players they have and what their
tendencies are, and I think we slipped on that at the start.
They made us pay like good teams do.”
A blown defensive assignment allowed Tampa Bay
defenseman Victor Hedman, who never seems to tire, to
skate through the zone with the puck, around the net and
find Colton open in front of the crease for his goal. On the
power play, Gourde’s pass in transition found Coleman
unmarked in the slot.
“The whole package has to be there from everybody if we
want to be the best,” Staal said.
Brind’Amour in the third took Andrei Svechnikov off
Sebastian Aho’s line and moved Martin Necas and Jordan
Martinook to the line. Vincent Trocheck centered Svechnikov
and Jesper Fast, and Staal had Nino Niederreiter and Brock
McGinn on the wings.
But Vasilevskiy stopped everything. He made a timely pad
save on Warren Foegele midway through the third and
stopped Foegele again minutes later. The Lightning,
Brind’Amour said, “sat back” defensively in the third, content
to clear the zone and put sticks on sticks anywhere near the
net.
The Canes and Lightning go at it again Thursday to complete
their string of four consecutive games.
“No excuses to be made for why we can’t play the full 60
minutes,” Canes defenseman Jaccob Slavin said. “It’s just a
matter of doing it. You’ve got to dig in harder.”
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LeBrun: Canadiens coaching change, Rod Brind’Amour extension talks, NHL Draft update
By Pierre LeBrun
We’ll never know how differently it could have worked out.
Four years ago, Claude Julien and Gerard Gallant could
have potentially swapped respective hirings and who knows
exactly what that would have meant today.
In the wake of Julien’s firing in February 2017 by the Boston
Bruins, I’m told he heard from two teams: Vegas and
Montreal.
We know he agreed to the offer from the Canadiens, which
was to coach the rest of the 2016-17 season on his old
Bruins contract which the Habs took over and then sign a
five-year, $25 million deal with Montreal which runs through
June 30, 2022.
It was thrilling for Julien to return to Montreal, but he wisely
leveraged his situation to get a whopper of a contract, too.
Good for him.
And we know the Golden Knights ended up hiring Gallant a
few months later as their first head coach. To be clear, I’m
told Vegas never offered Julien the job after that interview in
February 2017; George McPhee felt it was too early to hire a
coach at that point, he wanted to wait until after the season.
But had Julien turned down Montreal, there’s a reasonable
chance the Golden Knights were interested in further
speaking with him.
One thing that’s always been interesting to me was had
Julien turned down Montreal in February 2017, either
because he wanted more time off, or wanted to play the freeagent coaching market, or perhaps wanted to explore things
with Vegas, what would Canadiens GM Marc Bergevin have
done?
There are many who believe the next name on Bergevin’s list
was Gallant, whom he had as an associate coach in
Montreal to Michel Therrien before Gallant went off to
become the head coach in Florida.
I’m not saying he would have hired Gallant, but he certainly
wanted to talk to him about the head coaching position.
That’s interesting because Bergevin would have been hiring
an English-speaking head coach had he gone with Gallant.
That would have required some massaging in the Montreal
market where a general requirement is hiring a FrenchCanadian coach.
A moot point now. Kind of.
Gallant’s name surfaced among some Habs fans on social
media Wednesday after the stunning firing of Julien. Some
want to see him as the next head coach of the Habs. Other
fans wonder whether it might make sense to bring back
Gallant as an associate to have more experience on the

Canadiens bench with interim head coach Dominique
Ducharme to help out the first-time NHL head coach.
The latter is certainly not going to happen.
I talked to Gallant recently, before any of this happened in
Montreal, and asked him about whether he’d join an NHL
bench in an associate role if it presented itself. He said no
without hesitation. He wanted to return as an NHL head
coach, period. As he should, given his unbelievable work in
Vegas with an expansion team going to the Stanley Cup
Final in its first year.
Gallant, I’ve reported before, did talk with Seattle in the
spring but I don’t believe there’s been any contact since. He
also interviewed with Washington about the Caps’ opening,
which ended up going to Peter Laviolette.
Gallant’s time will come again this summer when more jobs
likely open up.
Will the Habs head coaching job open up? It’s clear from
Bergevin’s news conference Wednesday that Ducharme will
be given every chance to make this job his permanently.
He’s interim until the end of the season, but if he does well,
he could be the guy. To the point where Bergevin said he
would not be reaching out to other coaching candidates in
the interim.
Which is fair as a starting point; Ducharme was hired three
years ago with a clear plan to develop him and bring him
along for this potential opportunity. This is his chance.
But what a frying pan to jump in as a first shot at being an
NHL head coach. The stakes are very clear, with Bergevin
doubling down during his news conference Wednesday
about this season’s expectations and the Habs’ desire to
contend.
No easy position for Ducharme to be in.
I would also say this: Bergevin has had a terrific bounceback since a disastrous 2017-18 season when some people
wondered about his job security. He’s won nearly every trade
he’s made since then. He just had a terrific offseason. This is
the deepest roster he’s ever had in Montreal. But it’s his
ninth season at the helm of the Canadiens. So when it
comes to figuring out if there’s a different head coach next
season or not for the Habs, it may not necessarily be his
decision. Bergevin has a year and a half left on his contract
and how the team performs this season will probably go a
long way, one would think, toward owner Geoff Molson
deciding in the offseason where all of this stands. Not just
the coach, but obviously the GM, too.
As for Julien now, I hope he takes some time before he
decides his next move. I was genuinely concerned for him
this season after his cardiac event last summer in the
bubble. As I was working his last Habs game in the TSN
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studio Tuesday night, I thought to myself that Julien looked
fatigued. I thought about his health.
It’s always a kick in the teeth to get fired but this may be a
blessing in disguise for Julien. He’s getting paid handsomely
through June 30, 2022. I hope he relaxes and takes care of
himself.
Brind’Amour extension?
As I reported on Insider Trading on Tuesday, I’m told that
there has been some back and forth regarding a potential
extension for Hurricanes head coach Rod Brind’Amour,
whose stock continues to soar.
Can you imagine if Brind’Amour, whose current deal expires
after this season, found himself as a free agent? Not only
might his old boss Ron Francis pick up the phone in Seattle
but I’m guessing there are a few other teams that would be
all over him.
It just so happens he won a Stanley Cup with Sabres GM
Kevyn Adams in their playing days, for example; I’m pointing
out some obvious connections here.
Which is why Hurricanes owner Tom Dundon is trying to
make sure none of that comes into play.
In October, I quoted Dundon regarding Brind’Amour entering
the final season of his contract: “Rod will be here, 100
percent, for a long time.”
On Wednesday, I doubled back with Dundon to ask again
about Brind’Amour.
“No change. He will be here,” Dundon said via text message.
I can’t imagine Brind’Amour is trying to break the bank with
this contract. But as one of the lower-paid coaches in the
league, he’s earned a raise. He’s probably trying to make
sure the rest of his coaching staff gets taken care of, too.

While I do think delaying the 2021 draft until the summer of
2022, having back-to-back drafts about a week apart, is the
one many GMs support as well as having the backing of NHL
executive vice-president Colin Campbell, there is another
option out there.
There’s another group of GMs who like the idea of delaying
this summer’s draft until next January, not wait an entire
year. As one team executive explained to me, the draft as a
showcase event in January after the world juniors, maybe
even just before or during the Olympic break, would make
sense and break it up enough from the 2022 draft in June. It
would allow teams to focus on one set of prospects from
2021 before turning their attention in full to the 2022 kids.
Either way, whether it’s holding it in January or in June 2022,
you’ve got enough GMs in support of a delay in one form or
another.
So where is this headed?
“Everything is being discussed,” NHL deputy commissioner
Bill Daly said via email this week. “Moving the draft would be
extremely complicated. Will see where it goes. Decision not
imminent.”
There’s a few things to chew on here as I’ve learned to
decipher Daly-speak for a few decades.
“Decision not imminent.” The fact that the July 23-24 draft as
it currently sits is a virtual draft probably means the league
feels it’s got lots of time to decide on it. It’s not like they’re
cancelling hotel bookings or flights if they move this year’s
draft. Daly clearly feels he’s going to use all the time they
have on this.

The likes of Alain Vigneault and Todd McLellan make $5
million a year, Peter Laviolette recently joined Washington
for around $4.9 million a year, there’s a group of coaches in
and around the $3 million range like Paul Maurice, Jon
Cooper and a few others.

“Extremely complicated.” Not only do Daly and his boss Gary
Bettman need to be swayed on the merits of delaying the
draft but there’s also the matter of getting the NHL Players’
Association to sign off on it. The NHLPA may want
something in return for it. (My understanding is that the NHL
and NHLPA have discussed it but there is yet to be an official
proposal from the league to the PA). What I detect here in
Daly’s comment is a lack of enthusiasm for any delay to the
draft. But it’s still being discussed, so it’s still a possibility.

I’m guessing Brind’Amour could easily live with anything that
has a 2 in front of it; he’s hurt his own leverage in the past by
saying he wouldn’t want to coach anywhere else but
Carolina.

As Sportsnet’s Elliotte Friedman also noted this week, one of
the complicating issues perhaps is service time with the draft
picks, and how that gets ironed out with the NHLPA if these
kids are delayed in getting drafted.

Dundon hasn’t been flush when it comes to his front office.
But I think the Hurricanes get it done. Let’s put it this way:
They better.

But I also get where many of these GMs are coming from.
Some of these junior players will have barely played this
year. How fair is it to them to gauge their development in
their draft year as it currently stands?

Draft update
The NHL isn’t close to making a decision on the 2021 draft
but it’s important to point out there isn’t just one particular
option on the table.

It probably makes sense to delay the draft, but that doesn’t
mean it’ll happen.
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Hurricanes’ center depth fuels fast start
Carolina is among the NHL’s top teams at 12-4-1, and its
men in the middle are a big reason why

really changed any of his game, but he definitely needs to be
in that conversation.”

By Cory Lavalette

While Staal is the foundation of the Hurricanes’ center corps,
Aho is the star.

For a long time, a common template for constructing a team
in the NHL was to “build from the goalie out.” The workhorse
goalie who sometimes played 70 or more games over the
course of the season was the cornerstone of a winning
franchise, even high-scoring ones like the 1980s Oilers.
In recent years, perceptions of goaltending have changed.
For one, there just aren’t many goaltenders these days that
can handle the workload that Patrick Roy or Martin Brodeur
once did. Secondly, two-goalie systems have become more
commonplace, and while NHL teams still want the best
goalies, they also want a reliable backup.
Which brings us to the other common refrain used in
discussing the architecture of a team: “building down the
middle.”
One look at the Carolina Hurricanes makes it clear which
path the franchise chose in constructing its current roster.
The Hurricanes’ acquisition of Jordan Staal in 2012 was
supposed to be a step toward this goal, with the younger
Staal becoming a No. 2 center behind older brother Eric.
While that never led to success, Staal has become a
cornerstone player for each coach that has come through
Raleigh, none more than Rod Brind’Amour.
Brind’Amour has called Staal the player that “stirs the drink”
for the Hurricanes, and this season he’s added more
offensive production (seven goals, eight assists in 15 games)
to go with his ever-present defensive dominance.
“I’ve said this before, but it feels like he’s playing the same
way,” Brind’Amour said of Staal’s play this season. “It’s just
the opportunities, he’s cashing in, where in the past I’d come
back after the game and go, ‘Who had the most chances or
created the most,’ and his name was always on it. But there
was nothing to show for it.”
While Staal’s production has slowed in recent games —
coinciding with the injury to Teuvo Teravainen that led to
Andrei Svechnikov being moved off Staal’s wing and onto
Sebastian Aho’s — his offensive play could finally get him
the recognition his defensive play has long deserved with his
first Selke Trophy. He was a finalist with Pittsburgh in 200910, finishing third, but has never been higher than ninth
(2016-17) in the voting since coming to Carolina.
“It should go to a guy who puts up points,” Brind’Amour, a
two-time Selke winner himself, said. “I think it’s a two-way
player, you gotta be able to do both. … I don’t think he’s

The 23-year-old Finn may seem like he’s had a quiet start to
the season, but he remains right near a point-per-game pace
(six goals, 10 assists in 17 games) and has yet to go two
consecutive games without a point.
And then there’s Vincent Trocheck, acquired by Carolina
before last season’s trade deadline and on pace to have the
best season of his career with nine goals and seven assists
through 16 games.
“When those three are playing well, it takes stress off of each
other,” Brind’Amour said. “When one is struggling or one is
maybe not doing as good in certain areas, then the other one
can pick the slack up.
“It’s definitely a bonus when you can have those guys going
down the middle because you don’t worry as much about
matchups. There’s just a whole bunch of things that, when
they’re going well, it sets us up to be a really, really good
team.”
The Hurricanes also recently added Cedric Paquette, the
gritty forward who won a Stanley Cup last season with
Tampa Bay and is capable of playing center or wing.
“He’s a blast out there to watch,” linemate Jordan Martinook
said of Paquette. “He’s getting in those scrums, and I think
that’s something our team needs. I think he brings that edge
and that physicality that sometimes our team lacks, but he’s
definitely a great addition.”
And all of the skill down the middle makes for a good
learning environment for young players like Steven Lorentz,
who has centered the fourth line the past few games.
“There’s things you can take away from each guy,” Lorentz
said. “You’ve got some size up the middle with Jordo, and
then you’ve definitely got some skill with Troch and Aho. So I
just try and watch what they do in practice. … I’m just trying
to watch them and see how they think the game and if
there’s anything that I can take away from the practices and
the games and apply it myself.”
All of that equals a team, build down the middle, that can go
places.
“Depth is what wins championships,” Trocheck said. “So I
think right now, the way that we’re going, getting
contributions from all four lines, it’s definitely a big factor in
the way we’re playing and a big factor in winning games.
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“Centers down the middle is extremely important.”

Lightning hand Hurricanes consecutive losses for 1st time this season
Carolina "wasted" a solid effort from Alex Nedeljkovic in a 30 loss
By Cory Lavalette
The Hurricanes lost a second straight game for the first time
this season, dropping a 3-0 decision in Tampa Bay on
Wednesday. The Lightning scored twice in the opening
period and stifled Carolina’s offense to move back into first
place in the Central Division at 12-4-1 after Florida lost
Wednesday to drop to 12-4-2. The Hurricanes are just
behind at 12-5-1.
Three Thoughts
1. Any talks of Jaccob Slavin, Dougie Hamilton or really any
NHL defenseman being mentioned for the Norris Trophy
should begin with a comparison to Victor Hedman.
Throughout the first three games of this four-game “series,”
Hedman has been the best player on the ice overall in the
first three games, triggering the Lightning’s offense on both
Monday and Wednesday in their two wins.
In Wednesday’s 3-0 decision, Hedman created the first goal
by circling the Carolina net and setting up Ross Colton for his
first NHL goal in his league debut. From there, he and Andrei
Vasilevskiy (25 saves) were impenetrable. The Hurricanes
had their chances, but every time either Hedman was there
to stifle Carolina’s attack or Vasilevskiy was making another
show-stopping save.

fans but that the Hurricanes’ priority will be safety and giving
their fans an opportunity to see the team in-person for the
first time in nearly a year.
“It’s very important that we do this right,” Waddell said. “I’m
not worried about the cost of doing it right, I’m worried about
doing it right because once we prove that we do it right, then
we have the opportunity to expand our capacity. And that’s
what we all want to get to.”
Masks, social distancing, one-way concourses, limited
concessions and more hand sanitizing stations are just some
of the restrictions, protocols and amenities that will be in
place when fans return.
Number To Know
6-4-1 — The Hurricanes’ record this season with one day off
between games. Comparatively, Carolina is 2-0-0 with four
days off between games, 2-0-0 with two days off between
games, and 2-1-0 with no days’ rest.
They Said It
“When you play that many games, sometimes it can be
mundane and it can make it that much more difficult to be on
edge and be ready to go. As a group, including myself, we
have to be better than that.”
— Hurricanes captain Jordan Staal on managing the mental
aspect of the condensed schedule

That’s a tough combination to overcome.

Plus

2. Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour was
visibly disappointed after the game but said, “We may be off
and have some off nights, but it’s never lack of effort.”

Alex Nedeljkovic, Hurricanes goalie — Coming off his first
career shutout, Nedeljkovic was even better Wednesday
despite being saddled with a loss. There wasn’t much he
could have done on either of Tampa Bay’s goals, and he
gave the Hurricanes a puncher’s chance in the third.
Carolina, however, couldn’t figure out Vasilevskiy.

Captain Jordan Staal said the team’s “starts are killing us,”
and Brind’Amour had already pinpointed the trouble in the
last two games.
“Well, the Tampa Bay Lightning.”
And that is probably the cause for Brind’Amour’s curtness
following the game. He knows that the road to the Stanley
Cup goes through Tampa Bay, and while his team is now 2-2
against the Lightning this season, he’ll surely be looking for a
bounce-back effort Thursday in the final game of the fourgame set.
3. The Hurricanes announced Wednesday that they will be
welcoming fans back to PNC Arena starting with their March
4 home game against Detroit. Per Gov. Roy Cooper’s latest
executive order, large indoor venues will be allowed to
operate at 15% capacity. A normal sellout at PNC Arena for
Hurricanes games is 18,680, so the team would be permitted
to host 2,802 fans based on those numbers.
Don Waddell, the Hurricanes GM and team president, said
the team might make “a little bit of money” off that number of

“He was great,” Brind’Amour said,” kept us in there. … Too
bad we kind of wasted it.”
Minus
Dougie Hamilton, Hurricanes defenseman — The pressure is
on Hamilton, who has 11 points this season but just one goal
in a contract year. As mentioned following Monday’s loss to
the Lightning, the emergence of Jake Bean and this
offseason’s expansion draft make for a dicey negotiation with
Hamilton. Toss in a flat salary cap and a needed contract
extension for Andrei Svechnikov, and there are no
guarantees a deal will get done.
If Hamilton can’t turn a corner on his season soon — and the
numbers indicate he could since he currently has just a 1.8%
shooting percentage — the pressure will increase even more
as the trade deadline approaches.
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No cash, no tailgating and masks required when fans return to watch the Canes
By Jodi Leese Glusco
The Carolina Hurricanes said Wednesday that they expected
to welcome fans to PNC Arena as soon as next week, a little
less than a year after sporting events shut down with the rest
of the world as the coronavirus pandemic spread.

Everyone who enters PNC Arena will be required to wear a
two-ply cloth mask or face covering that covers both the
mouth and nose. Gaiters, bandanas, and masks with valves
or vents will not be permitted. Fans may not bring a bag into
the arena, with the exception of medical bags, diaper bags
and clutches no larger than 4.5” x 6.5”.

“The Caniacs are the backbone of our franchise, and we are
thrilled to welcome them back to PNC Arena,” said
Hurricanes President and General Manager Don Waddell.

Tailgating outside the arena will be banned, and fans will be
seated in pods inside, separated by a minimum distance of
six feet.

The latest executive order from Gov. Roy Cooper, which
goes into effect on Friday, would allow the Canes and others
to fill up to 15% of the capacity of their arena.

In Charlotte, owners of the Hornets are making plans for
fans' return as well. While the team did not announce a set
date, they issued a statement that said: “We look forward to
working with Governor Cooper, Mecklenburg County
Manager Dena Diorio and our state and county health
officials to reopen Spectrum Center to fans soon.”

The team is on the road Monday and Tuesday, but has a
home game scheduled Thursday against the Detroit Red
Wings.
“Our staff has worked extremely hard to put protocols in
place to protect the health and safety of our fans, as well as
our players and staff," Waddell said. That includes frequent
sanitizing of high-touch surfaces, and contactless ticketing,
concessions and merchandise sales.

The team is on the road through the coming week, and they
resume play after the All-Star break on Thursday, March 11,
when they host the Detroit Pistons.

Recap: Canes Shut Out by Vasilevskiy, Lightning
Canes held without a goal for the first time this season
By Michael Smith
TAMPA - The Tampa Bay Lightning handed the Carolina
Hurricanes their first shutout loss of the season in a 3-0 final.
Andrei Vasilevskiy made 25 saves on 25 shots, and for the
first time this season, the Canes suffered consecutive losses.

even when they did and began to generate some offense
late in the second and into the third period, Vasilevskiy shut
the door to earn his first clean sheet of the season.
"He's a good goaltender. We had our chances," Jaccob
Slavin said. "There are no excuses to be made on why we
can't play the full 60 minutes. It's just a matter of doing it."
Plus/Minus

The Difference

Plus: Alex Nedeljkovic

There was a moment in the third period when Jaccob Slavin
threaded a pass to Warren Foegele on the backdoor. It was
a perfect seam pass that eluded defending sticks and set
Foegele up for a grade-A scoring opportunity. Foegele didn't
get much lift on the puck, but Andrei Vasilevskiy still moved
laterally to stretch out his left pad and make the save.

Four nights ago, Nedeljkovic earned his first career shutout
in the National Hockey League, and he did so with 24 saves
on 24 shots against the defending Stanley Cup champions.
Though he couldn't keep the Lightning off the board for a
second straight game, he did put forth another solid effort.

It was just that kind of night for the Canes.
It took some time for the Canes to get to their game - and,
ultimately, the Lightning took advantage of that and forced
the Canes to chase the game for much of the evening - but

When the Canes were floundering in their own zone,
especially in the first period, Nedeljkovic bailed his team out
more often than not. When the Canes had their first power
play of the game in the second period, they surrendered a
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breakaway chance and a 2-on-1 rush, and Nedeljkovic
responded on both occasions.
It's a shame to see such a stout goaltending performance go
to waste, but again, it was just that kind of night for the
Canes, and the guy at the opposite end of the ice was on his
game, as well.
"[Nedeljkovic] was great. He kept us in there," head coach
Rod Brind'Amour said. "He made some big saves. Good for
him. Too bad we kind of wasted it."
Minus: The start
A lackluster start spelled trouble for the Canes on Monday,
and the story was the same tonight. Tampa again came out
the more aggressive bunch and asserted their game early,
which forced the Canes on their heels.
Victor Hedman fed Ross Colton in the slot for the opening
goal in Colton's NHL debut, and later in the first period, Blake
Coleman scored in transition on the power play to double the
Lightning's lead. That's all the offense they needed.
"Our starts are what's been killing us the last couple [of
games]. It's hard to come back in this league, especially
against one of the best. You can't put yourself in too big of a
hole," Jordan Staal said. "I thought we did get some chances

towards the second and third and started creating some
plays, but it's too little, too late sometimes. It's too little too
late sometimes. We have to have a better start and be ready
on time."
Stats Pack
5: Slavin recorded a season-high five shots on goal. He
finished the night with a game-high eight shot attempts.
86%: Sebastian Aho won six of seven faceoffs. As a team,
the Canes won 64% of draws in the game.
Quote of the Night
"Against a team of that caliber, you have to be able to do it
the right way the whole time. We have to get to our game
and what makes us successful from the drop of the puck and
not wait until it's too late." - Jaccob Slavin
Up Next
This four-game series concludes on Thursday night with a
rematch at Amalie Arena.
"What's best is that we have this team again tomorrow.
We're going to get right back at it and show them our best,"
Staal said. "It's nice that we're going to get right back at it
tomorrow and hopefully get a win."

Preview: Hurricanes at Lightning
Canes aim to rebound on second half of back-to-back
By Michael Smith

25 shots he faced, handing the Canes their second straight
regulation loss, another first for the season.

Carolina Hurricanes (12-5-1, 25 points) at Tampa Bay
Lightning (12-4-1, 25 points)

"Our starts are what's been killing us the last couple [of
games]. It's hard to come back in this league, especially
against one of the best. You can't put yourself in too big of a
hole," Jordan Staal said. "I thought we did get some chances
towards the second and third and started creating some
plays, but it's too little, too late sometimes. It's too little too
late sometimes. We have to have a better start and be ready
on time."

Thursday, Feb. 25, 7 p.m.

Numbers to Know

Watch: FOX Sports Carolinas, FOX Sports GO

20-4-2: In his last 28 regular-season games with the Canes,
James Reimer has posted a 20-4-2 record with a 2.71 goalsagainst average, .911 save percentage and three shutouts.

TAMPA - A four-game set between the Carolina Hurricanes
and Tampa Bay Lightning comes to a close in the second
half of a back-to-back.
The Match-Up

Listen: 99.9 FM The Fan, Hurricanes.com/Listen, Hurricanes
app
About Last Night
The Canes suffered their first shutout loss of the season on
Wednesday night in Tampa. Andrei Vasilevskiy stopped all

2-1-0: Tonight's game closes out the Canes' fourth of now
nine back-to-back games this season. The team is 2-1-0 in
the second game.
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Vasilevskiy makes 25 saves, Lightning shut out Hurricanes
Colton scores in NHL debut for Tampa Bay, which wins
second straight against Carolina
By Corey Long
TAMPA -- Andrei Vasilevskiy made 25 saves for his first
shutout of the season, and Ross Colton scored in his NHL
debut to help the Tampa Bay Lightning defeat the Carolina
Hurricanes 3-0 at Amalie Arena on Wednesday.
Blake Coleman and Barclay Goodrow scored for the
Lightning (12-4-1), who have won two straight against the
Hurricanes.
"We've had a few good games defensively," Coleman said.
"But to a man, guys were skating, guys were competing,
blocking shots … doing the things you've got to do to win.
[Vasilevskiy] made some big-time saves when he needed to
and he kept the puck out of the net. Really just a complete
effort by the entire team."
Alex Nedeljkovic made 25 saves for the Hurricanes (12-5-1),
who lost consecutive games for the first time this season.
"[Nedeljkovic] was great," Carolina coach Rod Brind'Amour
said. "He made some big saves. Good for him. Too bad we
kind of wasted it."
The teams finish a four-game set here Thursday.
"We've got this team again tomorrow," Hurricanes captain
Jordan Staal said. "We're going to get right back at it and
show them our best."
Colton gave Tampa Bay a 1-0 lead on his second shift at
6:43 of the first period, shooting five-hole on Nedeljkovic
after Victor Hedman made a strong move to the net and
attempted a wraparound.
"I think the best way to describe it is that I kind of blacked out
right after the play," Colton said.

"I was trying to fight to get to the front of the net. [Hedman]
wheeled around there and kind of put it front. I was always
taught when I was younger to go to the dirty areas. I just got
in front and tried to bang it home and luckily it went in. Great
play by [Hedman] for sure."
Coleman made it 2-0 at 17:27. With the Lightning on a power
play, Yanni Gourde sent a centering pass to Coleman, who
scored blocker side from the low slot.
Vasilevskiy preserved the lead when he stretched across the
crease to stop Hurricanes forward Warren Foegele at the
right post at 10:08 of the third period. He then stopped
Andrei Svechnikov from low in the left circle with 5:26
remaining and Vincent Trocheck 10 seconds later.
"It was a great effort from our guys. In the first two periods I
didn't have that much work," Vasilevskiy said. "In the third
they started pushing us. But it was a great job defensively.
We got two huge goals and that was enough to win because
we played well defensively."
Carolina outshot Tampa Bay 9-5 in the third period.
"The past couple of games we haven't had a good start,"
Hurricanes defenseman Jaccob Slavin said. "Against a team
of that caliber, you have to be able to do it the right way the
whole time.
"We've got to get to our game and what makes us successful
at the drop of the puck and not wait until it's too late."
Goodrow scored into an empty net with 35 seconds left for
the 3-0 final.
"We worked hard; we didn't come out as ready as we
needed to in the first period," Brind'Amour said. "That was
the game, unfortunately. But we fought back. We might have
some off nights, but it's never a lack of effort."
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Super 16: Bruins remain No. 1, Oilers enter NHL.com power rankings
Panthers make top five; Canadiens fall seven spots
By Dan Rosen
The Edmonton Oilers are in the NHL.com Super 16 power
rankings for the first time this season.
The Oilers, winners of four straight games, are ranked No.
11 this week. They were No. 14 in the preseason Super 16.
The Florida Panthers entered the top five this week for the
first time this season, moving up one spot to No. 5 to join the
Boston Bruins, Tampa Bay Lightning, Vegas Golden Knights
and Toronto Maple Leafs.
The Bruins, Lightning, Golden Knights and Maple Leafs are
Nos. 1-4 for the second consecutive week. It's the third
straight week those teams have made up the top four.
The Winnipeg Jets moved up four spots to No. 8. The
Montreal Canadiens dropped seven spots to No. 15.
To create the NHL.com power rankings, each of the 14
participating staff members put together his or her version of
what they think it should look like. Those were submitted and
a point total assigned to each.
The team that was selected first was given 16 points, second
got 15, third 14, and so on down to No. 16, which got one
point.
Here is the Super 16:
1. Boston Bruins (11-3-2)
Total points: 215
Last week: No. 1

Auston Matthews had a personal 16-game point streak end
in a 3-0 loss to the Calgary Flames on Monday. The center
scored at least two points in seven of the games, including
four each in the last two. The Maple Leafs have scored a
power-play goal in 14 of 21 games.
5. Florida Panthers (12-4-2)
Total points: 173
Last week: No. 6
Panthers defensemen have scored 43 points (11 goals, 32
assists) in 18 games, fifth in the NHL. The only team with
more points from defensemen that has played fewer than 20
games is the Lightning with 45 (six goals, 39 assists) in 17
games. Keith Yandle leads Florida defensemen with 13
points (three goals, 10 assists). Aaron Ekblad has scored 11
points (six goals, five assists).
6. Carolina Hurricanes (12-5-1)
Total points: 154
Last week: No. 7
The Hurricanes are 6-3-1 in their past 10 games, a stretch
that included Carolina going 9-for-26 on the power play (34.5
percent). Center Jordan Staal leads them with three powerplay goals and nine points (six goals, three assists) during
that stretch.
7. Colorado Avalanche (9-6-1)
Total points: 146
Last week: No. 5
The Avalanche have scored the first goal in 11 of 16 games
and outscored opponents 14-7 in the first period.

David Pastrnak has scored nine goals in nine games,
including two hat tricks against the Philadelphia Flyers, and
57 goals in 79 games since the start of last season. Jeremy
Lauzon will be reevaluated in four weeks after the
defenseman had surgery to repair a fracture in his left hand,
an injury he sustained on his first shift of the Honda NHL
Outdoors Sunday game at Lake Tahoe against the Flyers.

8. Winnipeg Jets (11-6-1)
Total points: 103
Last week: No. 12

2. Tampa Bay Lightning (12-4-1)
Total points: 198
Last week: No. 2

9. Philadelphia Flyers (9-4-3)
Total points: 89
Last week: No. 9

Victor Hedman leads the Lightning with seven multipoint
games. He also leads them with 18 points (four goals, 14
assists), one more point than forwards Steven Stamkos and
Brayden Point.

Claude Giroux was removed from the NHL COVID-19
protocol list Tuesday and defenseman Justin Braun came off
Wednesday. The Flyers still have forwards Travis Konecny,
Scott Laughton, Oskar Lindblom and Jakub Voracek on the
list.

3. Vegas Golden Knights (11-4-1)
Total points: 191
Last week: No. 3
Alex Tuch has scored three goals in his past two games and
seven goals in 16 games this season after the forward
scored eight goals in 42 games last season. Marc-Andre
Fleury's next win will be his 100th with the Golden Knights.
He is 8-3-0 with three shutouts, a 1.55 goals-against average
and a .942 save percentage in 11 games this season.
4. Toronto Maple Leafs (15-4-2)
Total points: 179
Last week: No. 4

The Jets are 5-3-0 when allowing the first goal and 4-4-0
when trailing entering the third period. They have a plus-9
goal differential (23-14) after the second period, including 3-0
in overtime.

10. Washington Capitals (9-5-4)
Total points: 82
Last week: No. 13
Ilya Samsonov was assigned to Hershey of the American
Hockey League on Wednesday, the goalie's second stint
there in the past 11 days. It's possible a recall to the Capitals
could come as soon as Thursday or Friday. Samsonov
hasn't played for Washington since Jan. 17 because of
COVID-19 protocol. He entered the season as the No. 1
goalie after he was 16-6-2 with a 2.55 GAA, a .913 save
percentage and one shutout in 26 games last season.
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11. Edmonton Oilers (13-8-0)
Total points: 70
Last week: NR
The Oilers have won four consecutive games and 10 of 12
since Jan. 30, including five straight on the road. Their power
play is 13-for-41 (31.7 percent) in those 12 games, and
centers Connor McDavid (eight goals, 16 assists) and Leon
Draisaitl (four goals, 16 assists) have combined to score 44
points during that stretch.
12. Pittsburgh Penguins (10-6-1)
Total points: 67
Last week: NR
The Penguins have won three in a row, with goalie Tristan
Jarry starting allowing five goals on 89 shots (.944 save
percentage). Evgeni Malkin has scored four points (one goal,
three assists) after the center scored seven (three goals, four
assists) in the first 14 games.
13. New York Islanders (9-6-3)
Total points: 65
Last week: No. 10
The Islanders are the only team that hasn't lost in regulation
at home this season (5-0-1). They will play eight of their next
nine games on home ice, starting against the Boston Bruins
on Thursday (7 p.m. ET; SN360, SNE, SNO, SNP, MSG+,
NESN, NHL.TV).
14. St. Louis Blues (10-8-2)
Total points: 50
Last week: No. 11
Mike Hoffman has scored seven points (two goals, five
assists) in seven games since Feb. 12. He scored seven
points (four goals, three assists) in his first 12 games. The
Blues are without forwards Tyler Bozak (upper body), Robert
Thomas (hand), Jaden Schwartz (lower body) and Ivan
Barbashev (ankle), and defensemen Colton Parayko (upper
body) and Carl Gunnarsson (lower body).
15. Montreal Canadiens (9-5-4)
Total points: 49
Last week: No. 8
The Canadiens fired coach Claude Julien and associate
coach Kirk Muller on Wednesday, naming assistant
Dominique Ducharme as Julien's replacement and adding
Alexandre Burrows to the staff as an assistant. Montreal is 24-2 and has been outscored 24-17 in eight games since Feb.
4.
16. Chicago Blackhawks (10-6-4)
Total points: 36
Last week: No. 14
The Blackhawks are 8-2-1 since Jan. 31, including 5-1-1 in
games decided by one goal. Patrick Kane has scored seven
points (two goals, five assists) in his past two games. The
right wing needs two goals to reach 400 in the NHL and is
seven games from 1,000.
Others receiving points: Minnesota Wild 19, Dallas Stars 9,
Los Angeles Kings 7, Arizona Coyotes 1, Columbus Blue
Jackets 1

Dropped out: Dallas Stars (No. 15), New Jersey Devils (No.
16)
HERE'S HOW WE RANKED 'EM
AMALIE BENJAMIN
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. Vegas Golden
Knights; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Florida Panthers; 6.
Carolina Hurricanes; 7. Colorado Avalanche; 8. Winnipeg
Jets; 9. Philadelphia Flyers; 10. Edmonton Oilers; 11.
Montreal Canadiens; 12. Washington Capitals; 13.
Minnesota Wild; 14. New York Islanders; 15. Pittsburgh
Penguins; 16. Chicago Blackhawks
TIM CAMPBELL
1. Tampa Bay Lightning; 2. Boston Bruins; 3. Colorado
Avalanche; 4. Vegas Golden Knights; 5. Carolina Hurricanes;
6. Philadelphia Flyers; 7. Florida Panthers; 8. Toronto Maple
Leafs; 9. Washington Capitals; 10. Winnipeg Jets; 11.
Edmonton Oilers; 12. St. Louis Blues; 13. Minnesota Wild;
14. Montreal Canadiens; 15. Dallas Stars; 16. Pittsburgh
Penguins
BRIAN COMPTON
1. Florida Panthers; 2. Boston Bruins; 3. Vegas Golden
Knights; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 6.
Tampa Bay Lightning; 7. Winnipeg Jets; 8. Colorado
Avalanche; 9. Pittsburgh Penguins; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11.
Philadelphia Flyers; 12. New York Islanders; 13. Edmonton
Oilers; 14. Los Angeles Kings; 15. Montreal Canadiens; 16.
St. Louis Blues
NICHOLAS J. COTSONIKA
1. Florida Panthers; 2. Toronto Maple Leafs; 3. Boston
Bruins; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6.
Vegas Golden Knights; 7. Winnipeg Jets; 8. Colorado
Avalanche; 9. Philadelphia Flyers; 10. Edmonton Oilers; 11.
Pittsburgh Penguins; 12. Washington Capitals; 13. Montreal
Canadiens; 14. Chicago Blackhawks; 15. Minnesota Wild;
16. St. Louis Blues
TOM GULITTI
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Carolina
Hurricanes; 4. Vegas Golden Knights; 5. Tampa Bay
Lightning; 6. Toronto Maple Leafs; 7. Colorado Avalanche; 8.
Winnipeg Jets; 9. Pittsburgh Penguins; 10. Philadelphia
Flyers; 11. Washington Capitals; 12. New York Islanders; 13.
Montreal Canadiens; 14. Edmonton Oilers; 15. St. Louis
Blues; 16. Minnesota Wild
ADAM KIMELMAN
1. Tampa Bay Lightning; 2. Boston Bruins; 3. Toronto Maple
Leafs; 4. Vegas Golden Knights; 5. Colorado Avalanche; 6.
Florida Panthers; 7. Winnipeg Jets; 8. Carolina Hurricanes;
9. St. Louis Blues; 10. Washington Capitals; 11. Philadelphia
Flyers; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13. Pittsburgh Penguins; 14.
New York Islanders; 15. Chicago Blackhawks; 16. Los
Angeles Kings
ROBERT LAFLAMME
1. Tampa Bay Lightning; 2. Vegas Golden Knights; 3. Boston
Bruins; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Colorado Avalanche; 6.
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Florida Panthers; 7. Carolina Hurricanes; 8. Washington
Capitals; 9. Montreal Canadiens; 10. Chicago Blackhawks;
11. St. Louis Blues; 12. Philadelphia Flyers; 13. Winnipeg
Jets; 14. Edmonton Oilers; 15. Pittsburgh Penguins; 16. New
York Islanders
MIKE G. MORREALE
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. Vegas Golden
Knights; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 6.
Florida Panthers; 7. New York Islanders; 8. Philadelphia
Flyers; 9. Chicago Blackhawks; 10. Montreal Canadiens; 11.
Washington Capitals; 12. St. Louis Blues; 13. Colorado
Avalanche; 14. Pittsburgh Penguins; 15. Winnipeg Jets; 16.
Columbus Blue Jackets
TRACEY MYERS
1. Toronto Maple Leafs; 2. Boston Bruins; 3. Tampa Bay
Lightning; 4. Vegas Golden Knights; 5. Florida Panthers; 6.
Carolina Hurricanes; 7. New York Islanders; 8. Edmonton
Oilers; 9. Colorado Avalanche; 10. Winnipeg Jets; 11.
Montreal Canadiens; 12. St. Louis Blues; 13. Washington
Capitals; 14. Chicago Blackhawks; 15. Pittsburgh Penguins;
16. Philadelphia Flyers
BILL PRICE
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. Vegas Golden
Knights; 4. Colorado Avalanche; 5. Florida Panthers; 6.
Toronto Maple Leafs; 7. Pittsburgh Penguins; 8. New York
Islanders; 9. Philadelphia Flyers; 10. Washington Capitals;
11. Carolina Hurricanes; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13. Montreal
Canadiens; 14. Winnipeg Jets; 15. St. Louis Blues; 16.
Chicago Blackhawks
SHAWN P. ROARKE

1. Boston Bruins; 2. Vegas Golden Knights; 3. Tampa Bay
Lightning; 4. Colorado Avalanche; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 6.
Carolina Hurricanes; 7. Winnipeg Jets; 8. Florida Panthers;
9. Washington Capitals; 10. Dallas Stars; 11. St. Louis Blues;
12. Montreal Canadiens; 13. Philadelphia Flyers; 14.
Pittsburgh Penguins; 15. Chicago Blackhawks; 16. Arizona
Coyotes
DAN ROSEN
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Vegas Golden Knights; 3. Tampa Bay
Lightning; 4. Florida Panthers; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 6.
Colorado Avalanche; 7. Carolina Hurricanes; 8. Winnipeg
Jets; 9. Philadelphia Flyers; 10. Pittsburgh Penguins; 11.
Washington Capitals; 12. New York Islanders; 13. Edmonton
Oilers; 14. Chicago Blackhawks; 15. Los Angeles Kings; 16.
St. Louis Blues
DAVID SATRIANO
1. Toronto Maple Leafs; 2. Boston Bruins; 3. Tampa Bay
Lightning; 4. Florida Panthers; 5. Vegas Golden Knights; 6.
Colorado Avalanche; 7. Carolina Hurricanes; 8. Winnipeg
Jets; 9. Edmonton Oilers; 10. New York Islanders; 11.
Washington Capitals; 12. St. Louis Blues; 13. Chicago
Blackhawks; 14. Pittsburgh Penguins; 15. Philadelphia
Flyers; 16. Los Angeles Kings
MIKE ZEISBERGER
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Vegas Golden Knights; 3. Tampa Bay
Lightning; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Florida Panthers; 6.
Carolina Hurricanes; 7. Colorado Avalanche; 8. Edmonton
Oilers; 9. Pittsburgh Penguins; 10. New York Islanders; 11.
Philadelphia Flyers; 12. Washington Capitals; 13. Winnipeg
Jets; 14. St. Louis Blues; 15. Chicago Blackhawks; 16.
Minnesota Wild
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Colton scores in NHL debut, Lightning beat Hurricanes 3-0
By Erik Erlendsson
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — Ross Colton scored in his NHL debut
and Andrei Vasilevskiy made 25 saves in the Tampa Bay
Lightning’s 3-0 victory over the Carolina Hurricanes on
Wednesday night.
Blake Coleman and Barclay Goodrow also scored, and Alex
Killorn had two assists in the third of four straight games
between the teams.
Vasilevskiy had his 22nd career shutout and first since
March 2020 against Montreal.
“Great effort by our guys,” Vasilevskiy said. “For the first two
periods I didn’t have much work, it wasn’t until the third when
they started to push us. Great job defensively, huge two
goals and that was enough to win because we played so
good defensively.’’
Alex Nedeljkovic made 25 saves for the Hurricanes after
shutting out the Lightning in his previous start. Carolina has
lost consecutive games for the first time this season.
The teams will finish the series Thursday night in Tampa.
They split the first two games in Raleigh.

dirty areas, so I just got in front and tried to bang it in and
luckily it went in.’’
Colton is the ninth player in franchise history to score in his
NHL debut, the second quickest behind only Nikita
Kucherov, who scored on his first career shift 2:12 into the
game on Henrik Lundqvist against the New York Rangers on
November 25, 2013.
Coleman doubled the lead with 2:33 left in the opening
period with his first power play goal with Tampa Bay since
arriving from New Jersey last season. After Pat Maroon
delivered a touch pass to Yanni Gourde at the offensive blue
line, Gourde found Coleman alone coming down the slot for
an easy one-touch shot over the blocker of Nedeljkovic.
“When you are given a bump in your role, you want to be
effective and help your team win whether it’s scoring goals or
creating plays on the power play,” Coleman said. “So I was
happy to get the goal. … The more you play on it, the more
comfortable you get and are able to make plays and if I’m
given any opportunities in the game I want to make the most
of it.’’
Goodrow added an empty-netter with 34.8 seconds left.

“The first game we played, we played the right way,”
Carolina defenseman Jaccob Slavin said. “The past couple
of games we haven’t had a good start. Against a team of that
caliber you have to be able to do it the right way the whole
time. We’ve got to get to our game and what makes us
successful at the drop of the puck and not wait until it’s too
late.”

“I think our starts have been what’s killing us,” Carolina
captain Jordan Staal said. “It’s hard to come back in this
league, especially against one of the best. We started getting
chances in the second and third, creating some plays…but
it’s too little too late sometimes. We have to have a better
start and be ready on time.”

Colton opened the scoring on his first career shot on goal
during his second career shift. As Victor Hedman cut down
the right wing side and circled behind the net, Colton whittled
his way to the top of the crease where he was able to push
the puck under the pads of Nedeljkoviv at 6:43.

Lightning C Anthony Cirelli, who suffered an undisclosed
upper-body injury on Feb. 11 at Florida, skated with the
extras Wednesday morning. Coach Jon Cooper said the
Lightning hope to be able to consider Cirelli day-to-day soon.

“The best way to describe it is I blacked out right after the
play,” Colton said. “We had a good offensive shift going
before that and I just tried to fight to get to the front of the
net. Heddy wheeled around there and kind of put it in front,
and I was always taught when I was younger to get to the

CIRELLI CLOSER

INJURY UPDATES
Carolina F Teuvo Teravainen was diagnosed with a
concussion, according to coach Rod Brind’Amour, and did
not accompany the team for the five-game trip. Brind’Amour
also said G Petr Mrazek, out with a fractured thumb, remains
out indefinitely even though he returned to the ice Tuesday.
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Lightning host the Hurricanes following shutout win
Carolina Hurricanes (12-5-1, third in the Central Division) vs.
Tampa Bay Lightning (12-4-1, second in the Central Division)
Tampa, Florida; Thursday, 7 p.m. EST
BOTTOM LINE: Tampa Bay hosts the Carolina Hurricanes
after the Lightning shut out Carolina 3-0. Andrei Vasilevskiy
earned the victory in the net for Tampa Bay after recording
25 saves.
The Lightning are 12-4-1 in division matchups. Tampa Bay
has scored 61 goals and is second in the Nhl averaging 3.6
goals per game. Steven Stamkos leads the team with nine.
The Hurricanes are 12-5-1 against division opponents.
Carolina is fifth in the Nhl averaging 3.4 goals per game, led
by Vincent Trocheck with nine.
The teams square off for the second straight game.

TOP PERFORMERS: Stamkos leads the Lightning with nine
goals and has 17 points. Victor Hedman has 10 points over
the last 10 games for Tampa Bay.
Trocheck leads the Hurricanes with nine goals and has 16
points. Jordan Staal has 9 points over the last 10 games for
Carolina.
LAST 10 GAMES: Lightning: 7-3-0, averaging 3.7 goals, 6.1
assists, 4.1 penalties and 9.9 penalty minutes while giving up
two goals per game with a .926 save percentage.
Hurricanes: 6-3-1, averaging 3.7 goals, 6.6 assists, 3.2
penalties and 6.7 penalty minutes while giving up 2.9 goals
per game with a .903 save percentage.
INJURIES: Lightning: Anthony Cirelli: out (upper body),
Mitchell Stephens: out (knee).
Hurricanes: Teuvo Teravainen: out (upper body), Petr
Mrazek: out (thumb).

Hurricanes to allow fans at limited capacity
Starting with the March 4 home game against the Detroit
Red Wings, the Hurricanes will begin allowing fans to attend
games at 15% capacity.
By Andrew Schnittker
Hurricanes home games will soon start to feel just a little
more normal. Following North Carolina governor Roy
Cooper’s announcement Monday that, as part of relaxed
COVID-19 restrictions for the State, indoor sports arenas
with a capacity larger than 5,000 can start opening to 15%
capacity, the Hurricanes announced they will do so.
Starting with home game against the Detroit Red Wings on
Thursday, March 4, the team will begin allowing 15%
capacity at its home games, which amounts to 2,965 people
for hockey games. Numerous safety precautions will be in
place, including the requirement of all in attendance to wear
cloth coverings, seats grouped in pods spread at least 6 feet
apart and frequent sanitation.
Season ticket members will receiver priority for available
tickets.
The full release from the team is below:
‘CANES TO WELCOME FANS BACK TO PNC ARENA
Limited fans will be permitted at games beginning March 4
RALEIGH, N.C. - Don Waddell, President and General
Manager of the National Hockey League’s Carolina
Hurricanes, today announced that the team will be

welcoming fans back to PNC Arena. Pending final approval
from state and local authorities, the Hurricanes will be able to
host fans at 15% of capacity at games beginning on March 4,
when Carolina hosts the Detroit Red Wings at 7:00 p.m.
“The Caniacs are the backbone of our franchise, and we are
thrilled to welcome them back to PNC Arena,” said Waddell.
“Our staff has worked extremely hard to put protocols in
place to protect the health and safety of our fans, as well as
our players and staff. We want to express our gratitude to
Governor Cooper, Dr. Mandy Cohen and the N.C.
Department of Health and Human Services for working with
us to finalize this plan, and for their diligent work to keep the
citizens of our state safe throughout the pandemic.”
All persons entering PNC Arena will be required to wear a
two-ply cloth mask or face covering that covers both the
mouth and nose. Gaiters, bandanas, and masks with valves
or vents will not be permitted as face coverings. Masks may
only be removed to actively consume food and beverage
while in the guest’s ticketed seating area. All ticketing,
parking, concessions and merchandise will be cashless.
Purchases can be made with a debit card or credit card.
Apple Pay and Google Pay are also accepted at concessions
stands and The Eye team store. Limited grab-and-go food
and beverage items will be available for purchase.
All seats will be grouped in pods separated by a minimum
distance of six feet. Information regarding the ticket
purchasing process will be announced prior to tickets going
on sale and Season Ticket Members will have priority access
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to available tickets. All tickets will be mobile only. Paper
tickets will not be accepted. Tailgating will not be permitted.
Parking lots and doors will open one hour prior to game time.
There is a No Bag policy. Exceptions apply to medical bags,
diaper bags and clutches no larger than 4.5” x 6.5”.
Permitted bags must enter the south entrance for x-ray
screening.
High-touch surfaces will be sanitized frequently before,
during and after each event. Touchless hand sanitizers will
be available throughout the venue. All seating areas will be

sanitized using electrostatic sprayers and an EPA-approved
disinfectant spray following each event.
Hurricanes general manager Don Waddell will speak to the
media via Zoom at 4:30 p.m., stay tuned to Canes Country
for coverage of that.
A reminder that, per our community guidelines, comments
should strictly relate to the Hurricanes or the game of
hockey, or attending Hurricanes games in this case. Any
political or otherwise off-topic comments will be removed.

Don Waddell: ‘It’s very important that we do this right’
With the new government mandate allowing for sporting
arenas to allow up to 15% capacity, the Carolina Hurricanes
will be one of those teams welcoming back fans into the
building.

working through that. At 15%, I don’t see it helping us
tremendously. I think what it is, is giving us the opportunity to
prove that we can do it right at 15% and then at a later date
make that percentage much higher.

By Ryan Henkel

On being able to get employees back to their jobs: It’s
always good when you can welcome people back to the job
that they love. People have been furloughed for a long time.
We started bringing people back before the season started,
because there were certain points of our operation that
needed to be up and going. We just continued to add to that
staff, but you always feel good when you can provide that
opportunity for your employees. Besides our full-time
employees, there’s also part-time employees that this will
affect too, which I think is a nice story also.

The Hurricanes announced Wednesday that, in response to
relaxed COVID-19 restrictions for the state of North Carolina,
the team will begin allowing 15% of PNC Arena’s fan
capacity to attend home games starting March 4.
General manager Don Waddell spoke to the media via Zoom
about the challenges and logistics of allowing fans back into
the arena, here’s a full breakdown of everything he had to
say:
Opening Statement: Thank you for joining us here today.
Just want to start off by thanking Governor Cooper and Dr.
Cohen for their support and for giving us this opportunity to
get our great Caniac fans back in PNC Arena.
On the priority of ticket sales: We’re sending out an email as
we speak to our season ticket holders to see what their
interest is in coming to games. We’re hoping to be able to
offer tickets to all current season ticket holders including full
season tickets if someone wants to buy the last 20 games.
We’ll see what the interest is. We know there’s still a lot of
people that are probably not going to want to take in a
hockey game live at this point and we understand that. But
we think we will have great support from our current STMs.
We’ve been working on this plan for six months probably.
Larry Perkins, our VP of the Arena, has been working on a
plan and everybody’s been involved the last couple of
months. We know we have an opportunity to open the doors,
so we want to prove to everybody and make sure that we are
doing everything in a very safe manner, but more importantly
for our customers to feel that they are being watched out for
and so they feel like they can come back to a hockey game
and enjoy it without having to worry.
On the financials of 15% capacity: It’s early in the process,
but I’m not sure it helps us a whole lot if I’m going to be
honest. The amount of staff that we have to bring back. You
need your staff to… I’ve talked to all the other teams that
have had fans and whether you have 10%, 15%, 25%, you
need almost 75% of your staff back because in this situation,
directing our fans throughout the concourses, opening all the
doors. The expenses are still going to be high. Not saying
that we can’t make a little bit of money off of it, but we’re still

On if the team had any prior knowledge on the new
government mandates: We had no expectations. We knew
there was a lot of talk going on. I sit on a couple of boards
that had submitted proposals that were up to 25 and 50%.
But from the Hurricanes’ and PNC Arena’s side, our
expectations were anything better than what we have right
now. When I talk about what we’ve been working on for a
long time, we’ve known that at some point we’re going to be
able to open the doors. A lot of protocols, not only from the
state, but there’s a whole list of protocols from the NHL that
we have to abide by also.
Being careful, but being watched by two different entities, so
we’ve had those protocols for quite some time now. We’ve
done it with the amount of fans that we’ve been able to have
not only at our games, but at NC State basketball games,
just in the concourse with directional signage. Just making
sure we do everything possible to keep the traffic flowing in
the right direction and making sure we aren’t crossing people
over each other.
On this being a step forward but conflated with the losses
from the virus: This virus has been devastating for not only
this country, but the world. That’s the most important thing
we have going on right now. Making sure we take care of the
people that need to be taken care of. The vaccination is
coming out and getting stronger in not only our market, but
also throughout the United States, it’s going to be very
helpful.
But we can be a bright spot for people, because people
enjoy going to sporting events, going to live events at the
arena, so if we can bring some cheer and a little excitement
to somebody’s life, I think that’s important to do that. Given
this opportunity, we’ve got to provide a very safe
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environment, but we also want to make sure that we
entertain people as they come into the arena.
On the player’s reaction to getting fans into the building: I
was walking around the locker room today, we’re getting
ready to play a game, and our players were excited about it.
The coaches were excited about it. Just getting people back
into the building. We know it’s not right where we want to be,
but we know it’s a start to where we want to get to.
Everybody’s excited about it. I know certain places we’ve
gone that have had fans, they’ve had a different atmosphere.
Anytime you can bring the live bodies into the building, it’s
going to be something that everybody enjoys a lot more.
On what he’s taken from other teams that have already
allowed fans: Everybody’s biggest problem has been the
suites. Teams have opened up their suites to some pretty
high capacities and people get in those suites and think
they’re in a safe environment. We know regardless of if
you’re in a suite or seats, you’re going to need to be wearing
your mask. That’s been the one challenge. We’re going in
well aware of that situation and we’ll be very on top of it.
Other than that, the biggest thing is to try and keep it simple.
Don’t try to do too much at the start. Like us, with
concessions, it’s going to be a very limited menu just
because we’ve got to walk before we run. Everybody’s on
the same page though. We know we have this opportunity to
show that we can do it and we’re going to make sure that we
do it right.
On the conversations he’s had with other leagues: I can’t put
a number on the amount of conversations we’ve had, but
different departments have reached out. You have the
ticketing department that’s reached out to lots of teams both
NBA and the NFL, and you’ve got marketing from the arena-

side doing the same thing. Different departments have had
numerous calls with different organizations other than the
NHL. The NFL was the first one for the most part that started
with fans. We’ve reached out to a lot of our counterparts in
the NFL to see how things went. A lot of them are outdoors,
but there are some that play indoors. I can’t tell you the exact
number, but I can tell you that it’s numerous.
On the specific safety precautions and measures the team
will be implementing: It’s everything that you’re hearing from
the governor’s office. You won’t be able to come into the
arena if you’re not wearing a proper mask. There’s going to
be things on that all over our webpage. North Carolina has
said what masks are acceptable and what aren’t. We’ve also
invested in over 250 hand sanitizers that will be throughout
the building. We keep hearing about masks, washing your
hands and social distancing. That’s going to be critical.
Especially in concourses. We can control the seating bowl,
because we can put people in the seats that they have to be
in.
We’ll have that manifest and people won’t be able to move
around like they may have in the past. Those three things
are vitally important, but it’s the other things. Right now, we
have the concourses as one-way traffic, split up in half by
dividers. One-way only. Each side will be one direction and
you’ll have to get on the other side, to come back. The
cleaning and sanitizing crew is going to be triple what we
normally are. People will be stationed right at restrooms,
concession stands. Just staying on top of it. Again, it’s very
important that we do this right. I’m not concerned about the
costs of doing it right, I’m worried about doing it right. Proving
that we can do it right, so we then have the opportunity to
expand our capacity and that’s what we all want to get to.

Hurricanes blanked in Tampa
The Hurricanes were shut out for the first time in over a year
Wednesday night.
By Andrew Schnittker
For the second game in a row, the Hurricanes failed to play a
full 60 minutes against the Tampa Bay Lightning, this time
falling 3-0 at Amalie Arena as they dropped back-to-back
games for the first time this season.
Lightning goalie Andrei Vasilevskiy turned aside all 25 shots
the Canes threw at him. Alex Nedeljkovic played a very good
game in net for Carolina, stopping 26 of 28 Lightning shots
and making numerous sharp saves, particularly as the
Canes were outplayed for vast stretches of the first two
periods.
Similar to Monday’s game, the Canes were sluggish out of
the gate, but this time Tampa made them pay on the
scoreboard with two first-period goals.
About seven minutes in, Lightning defenseman Victor
Hedman jumped in from the point and wheeled around the
net, setting up Ross Colton, who won the battle for
positioning against three Hurricanes in front of the net, for his
first NHL goal.

Tampa Bay extended its lead to two with a late-period
power-play goal, as Yani Gourde slid a pass across the slot
to Blake Coleman for the tap-in.
The second period was nearly as bad as Monday’s first for
the Canes, but they managed to come out of it still only down
a pair. Tampa dominated puck possession until the late
stages and tilted the ice, outshooting the Canes 11-8.
It appeared Ondrej Palat might have given the Bolts a 3-0
lead midway through but it was ruled he pushed Nedeljkovic
into the net.
Even a power play midway through the period couldn’t get
Carolina going, as the Lightning had multiple shorthanded
chances, including a breakaway for Gourde that Nedeljkovic
turned aside.
The Canes finally got some sustained offense going late in
the period with a strong shift from Jordan Staal’s line that
ended in a good chance for the catapin, but Vasilevskiy was
up to the task.
The Canes poured it on in the third period and peppered
Vasilevskiy with nine shots, mostly of the high-danger
variety, but could not find the back of the net as they were
shut out for the first time since Jan. 13, 2020.
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Carolina and Tampa Bay with wrap up this four-game set
that the Lightning currently lead 2-0 in Tampa tomorrow.

They said it: Brind’Amour, Slavin, Staal on loss in Tampa Bay
Rod Brind’Amour, Jaccob Slavin and Jordan Staal spoke to
the media after the Hurricanes’ loss to the Lightning
Wednesday night.
By Andrew Schnittker and Ryan Henkel

making sure we’re checking off on our assignments and
doing what makes us successful is just getting pucks in deep
and going to work. When you don’t do that, that’s the result
you get.

Jordan Staal, Jaccob Slavin and Rod Brind’Amour spoke to
the media after the game, here’s a full breakdown of
everything they had to say.

On the Canes’ game just being off: [Vasilevskiy] is a good
goaltender. We had our chances. There’s no excuse to be
made on why we can’t play a full 60-minutes. Just a matter of
doing it. In hockey, you have those times where you can’t
make those passes, but that’s just where you got to dig in a
little bit harder and just be ready. Learn from those things,
but also just work that much harder to do it the right way.

Rod Brind’Amour

Jordan Staal

On the effort: We worked hard. We didn’t come out as ready
as we needed to in the first period but that was the game,
again, unfortunately. Then we fought back. We dig in. We
may be off and have some off nights, but it’s never a lack of
effort.

On the team having trouble getting it going: I think our starts
have been killing us the past couple of games. It’s hard to
come back in this league, especially against one of the best.
You can’t put yourself in too big of a whole. I thought we did
get some chances towards the second and third periods.
Started creating some plays, but it’s too little too late
sometimes. We have to have a better start and be ready on
time.

The Carolina Hurricanes again failed to play well for 60
minutes Wednesday night, as they were done in by a poor
first period against the Tampa Bay Lightning.

On the line changes going into the third period: We didn’t
have anything going offensively for maybe half the game.
They sit back a little, so you’ve got to be careful on getting
too excited about it, but we needed to change something up,
because we were getting zero traction with the lines that we
had going.
On the biggest hurdle for the Canes starting on time: Well,
the Tampa Bay Lightning.
On Alex Nedeljkovic: He was great. He kept us in there. That
first power play we had, we gave up a breakaway and a twoon-one, so that wasn’t too impressive. But he made some big
saves. Good for him, too bad we kind of wasted it.
Jaccob Slavin
On the difference between the start of the four-game series
and now: The first game we played the right way and we
didn’t get off of it for the full 60-minutes. Past couple of
games, we haven’t had a good start. Obviously against a
team of that caliber you have to be able to do it the right way
the whole time and we just have to get to our game and what
makes us successful at the drop of the puck and not wait
until it’s too late.
On the slow starts: We just have to get in the right mindset
and be prepared. It’s just doing the little things right and

On the effort tonight: Looking around the room, the guys
worked hard, but that’s only part of what we have to do. The
other part is just being mentally ready and being aware of the
plays that they have and the players that they have and what
their tendencies are. I feel like we slipped on that in the start
and they made us pay pretty quick, like good teams do. I
think that whole package has to be there from everybody if
we are going to want to be the best.
On the key to not allow the losses to snowball: What’s best is
that we have this team tomorrow and we’re going to get right
back at it and we’re going to show them our best. I think you
don’t want those things to snowball and we’ve got a big
challenge ahead of us again, playing a good team. It’s nice
that we’re going to get right back at it tomorrow and hopefully
get a win.
On if the mental aspect is the biggest hurdle: I think it’s part
of being a pro. Being ready for games. It’s a big part of the
game, everybody knows it. Being ready for games in that
regard. When you play so many games, sometimes it can be
mundane I think and it can make it that much more
challenging to be on edge and be ready to go, but as a group
we have to be better than we have been.
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About Last Night: Hurricanes Waste Alex Nedeljkovic’s Gem
Despite a great start from Alex Nedeljkovic, the Hurricanes
laid an egg in Tampa Bay last night and lost consecutive
games for the first time all season.
By Brett Finger
The Carolina Hurricanes almost certainly didn’t get the
memo that Wednesday night’s tilt with the Tampa Bay
Lightning started at 5 p.m., because they didn’t start playing
until almost exactly 7 p.m. as they stumbled their way
through one of their worst games of the season.
Things got pretty ugly, and the Canes reaped what they
sowed in a 3-0 shutout loss to the defending Stanley Cup
champion Bolts.
Let’s talk about last night.
Ned Left for Dead
The only tangible positive that the Hurricanes can take away
from this game was the stellar work from Alex Nedeljkovic.
Four days removed from his first NHL shutout against the
Bolts, he came back with what I’d argue was an even better
performance as the Canes struggled to do execute even the
most basic plays.
With very little assistance from the team in front of him,
Nedlejkovic was excellent and managed to keep the
Hurricanes in the game until the Bolts extended their lead to
three goals via an empty-net goal in the final minute of the
third period.
Perhaps his biggest save of the night came on Yanni
Gourde’s shorthanded breakaway halfway through the
second period. Had Tampa gotten its third goal there, the
game likely would’ve been all but over before the Canes
could even find their game towards the end of the period.
His last “big save” came in the third period on a point-blank
shot from an unmarked Steven Stamkos to set up one last
push from the Canes to try to claw their way back from what
seemed like an insurmountable deficit given how lights-out
Andrei Vasilevskiy was playing.
Game by game, it’s looked like Nedlejkovic has gained
confidence and comfort in the crease for the Hurricanes. His
puck playing has looked a great deal better and more poised
and his play in between the pipes has offered some promise
for what he could do at the NHL level.
According to Natural Stat Trick, the Lightning had 3.28
expected goals in all situations on Tuesday, and Nedlejkovic
held them to two. Statistically, he had been the better goalie
when compared to James Reimer, albeit in fewer games to
this point. Reimer does carry a -2.86 goals saved above
average into what is expected to be his start on Thursday
night in Tampa Bay.
At the very least, Ned’s last two starts have been a very
promising glimpse at what he may be able to do in the NHL
when he is at his best. At the very most, it has given the
Hurricanes a reason to consider keeping him around over a
struggling Reimer when Petr Mrazek returns from injury.

I find it incredibly unlikely that will happen, but he has been
good enough to at least mention it as a possibility. A muchneeded strong showing from Reimer tonight would go a long
way in making that a moot point.
Being Too Cute
“Cute” is a good compliment under most circumstances. The
word brings images of dogs into my mind and it makes me
very happy.
In the context of how the Hurricanes play hockey, though, it
does not bring such thoughts to captain Jordan Staal.
“Just trying to be a little cute,” Staal said after the Canes
blew a 2-0 lead and eventually lost to the Panthers last
week. “It’s been going on for a little long and we’ve gotten
away with it. We gotta find a way to get to the game that we
know we can play.”
That issue was on full display on Wednesday as the
Hurricanes insisted on making too many passes in a game
where they simply weren’t generating enough offense to take
those risks.
Brock McGinn had a chance on a short 2-on-1 rush, and
instead of gearing up to take the high-danger shot, he opted
to cut down his angle to a point where it was obvious that he
wouldn’t shoot and slid a pass across the slot to a covered
Sebastian Aho at the back post. The puck just flew away into
the corner and the grade-a chance was wasted.
Andrei Svechnikov had a similar chance coming down the
wing, and again, he passed up a shot for a pass that had
very little chance to get through. Spoiler alert: it didn’t get
through.
The Hurricanes are a high-end team with talent that can
carry them through a lot of the ups and downs of an NHL
season, but on a night like last night against a team as good
as the Lightning, trying to do too much just puts additional
nails into your own coffin.
Like Staal said last week, this is a theme for the Canes that
needs to be squashed out. Their first game of the four-game
set against the Bolts on Saturday was as close to a perfect
game that they have played all season. They were all over
Tampa in all three zones and they weren’t trying to do too
much.
Pucks on net, pucks deep, etcetera, etcetera, you know the
drill...
Rod Brind’Amour said himself after the game that they didn’t
generate any offense until maybe halfway through the game.
When the Hurricanes are playing true to their identity, it
doesn’t take them half of a game (or, in my opinion of last
night’s game, roughly 40 minutes) to start creating chances.
They’re just too good to find themselves falling into a trap of
trying to do too much.
It can work against Chicago or Detroit, but it will not work
against Tampa Bay or Florida.
Anyway, here’s a video of a dog.
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Figuring Out the Top Line
To this point in the season, I think it’s very fair to say that the
Hurricanes’ best forward line has not been the line featuring
Aho or Svechnikov. It’s been Vincent Trocheck’s trio
featuring Nino Niederreiter and Martin Necas.
It’s unfair to expect Trocheck’s line to carry to the offense at
5-on-5 play. As productive as they have been, they won’t
keep the pace they’ve been at for the full duration of the
season, especially not without the help of the Aho line.
Aho and Svechnikov are both point-per-game players at this
point, but it’s pretty apparent that they aren’t playing at the
level they were at last season. McGinn provided a punch of
energy to the line and it helped them out. The scrappy
winger might have even been playing the best hockey out of
anyone on that line for a good stretch of games.
That wasn’t going to last forever, though, and the last couple
of games have seen them cool off offensively and
Brind’Amour went to the blender during the second
intermission to try to provide a spark. Aho centered Necas

and Jordan Martinook while Svechnikov got bumped to
Trocheck’s line.
That switch was made with the outlook of that game in mind,
so it’s entirely possible that they go back to the lines they
have been rolling as of late, which includes their convincing
win against the very same Lightning.
The Canes are definitely feeling the loss of Teuvo
Teravainen right now. He gives the team so many more
options in their top six because of how versatile he is and
how well he controls puck possession for the club when he is
on the ice.
It will be interesting to see where they go from here. They
love using a gritty player like McGinn or Martinook alongside
two skill forwards, and it has certainly worked well for them in
the past. Will they flirt with the idea of stacking the first line
with talent or stick to the configuration they’ve used for most
of the season?
Tune into tonight’s game to find out, I suppose.

Hurricanes to welcome fans back to PNC Arena beginning March 4
By CBS 17 Digital Desk
RALEIGH, N.C. (WNCN) – The Carolina Hurricanes will
welcome fans back into PNC Arena beginning on March 4
after Gov. Roy Cooper announced loosening COVID-19
restrictions on Wednesday.
The ‘Canes will be allowed to have fans at 15 percent
capacity.
PNC Arena can hold nearly 20,000 fans, so the capacity
cutoff will be just shy of 3,000 fans.
They’ll be allowed in beginning with Carolina’s game against
the Detroit Red Wings.
The ‘Canes haven’t had spectators since a Feb. 28, 2020
loss to the Colorado Avalanche.
“The Caniacs are the backbone of our franchise, and we are
thrilled to welcome them back to PNC Arena,” President and
General Manager Don Waddell said in a news release. “Our
staff has worked extremely hard to put protocols in place to
protect the health and safety of our fans, as well as our
players and staff. We want to express our gratitude to
Governor Cooper, Dr. Mandy Cohen and the N.C.
Department of Health and Human Services for working with

us to finalize this plan, and for their diligent work to keep the
citizens of our state safe throughout the pandemic.”
Details about the ticketing process have not been released,
but priority will be given to season ticket holders. All tickets
will be digital, the release said.
Everyone will be required to wear a two-ply cloth mask or
face covering that covers both the mouth and nose. Gaiters,
bandanas, and masks with valves or vents will not be
permitted, the team said.
Masks can be removed to eat and drink while in the ticketed
seating area, but must be worn at all other times.
All sales — ticketing, parking, concessions, and merchandise
— will be done in a contactless manner. Debit, credit, Apply
Pay, and Google Pay will all be accepted at concessions
stands and the team store, the release said.
High-touch surfaces will be sanitized before, during, and
after each event. Hand sanitizer will be available throughout
the venue.
Seats will be grouped in pods separated by a minimum of 6
feet. Tailgating games will not be permitted.
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Hurricanes fall to Lightning again as Tampa Bay’s Vasilevskiy notches
the shutout

BY CHIP ALEXANDER
FEBRUARY 24, 2021 05:02 PM

The Tampa Bay Lightning played like the defending Stanley Cup
champion Wednesday, which was not a good thing for the Carolina
Hurricanes.
Tampa Bay scored two goals in the first period. The Lightning had Andrei
Vasilevskiy in net, looking the part of a goalie who has been a Vezina
Trophy winner in the NHL. Tampa Bay’s defense was sound and
physical, limiting Carolina’s chances and forcing Canes coach Rod
Brind’Amour to completely reshuffle his lines in the third period.
The end result was a 3-0 victory by the Lightning and a second straight
win over the Hurricanes (12-5-1), who now have lost two in a row for the
first time this season. For Vasilevskiy, who had 25 saves, it was his first
shutout of the season and 22nd of his career.
Asked about the the wholesale line changes, Brind’Amour said the
Canes had “zero traction” with the lines and needed an overhaul.
And about that first period. In a repeat of Monday’s 4-2 loss to Tampa
Bay at PNC Arena, the Canes meandered through most of the opening

period as Ross Colton scored his first NHL goal and Blake Coleman
added a power-play goal for Tampa Bay (12-4-1).
Why the two poor first-period starts?
“The Tampa Bay Lightning,” Brind’Amour said.
That was it, the whole answer. Alex Nedeljkovic, who shut out the
Lightning 4-0 on Saturday, gave up the two first-period goals Wednesday
— the third, by Barclay Goodrow was an empty-netter at the end — and
kept the Canes within striking distance with some good stops.
Nedeljkovic denied Tampa Bay’s Steven Stamkos on a point-blank shot
and Yanni Gourde on a shorthanded attempt during the game. He
finished with 26 saves and was sharp enough.
“He kept us in there,” Brind’Amour said.
But Vasilevskiy was better and at his best in the third, when the Canes
had 16 scoring chances, according to the Natural Stat Trick analytics
site.
“I think our starts are what’s been killing us the last couple of games,”
Canes captain Jordan Staal said. “It’s hard to come back in this league,
especially against one of the best. We did get some chances toward the
end of the second and the third and created some plays, but it’s too little,
too late sometimes. We need a better start.”
Staal said the Canes worked hard in the game but added, “The other part
is being mentally ready and being aware of the plays they have and the
players they have and what their tendencies are, and I think we slipped
on that at the start. They made us pay like good teams do.”
A blown defensive assignment allowed Tampa Bay defenseman Victor
Hedman, who never seems to tire, to skate through the zone with the
puck, around the net and find Colton open in front of the crease for his
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goal. On the power play, Gourde’s pass in transition found Coleman
unmarked in the slot.
“The whole package has to be there from everybody if we want to be the
best,” Staal said.
Brind’Amour in the third took Andrei Svechnikov off Sebastian Aho’s line
and moved Martin Necas and Jordan Martinook to the line. Vincent
Trocheck centered Svechnikov and Jesper Fast, and Staal had Nino
Niederreiter and Brock McGinn on the wings.
But Vasilevskiy stopped everything. He made a timely pad save on
Warren Foegele midway through the third and stopped Foegele again
minutes later. The Lightning, Brind’Amour said, “sat back” defensively in
the third, content to clear the zone and put sticks on sticks anywhere
near the net.
The Canes and Lightning go at it again Thursday to complete their string
of four consecutive games.
“No excuses to be made for why we can’t play the full 60 minutes,”
Canes defenseman Jaccob Slavin said. “It’s just a matter of doing it.
You’ve got to dig in harder.”
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It’s just a few fans to start, but we’re taking first steps back to sports as
we knew it

BY LUKE DECOCK
FEBRUARY 24, 2021 03:49 PM

Three thousand or so fans won’t push the Carolina Hurricanes any closer
to profitability. Entertaining that many fans at PNC Arena might push the
Hurricanes closer to the playoffs.
With a $78 million payroll, not to mention the fixed costs of opening PNC
Arena no matter how many fans are in the building, that much ticket
revenue isn’t going to make a huge difference to the bottom line. But
even that many people could create the kind of atmosphere that gives
the Hurricanes an actual home-ice advantage, the kind of thing that could
push a contending team over the top against last year’s Stanley Cup
finalists.
In a division where all but two other teams have had fans in the building
from the start, Gov. Roy Cooper’s announcement Wednesday that indoor
arenas can open to 15 percent of capacity -- based on PNC’s listed
capacity for hockey, that would be 2,802 fans -- allows the Hurricanes to
keep up with everyone but the Chicago Blackhawks and Detroit Red
Wings in terms of atmosphere.

staff) have actually been able to watch in person. For a market that
suffered through so many terrible, lost years -- and by and large people
still went to the games, until the very end of the dismal decade -- this
timing was terrible, for team and fans alike.
Starting March 4, that will change.
It won’t be the same as 18,000-plus packed in, but it’ll be a better
environment than the eight home games so far, when the players’ wives
and kids have done most of the cheering.
Some of those who will have the opportunity to go still won’t feel
comfortable, and that’s fine. We’re all going to have to feel our way
through the reopening process, just as we’ve all felt our way through
everything for the past year. The fortunate vaccinated have another
reason to count themselves lucky. The rest of us will continue to do the
constant calculus of risk and reward in our heads.
“We still have these capacity requirements,” Cooper said, “because we
know that the virus is still here.”
All of this is, and has been, and will continue to be, a process fraught with
uncertainty and peril, like feeling for a power outlet in the dark. But the
state’s coronavirus numbers are starting to move in the right direction,
and getting to watch a sporting event in person again is one of the
rewards as they do. Eleven months after the ACC booted fans from its
tournament overnight as COVID-19 announced its presence with
authority, the doors are finally reopening.
That’s true across the Triangle, where there might actually be UNC
students at the Smith Center for the second Duke-Carolina game on
March 6, or N.C. State fans at PNC for the Wolfpack’s final home game
that same day against Virginia Tech. (Duke which has allowed neither
students nor player families nor media into Cameron this season, will
hold that line.)
If being indoors with a bunch of people doesn’t sound right quite yet, the
Durham Bulls open April 6 and the Carolina Mudcats in May. The NWSL
is scheduled to resume play in mid-May. At 30 percent there will be
plenty of space to spread out.
At the rate North Carolina is progressing in the fight against COVID, with
masks and vaccines doing what they’re supposed to do, restrictions
inside and outside might even be loosened further by then. Maybe even
by the time the NHL playoffs start in May -- when fans in the building will
really matter.
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The secret to the Hurricanes’ scoring surge: ‘So much talent’ (especially
on the power play)

By Sara Civian

It’s just a few fans to start, at PNC and elsewhere in North Carolina, but
it’s the first step back toward sports as we knew it.

Feb 24, 2021

Financially, Hurricanes owner Tom Dundon said Wednesday it’s a breakeven proposition for the Hurricanes, at best, but there are other benefits
for the team.

What if it were 2017, and I came from the future to tell you these three
things about the past week?

“You stay connected with the fans,” Dundon said. “I think any player you
talk to says it’s a lot easier to get into the game when there’s fans, even if
there’s just a few. It feels more like what it’s supposed to feel like. It’s that
intangible. It’s more that -- the atmosphere, the aura.”
Never mind the cruel irony that the Hurricanes have their most watchable
team in 15 years, off to the best start since the 2006 Stanley Cup
champions, and a grand total of 25 people (plus families and media and

Victor Rask is thriving.
Jeff Skinner has been benched, and…
Neither of them is on the Hurricanes, who, outside of the North Division
teams, have the most goals in the league with 61 in 17 games.
Well, first I’d have to explain “the North Division,” so then I’d have to get
into the whole pandemic situation, and we would be here for a while. For
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our purposes, every team in the North Division has played between 1-5
more games than the Hurricanes, and the Hurricanes are tied for the
league lead in goals per game average with 3.6.
Four Years Ago You would probably assume the laws of physics finally
started applying to the brutal shooting percentages of years past and all
those shot attempts that used to go unrewarded at even strength, and
you wouldn’t be wrong. Even-strength statistics are far and away the best
tool to evaluate most trends over time, and the Hurricanes have gone
from 16th in the league in five-on-five goals-for in 2016-17 to eighth with
38 so far in 2020-21 — and keep in mind they’ve played fewer games
than others at the top so far this season.
There’s even-strength bad luck resolved, and then there’s obvious
changes — the growth of Sebastian Aho and Teuvo Teravainen, the
emergence of Andrei Svechnikov and Martin Necas, trade and freeagency acquisitions like Dougie Hamilton, Vincent Trocheck and Nino
Niederreiter — to name a few.
But things just seem easier for the Canes on the scoring front these
days, right?
“We just have so much talent up front and on the back end, I just don’t
really think we have a weakness on our team,” Brett Pesce said
Tuesday. “Guys up front are playing with tons of confidence, and
obviously when you have confidence, you’re going to make plays and
score goals.”
The Canes have long had decent underlying analytics at even strength
but overall mediocrity in their results, a frustrating culmination of hard
work but also bad luck and (let’s be honest) lack of talent in the forward
group. The talent of the 2020-21 roster mixed with a reinvigorated sense
of that same hard work equals confidence. And yes, that will give them a
boost at even strength, but where it tends to rear its head is on the power
play, the place talented players are supposed to do their talented plays.
Many of you have been hesitant to believe the Hurricanes are actually
good these past few years, and I can’t blame you after a decade of
gaslighting. You’d often point to the power play issues that hadn’t been
totally resolved, and so would the Canes themselves. These days, as the
shock of the Canes not constantly letting you down is wearing off, they’re
16-for-54 (29.6 percent) on the man advantage — and for what it’s worth,
more than one goal has come moments after a power play has expired.
Hurricanes head coach Rod Brind’Amour didn’t act like this was some
convoluted code to crack when I asked him what the difference has
been.
“Well, we’ve got good players and I think they work hard,” he said
Monday. “We’ve got a lot of skill out there, too. It’s the game now. You’ve
gotta have good special teams, for sure.”
I’ve picked his brain about this enough over the years to assume he
means what I also think: The NHL has never been more talented,
especially between the pipes. Even-strength play is so, well, even.
Teams need the talent to capitalize on any break they might happen to
get, like a power play.
What’s interesting this year is the Hurricanes aren’t taking a ton of shots
on the power play, but the ones they’re taking are going in. They’re
behind only the Bruins in power-play shooting percentage at 21.92
percent, and their overall power-play percentage is at least top five in the
league as of Tuesday night.
It’s equal parts effective and simple. Both Occam’s Razor and Rod
Brind’Amour tell us good players plus hard work equals capitalizing on
opportunities. It’s also a little bit of the aforementioned roster turnover
and skill upgrades.
Vincent Trocheck’s role on the power play is a microcosm of his
comeback season — tough as nails in front of the net but shrouded in
finesse at the same time. He leads the Canes with eight power-play
points (three goals). Svechnikov, Hamilton and Necas are all hovering at
the top as well, and Necas deserves extra credit for all those cross-seam

passes that don’t make it to the scoresheet. Something that doesn’t quite
fit my narrative, though? Jordan Staal leads the team in power-play goals
(four). It’s a combination of hard work, positioning and usage that (spoiler
alert) warrants an article of its own.
Power-play production is not the most important factor of the Hurricanes’
current goal-scoring tear, and a team should never rely on special teams
to provide that. You saw that in the Canes’ loss to the Lightning on
Monday after Jesper Fast’s power-play goal then even-strength goal
seconds after the power play. But isn’t it nice to have that problem for a
change?
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Tampa Bay Lightning

Andrei Vasilevskiy, Lightning blank Hurricanes, 3-0
The shutout is the first of the season for Tampa Bay and 22nd of
Vasilevskiy’s career.

By Eduardo A. Encina

TAMPA — The Lightning have seen a lot of the Hurricanes over the past
week, and by now they know the best way to beat Carolina is to keep the
puck off its sticks.
The three previous meetings between the teams were hard fought. The
Hurricanes were physical, fast and sometimes frustrating for the
Lightning. But on Wednesday night, Tampa Bay had a tested game plan
ready.
After getting an early boost from rookie forward Ross Colton’s first NHL
goal 6:43 into his first game, the Lightning turned in their best defensive
performance of the season. The 3-0 victory was their first shutout of the
season.
Lightning goaltender Andrei Vasilevskiy (25 saves) withstood a thirdperiod Carolina surge to record his first shutout of the season and the
22nd of his career.
Though Vasilevskiy rightfully was the game’s first star, the Lightning (124-1) played strong defensively as a team.
“It was a good team win, and (the Hurricanes are) an exceptional team,”
Lightning coach Jon Cooper said. “They’re tough to play against and, you
know, it’s two good hockey teams going at it. ... For us to have success,
we’ve got to limit how many shots they get to the net, and I thought we
did a pretty good job tonight.”
The key to the Lightning’s win was maintaining puck possession
throughout, even as the Hurricanes rallied in the final period. At one point
in the second period, Carolina went nine minutes without a shot.
Colton became the ninth Lightning player to score in his NHL debut.
Defenseman Victor Hedman skated behind the net and flicked the puck
toward the crease, near where Colton was stationed. Colton beat
Carolina goaltender Alex Nedeljkovic to his glove side.
The second score was power-play artistry, as the Lightning used their
speed and precision passing to get behind the Carolina defense. Pat
Maroon found Yanni Gourde streaking down the right side, and Gourde
fed Blake Coleman trailing through the slot. Coleman beat Nedelkovic to
his stick side.
Over the first two periods, the Lightning doubled the Hurricanes’ coring
chances by a 19-7 margin. Tampa Bay outhit Carolina 31-24 and had 13
blocked shots to the Hurricanes’ 8.
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“Guys were skating, guys were competing, guys were blocking shots,
doing the things you’ve got to do to win,” Coleman said. “And when you
see guys doing that, it’s one of those things, it’s contagious in the lineup.
It was up and down (the lineup). I think the forwards were coming back
and the D were playing quickly, playing hard and blocking shots.”

Colton played 7:52 over 12 shifts skating on the fourth line between Pat
Maroon and Alex Volkov.

Tampa Bay killed both of the Hurricanes’ power plays and even created
two shorthanded scoring opportunities on Carolina’s first power play in
the second period.

Cooper has seen his fair share of first goals since he joined the Lightning
in 2013, but he said it’s something that never gets old.

Before Barclay Goodrow’s empty net goal with 35 seconds remaining
sealed the win, the Lightning remained strong on defense when Carolina
added an extra attacker with 3:07 left, allowing just one shot down the
stretch.
“The big thing for me is, I thought we limited them for much of the game
on their shot attempts,” Cooper said. “And very much like (Monday) night
... I think maybe they got one shot on net that whole time. It was just our
guys were in good spots, and when we weren’t, Vasy was there to bail us
out.”
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Tampa Bay Lightning

Andrei Vasilevskiy, Lightning blank Hurricanes, 3-0
Vasilevskiy stops all 25 shots for his first shutout of the season

“It’s the coolest feeling,” Cooper said.
“There’s hundreds of goals scored in the year, and everybody’s excited
for all of them. But there’s usually a few that stand out: overtime goals,
game-winning goals in the last minute or two and first goals. ... You’re
just watching a lifelong dream to play a game in the NHL.”
Colton’s teammates said they were impressed with Colton’s debut.
“To score your first goal on your second shift, I can’t imagine what was
going through his head there,” Blake Coleman said. “I thought he played
a good game all around and helped our team.”
#TBLightning’s Ross Colton gets his #GoBolts rookie lap before matchup
vs. Hurricanes pic.twitter.com/sc8eOyRv5t
— 𝙼𝚊𝚛𝚒 𝙵𝚊𝚒𝚎𝚕𝚕𝚘 (@faiello_mari) February 24, 2021

Lightning’s Ross Colton scores in NHL debut against Hurricanes
The center was recalled from AHL Syracuse on Feb. 15 and played on
the fourth line Wednesday.

By Mari Faiello

TAMPA — It was an NHL debut Ross Colton will never forget.
The rookie center was positioned in front of the crease on his second
shift of Wednesday’s game against Carolina when defenseman Victor
Hedman skated around the back of the net and backhanded a pass to
him through traffic.
Colton shot, and the puck got behind goaltender Alex Nedeljkovic to
open the scoring in the Lightning’s 3-0 win over the Hurricanes.
One game. One goal.
Ross Colton picks up his first NHL goal in his
debut.pic.twitter.com/lh6ic0DHm9

Colton has skated with the Lightning’s AHL affiliate, the Syracuse
Crunch, since 2018-19, scoring 76 points. His 42 points last season
trailed only fellow rookie Alex Barre-Boulet.
“I think definitely my time in Syracuse was the biggest development for
me,” Colton said. “I give credit to the guys there who have helped me and
pushed me to get here, for sure.”
Colton was recalled from Syracuse on Feb. 15 along with Barre-Boulet,
who made his NHL debut in Monday’s win at Carolina.
Colton is the third Lightning player to make his NHL debut this season,
following Barre-Boulet and defenseman Cal Foote (who skated in Tampa
Bay’s opener against Chicago).
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The Florida Panthers can’t get to Anton Khudobin in shutout loss against
Dallas Stars

— Sports by Tampa Bay Times (@TBTimes_Sports) February 24, 2021

BY GEORGE RICHARDS MIAMI HERALD WRITER

“I was always taught when I was younger to go to the dirty areas, so I just
got in front and tried to bang one home,” Colton said, “and luckily it went
in.”
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Colton, 6 feet, 191 pounds, is the ninth Lightning rookie to score in his
first NHL game. The last to do so was Anthony Cirelli on March 1, 2018.
Nikita Kucherov scored his first goal on the first shift of his first game on
Nov. 25, 2013.

Before Wednesday’s game, Joel Quenneville said he expected a more
“dangerous” Dallas Stars team than the one his Panthers beat on
Monday.

Lightning coach Jon Cooper called Colton Tuesday night to tell him he
would be playing. Colton’s mother, Kelly, and other members of his
family booked flights that night and flew to Tampa from New Jersey
Wednesday morning.
“I didn’t sleep last night, I was so nervous,” Colton’s mother said. “We’re
just so happy to be here.”
With the quick turnaround, Colton wasn’t sure whether his family would
arrive in time for the game. He said it was nice to see some familiar faces
in the stands.
“I don’t really have the words right now,” he said. “I’m just really excited. I
think that’s the best way to put it.”

Well, what Quenneville got was the same Anton Khudobin in net.
That was not a good thing for the Panthers.
Two nights after only allowing two goals on 51 shots faced, Khudobin did
not surrender any as he made 43 stops in a 3-0 shutout of the Panthers
at BB&T Center.
“He made some really big saves,” Alex Wennberg said. “It is part of the
game. We have to score some more goals to help the team out. ... We
were creating opportunities, we had chances. Today just wasn’t our day.”
Khudobin’s game helped Dallas snap a six-game losing streak as it had
not won since Feb. 2 in a season that had been put on pause.
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The Stars had four games postponed last week because of widespread
power outages in the Dallas area from the winter storm that crippled the
region.
Their game Monday, a 3-1 loss to the Panthers, was their first in nine
days.
Wednesday, the Panthers threw their best shots at Khudobin — from
Sasha Barkov, Jonathan Huberdeau, Carter Verhaeghe, Anthony
Duclair, etc. — and got no reward for the effort.
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How new GM Bill Zito improved the roster of the steamrolling Florida
Panthers

The two teams wrap up their three-game series Thursday at 7 p.m.

BY BARRY JACKSON

“You’re going to have nights like this and it is disappointing,” Brett
Connolly said. “No one is happy with this. But, we have been really good
this year. It’s a three-game series. We’re looking to bounce back
[Thursday]. ...
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“We will think about this one for 20 minutes. Think about what we did
wrong, what we did right, get some sleep and move on. You have to
respond.”
As was the case in the series opener Monday, Dallas took the early 1-0
lead on the Panthers.
It might not have been Dallas’ only goal of the game, but thanks to
Khudobin, it was the only one the Stars needed.
The Stars opened up by scoring on a delayed penalty as defenseman
John Klingberg’s slap shot from above the right circle beat Chris Driedger
just 53 seconds into the game.
Florida was soon on the attack, outshooting the Stars 17-8 in the first
period and 31-20 by the end of the second.
Still, 1-0.
Just 15 seconds into the third, Barkov was called for hooking.
Florida killed off the penalty, but just as Barkov jumped out of the box
and started skating into the play, Dallas defenseman Esa Lindell
pounced on a rebound and put it past goalie Chris Driedger to make it 20.
Dallas ended its scoring on an empty net goal with 3:34 remaining.
“We had some great looks at him,” Quenneville said of Khudobin. “He
was very aggressive around his net, he was seeing pucks and
challenging. ... We did have some looks. Our shot selection was ordinary
but give him some credit.”
Quenneville said on Tuesday the reason defenseman Markus Nutivaara
has been out of the lineup for the past week was because he is dealing
with an upper-body injury.
Nutivaara, whom the Panthers picked up for minor-league winger Cliff Pu
in an October trade with Columbus, has three assists in his seven games
this season but has not played since Feb. 13.

During the past 26 years, only two top executives have taken over South
Florida teams and orchestrated a significant and immediate
transformation, and both are Hall of Famers: the Dolphins’ Bill Parcells
(Miami ascended from 1-15 to 11-5 in his first season as football
operations czar) and Heat president Pat Riley, who also coached the
team, immediately elevating Miami from 32-50 to 42-40 and the first of
six consecutive playoff appearances.
New Florida Panthers general manager Bill Zito is very much on track to
join that elite company. The Panthers have risen from perennial
disappointments to one of the league’s best teams through more than a
quarter of this season, thanks to Zito’s smart, savvy personnel moves —
coupled with Joel Quenneville’s sage guidance and growth from several
Panthers young players and veterans.
Zito has hit on virtually every personnel decision, and that’s a major
reason the Panthers have morphed from a 36-28-5 underachiever that
was quickly dispatched in the playoff qualifying round last summer to 123-2 entering Wednesday’s second game of a three-game homestand
against Dallas (5 p.m., Fox Sports Florida).
“I’m thrilled,” Zito said by phone of the Panthers’ best 17-game start since
1996-97.
“We obviously feel very fortunate to be where we are. We’ve had lots of
close games. Really excited because of the way the team has come
together and the way the coaching staff has directed and guided the
players to success. Joel has done such a good job managing those guys
and making hockey fun and getting the most out of them. I see 16
[Aleksander Barkov] and 11 [Jonathan Huberdeau]; life is easy when you
roll those two guys out. It’s been great to watch.”
It also has been a fulfilling first six months as GM for Zito, the 56-year-old
Yale-educated dynamo who has a law degree from Wisconsin, worked
as an attorney in New York and Chicago, founded and ran a big-time
hockey agency and worked for the Columbus Blue Jackets since 2013,
including GM of their Cleveland AHL affiliate, before the Panthers gave
him his first NHL GM job on Sept. 2, replacing Dale Tallon.

“He is getting real close to getting back on the ice,” Quenneville said.

Zito offered background on what led to the acquisition of six key pickups
in his first offseason as GM:

Gustav Forsling has been in the lineup in place of Nutivaara since
coming off the IR but appeared to get hurt in the second period
Wednesday.

▪ Forward Carter Verhaeghe: The second-year forward has been a
revelation, with seven goals and six assists in 13 games, and doing it on
a bargain contract (two-years, $2 million).

Quenneville said he would have an update on Forsling’s condition
Thursday morning.
▪ The NHL made a few more changes to the Panthers’ 2021 schedule.

His NHL body of work before this season was fairly limited: nine goals
and four assists in 52 games for Tampa Bay. But Verhaeghe, 25, was a
big scorer in the AHL at Syracuse, New York, including an 82-point
season.

Florida’s game at Tampa Bay, which was scheduled for March 16, will
now be played on March 21 at 4 p.m.

Zito recalls the offseason meeting with his front-office colleagues and
scouts:

The home game against Tampa Bay scheduled for May 6 will be held at
a date to be determined.

“He’s a guy who had a lot of success in the American Hockey League
and showed some flashes in Tampa. It was a topic of discussion in our
scouting meetings. Everyone kept coming back to: ‘I remember from
Syracuse and he did this or I remember that,’ and everyone collectively
had that moment. Eight to 10 collective moments from some relatively
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savvy scouts. And collectively you build your argument [to sign a player]
that way. I’m pleased with the job he’s done and hope he continues to
sustain his play.”
▪ Winger Patric Hornqvist, who was acquired from Pittsburgh for Mike
Matheson and Colton Scevior: Hornqvist, 34, won two Stanley Cups in
six seasons with the Penguins and was popular in the locker room, but
Pittsburgh GM Jim Rutherford said in the offseason that Hornqvist’s role
was going to be reduced and he likely wouldn’t be part of their power
play. He waived his no-trade clause because he felt the Panthers wanted
him and the Penguins didn’t.
Though Zito declined to say which team initiated the talks, the Panthers
seized on the opportunity, adding a respected, skilled veteran (246
career goals) who has three years left on his contract and remains a
good value at $5.3 million per season.
Even beyond the on-ice contributions (eight goals, seven assists in 17
games), his leadership has made a tangible difference.
Zito recalls a day early in the season “when guys were going about their
routine and guys had done a little bit of some extra work that everybody
does as a matter of course. And all of sudden, he starts yelling at
everyone: ‘Get down here! We haven’t done our power-play work!’
Everyone then went through collective work together. That was a direct
identifiable exercise” that Hornqvist deserves credit for.
After making the trade in September, Zito was struck by something: “I
can’t tell you how many phone calls I got from people saying, ‘Please tell
him I said hi.’ That speaks volumes about his leadership and character.
He makes others better.”
▪ Winger Anthony Duclair: This was the final one of Zito’s most significant
offseason pickups, because Duclair wanted to take time before making a
decision.
Zito had spent time around him in Columbus in 2018-19, when he had 11
goals and eight assists in 53 games. What struck Zito about that one
season was Duclair’s “speed. It’s remarkable. He can really go. You see
his obvious skill, physical talent, goal-scoring ability. He took his time,
spoke to lots of teams [in free agency], evaluated the personnel. And
kudos to Anthony for being as thorough as he could before making a
decision. It’s a good fit for him.”
Duclair, who signed a one-year, $1.7 million deal on Dec. 19, has two
goals and eight assists in 16 games.
▪ Forward Alex Wennberg: Of these six significant acquisitions, two
players — Wennberg and defenseman Markus Nutivaara — came
directly from Columbus.
A first-round pick of the Blue Jackets in 2013, Wennberg had a decent
career in Columbus, with 40 goals and 161 assists in 415 games,
including five and 17 in 57 games last season, but was bought out by the
Blue Jackets after last season.
Zito quickly pounced, believing there was another level that Wennberg
could achieve, even seven years into his career.
“We think there’s upside there, and this might be the place he could
[continue his evolution as a player],” Zito said. “We [thought we] can use
some center depth. When he became available, he became a viable
option. I think he’s a guy that has tremendous skill set to contribute to the
team in a myriad of ways.”
Wennberg, who signed a one-year, $2.25 million contract, has five goals
and four assists in 17 games.

He’s not backing down; he’s not backing down from conflict or territory or
puck battles. And when he gets the puck he can make a play.”
Gudas — who signed a three-year, $7.5 million deal — has 90 hits, 20
blocks, a plus-7 plus/minus and two assists in 17 games.
▪ Defenseman Markus Nutivaara: With Nutivaara expected to slide a bit
on the Columbus depth chart this season, Zito capitalized on the
opportunity on Oct. 8, sending winger Cliff Pu to the Blue Jackets for a
veteran defenseman who had 17 goals and 43 assists in 244 NHL
games.
Nutivaara — who’s earning $2.5 million this season and $3.3 million next
season — is a skilled puck-moving defenseman with three assists in
seven games.
“We thought we could use defensive depth and he was behind the eight
ball there,” Zito said. “We saw upside there where maybe he could grow
a little bit.”
Zito made a few other lower-profile pickups for players who have made
modest contributions, including two-way wingers Ryan Lomberg and
Juho Lammikko (two goals so far this season for the 2014 Panthers draft
pick who had been playing in Russia) and center Vinnie Hinostroza.
Aside from Matheson, Zito didn’t trade a significant piece in his first
offseason but made the difficult call of parting ways with proven goalscorers Mike Hoffman (who has six goals and eight assists for St. Louis)
and Evgenii Dadanov (two goals, six assists for Ottawa).
“It wasn’t that we didn’t want them,” Zito said of those two. But the
question in meetings before free agency was “how much can you pay
them and how long can we sustain that payment.”
Dadanov got three years and $15 million with Ottawa, Hoffman one year
and $4 million with St. Louis.
The Panthers are getting similar production from Verhaege and Duclair at
lower dollars. And though nobody can blame Hoffman and Dadanov for
last season’s results, it’s clear (this is me saying this, not Zito) that this
collection of players is a better fit.
During our conversation, Zito made a point to credit Tallon, who built part
of the team’s foundation and drafted key nucleus pieces Barkov and
Huberdeau during his 10 seasons here.
“You have to give credit to Dale; he did a pretty good job,” Zito said. “We
talked [after Zito got the job] and I owe him a call.”
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Do you trust this strong Florida Panthers start to season?

By DAVE HYDE
SOUTH FLORIDA SUN SENTINEL
FEB 24, 2021 AT 8:44 PM

▪ Defenseman Radko Gudas: The Panthers’ defense needed
augmenting, and Gudas became an early priority in free agency because
“his level of competitiveness is off the charts,” Zito said.

This was Wednesday afternoon, before coach Joel Quenneville saw his
Florida Panthers lose to Dallas, and he was asked some watered-down
version of the question he’s asked regularly about his team’s start: Does
he trust everything he sees?

“He plays a physical game and is a smart, smart hockey player. He
combines that competitive nature and refusal to cede time and space.

“I just think we’re pretty consistent in our team game, and that’s what I
like about our team so far at the start of the year,” he said.
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And then they went out and stayed consistent against Dallas. They just
consistently couldn’t get the puck by the star of Wednesday night, Dallas
goalie Anton Khudobin.

1184018

One, two, three, four, five, six, seven straight shots the Panthers had in
the second period Wednesday night — and right there, coming on hard,
you saw exactly why the creeping question for larger South Florida sports
is whether to pay attention to this team.

Anton Khudobin makes 43 saves as Stars shut out Panthers

None of those shots scored. None of their 43 shots in the game did
against Khudobin. One game after beating the Stanley Cup finalists last
year, the Panthers were shut out for the first time this year, 3-0, heading
into Thursday night’s finale of this series.
One night doesn’t change anything — not the Panthers big start or the
prime question of whether this is a different team than previous years.
This good start offers hope. It brings some fun. It adds a layer of
optimism to what could be ahead.
But there are so many involved scars here you need to see more before
you get to the bonding agent of trust that cements fans to their teams.
Only Florida Panthers fans who have somehow watched through two
difficult decades know what it’s like enjoy this start. Only they can catalog
if the scars of the past allow them to see a different team that can hold
up.
No team in hockey or even much of a deflated South Florida since the
turn of the century has been so bad for so long as this franchise. The
Dolphins fans haven’t won a playoff game since 2000 — the Panthers
fan goes further back.
The Marlins fan can blame the small market and roster implosions — the
Panthers fan only has the fallback of ineptitude. The Hurricane football
fans can point to what was — the Panthers fan just has the magical year
of 1996. (The Heat fan is on a top shelf, alone.)
The Panthers’ start is backed up by the numbers. They entered
Wednesday averaging 3.41 goals a game, fifth best in the league. That’s
a fraction better than the 3.3 goals averaged last year. But they’re
surrendering nearly half-a-goal less this year at 2.77 goals a game to
rank 11th in the league. They were third-worst last year in goals allowed
(3.25).
How much of that is some new players? And how much is simply the
goalie-from-nowhere, Chris Driedger?
Driedger is playing more than the $72 million man in Sergei Bobrovsky.
There’s a reason for that, too. He’s playing better. He’s giving up nearly a
goal less a game than Bobrovsky this far in the year. He’d won four
straight and six of his previous seven until Wednesday night.
You’ve seen this story go either way in sports: The unknown getting a
chance and becoming a star; and the unknown shining briefly across the
stage before regressing to anonymity. Who knows which way it goes with
Driedger?
And who knows if Bobrovsky gets the sent message?
All you know is Wednesday wasn’t the Panthers’ game. Dallas scored 53
seconds in and the Panthers couldn’t catch up against a hot goaltender
the rest of the night.

Florida Panthers

By BILL WHITEHEAD
ASSOCIATED PRESS
FEB 24, 2021 AT 8:16 PM

SUNRISE — Anton Khudobin made 43 saves for his second shutout of
the season, leading the Dallas Stars to a 3-0 victory over the Florida
Panthers on Wednesday night that ended their six-game winless streak.
Defensemen John Klingberg, Esa Lindell and Joel Kiviranta scored for
the Stars, who are 1-3-3 in their last seven. They hadn’t won since
beating Columbus on the road, 6-3, on Feb. 2.
Khudobin has shut out Florida three times in nine career starts. He has
10 career shutouts overall.
Chris Driedger made his fifth start in Florida’s past six games and
stopped 23 shots in the loss.
The goaltending pairing of Khudobin and Driedger was a rematch from
Monday, when the Panthers had 52 shots on goal. That included 29
shots in the second period — a franchise record for one frame — and
Khudobin matched his career best with 49 saves in Florida’s 3-1 win.
Dallas opened the scoring when Klingberg wound up and fired in the
game’s first shot just 53 seconds in while on a delayed penalty. The
teams played a testy remainder of the period.
Khudobin was exceptional in the second, stopping MacKenzie Weegar
on an odd-man rush at 6:54. He also turned back Carter Verhaeghe’s
wrister from the low slot at 10:07 to maintain the Stars’ slim lead.
Lindell’s second goal came 2:17 into the third to make it, 2-0. Kiviranta’s
empty-netter sealed the win.
BUSY STARS
The league reworked 11 games involving the Stars on Tuesday,
including two each at home against Nashville and Tampa Bay that were
postponed last week due to severe weather in Texas.
In all, they will play their remaining 42 games in 75 days and finish the
campaign with seven straight on the road.
The club will play eight times against Tampa Bay, six more with the
Panthers and four versus Carolina - the top teams in the division.
“Hockey is not meant to be played four (games) in six (nights), let alone
what we’re going to do,” Stars coach Rick Bowness said when he
learned of the new schedule. “This is going to be incredibly taxing on our
players.”
BACK WHERE IT ALL BEGAN

“It wasn’t the same as last game, that’s for sure,” Brett Connolly said.
“They played a lot better and we didn’t play our best. We got what we
deserved.”

Dallas right wing Denis Gurianov skated in his 100th career NHL game in
the win.

Then he said with an eye on Thursday night’s rematch: “We need to
respond.”

The native of Togliatti, Russia, who has 25 career goals, was a firstround selection (12th overall) by the Stars in the draft held in the
Panthers’ arena on June 26, 2015.

“I expected a very dangerous opponent coming out after the last game,”
Quenneville said. “They had the response. We expected it. I thought we
responded well for what what s going on for a big chunk of the game.”
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Khudobin a wall again as Dallas Stars win at Florida Panthers

Florida threw up 17 shots on goal and had 27 shot attempts yet failed to
put anything past Dallas’ star goalie.
The Stars, as they did Monday, took the initial lead only this time it was
53 seconds into the game.

Published 8 hours ago on February 24, 2021
By George Richards

The Florida Panthers are probably going to see Dallas Stars goalie Anton
Khudobin in their sleep.
If they do, it will not be a restful night.

On a delayed penalty, Klingberg (who had his first NHL fight against
Patric Hornqvist two nights before) rifled off a shot from the top of the
right circle to make it 1-0.
The Panthers, obviously, had a number of scoring chances after that
(Carter Verhaeghe, Sasha Barkov) but Khudobin was just too much.
Speaking of Hornqvist, he led all players with seven shots on goal
Monday.

Khudobin once again kept the Stars in a game they probably should not
have been, as he helped Dallas bounce back from Monday’s loss and
snap a six-game losing streak with a 3-0 win over the Panthers.

He was credited with five in the first period Wednesday.

Dallas opened the scoring 53 seconds into the game and let their star
goalie do the rest of the work.

Once again, the Panthers had a treasure trove of chances only Khudobin
had no mercy.

Khudobin, who faced down 51 shots on Monday night, stopped all 43 two
nights later as the Panthers suffered their first shutout of the season.

In the period, Khudobin stopped the likes of Barkov, Verhaeghe, Aaron
Ekblad, MacKenzie Weegar and Anthony Duclair on prime scoring
chances.

It was the second shutout of 2021 for Khudobin.
”I thought we did a lot of good things to get ourselves back in the game,”
Joel Quenneville said. “They had a good start and we responded in the
right way. Hey, goalie can wins games at time. You’re going to get goalie
wins, you’ll get beat by some goalies.

SECOND PERIOD HIGHLIGHTS

Nada.
By period end, the Stars were still holding their 1-0 lead and Khudobin,
really, was the only reason why.

”Their goalie was pretty good. Otherwise, pretty even game.”

Florida was able to penetrate the Dallas defense, get extra chances off
rebounds only to see Khudobin stop them again.

For $3.49 a month or $29.99 a year, get the most complete coverage of
the Florida Panthers with an all-access pass to Florida Hockey Now

Florida outshot Dallas 14-12 in the second period although it simply felt a
lot worse than that.

Florida outshot the Stars 17-8 in the opening period and had an 31-20
shot advantage going into the third yet trailed 1-0.

Driedger had to make a few saves, yeah, but nothing like his counterpart
on the other side of the ice.

Dallas increased its lead early in the third. Coming out of a power play,
Esa Lindell followed up a rebound and put it past Chris Driedger on
Dallas’ 22nd shot of the game.

THIRD PERIOD HIGHLIGHTS

Driedger, making his second consecutive start and fifth in the past six
games, ended with 24 saves.

Lindell’s goal came two seconds after the power play ended and was a
direct result of the zone time created with the man advantage.

Dallas’ third goal came from Joel Kiviranta and was into an empty net.

The goal came after Driedger made the initial stop on Radek Faksa when
he tried to jam the puck through. The rebound came out wide and Lindell
jumped on it.

Despite the loss, the Panthers stayed in first place in the Central Division
by virtue of Tampa Bay blanking Carolina. Florida leads the Lightning
and Hurricanes by a point.
Florida and Dallas play (again) on Thursday at 7 as the three-game
series wraps up.
‘You want to get points and you want to win, we’re in a competitive
division,’’ Quenneville said.
“They know how to win and had a good response. We’ll get the threegame set sorted out tomorrow night.’’

Barkov was sent to the box on a hooking call 15 seconds into the period
and Florida killed it off — technically.

The Panthers got a late power play at 14:21 and put a few shots on goal.
That was it. Until Dallas got its empty net goal, that is.
“You can’t be upset about it,’’ Alex Wennberg said. “Just got to forget
about this game and focus on the next one.”
“It’s part of hockey. Every team is tough to play against, and they were
the better team. Right now it’s a best-of-three so we’ve got a new chance
tomorrow.”

— Defenseman Gustav Forsling left the game early in the second period
and did not return.
Quenneville said he did not have an update on Forsling’s status but
would wait until Thursday morning.
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If Markus Nutivaara is ready, he could get back in Thursday or Florida
could go with Noah Juulsen.
FIRST PERIOD HIGHLIGHTS
If Dallas fans were worried that Khudobin would look tired after facing all
those shots on Monday night had little to worry about in the opening
period.

Dallas GameDay II: Driedger in net for Florida Panthers v. Stars

Published 16 hours ago on February 24, 2021
By George Richards
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Chris Driedger gave up one goal on 25 shots in the Florida Panthers’
victory over the Dallas Stars on Monday.
So, it was not much of a surprise when coach Joel Quenneville
announced Driedger would be back in net Wednesday for the second
game of this three-game series.
Sergei Bobrovsky is expected to start Thursday in Game 3.

— Florida’s 29 shots on goal in the second beat the previous franchise
record of 28 in the second period against Washington on Oct. 20, 2005.
The Panthers’ 52 SOG are the most by any team this season and only
the Rangers (against New Jersey) have eclipsed the 50-shot mark in
2021.
Panthers This Week — Monday: Florida Panthers 3, Dallas Stars 1;
Wednesday: Dallas, 5; Thursday: Dallas, 7; Saturday: Carolina, 7

Wednesday’s game is another one of those odd 5 p.m. weeknight starts.
Thursday goes back to 7. OK.
The Panthers kicked off this five-game homestand (Carolina comes in
over the weekend) with a 3-1 victory over a Dallas team which looked, at
times, exactly like a team which had not played in nine days.
Florida thoroughly outplayed the Stars fro the latter parts of the first
period to the end, but goalie Anton Khubodin was on top of his game only
giving up two goals.
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Nashville Predators

Nashville Predators and the NHL Central Division: Winners and losers
from Week 6

The Panthers’ third goal went into an empty net.

Paul Skrbina

We fully expect to see Khudobin back on Wednesday. Perhaps even on
Thursday.

Nashville Tennessean

Ekblad’s hot start rolls on
Aaron Ekblad scored Florida’s first goal on Monday and it was his sixth of
the year.
He had five in 67 games last season.
This has been perhaps Ekblad’s best all-around season, the 2014 No. 1
pick truly growing into his role as a dominant NHL defenseman.
“He’s playing big minutes, matchup minutes and is off to a real good start
offensively and defensively,’’ Quenneville said.

The Nashville Predators' fall toward the bottom of the Central Division
standings continued. So did the Dallas Stars' after they had four games
postponed because of winter ice storms.
The Florida Panthers, though, continued to be the biggest surprise of the
season as the top of the division became more crowded.
Here's a look at Central Division winners and losers from the sixth week
of the NHL season:
Winners

“He does a lot of good things with the puck for a defenseman. He has
some high-end skill and ability, has a great shot. He gets a lot of looks in
the offensive zone and there is a reason why he’s an option at the top.
He’s out there for the big minutes and is taking advantage.”

Florida Panthers

Hornqvist throws down

They also were one of three teams without consecutive losses this
season, along with the Carolina Hurricanes and Colorado Avalanche.
Only the Maple Leafs had more victories.

Patric Hornqvist got his first fighting major this season as he threw down
with defenseman John Klingberg.
It was Klingberg’s first fight of his seven-season NHL career.
“Obviously, Hornqvist is one of the best net-front guys in the league and
has been for a lot of years,” Klingberg said per the Dallas Morning News.
“He tries to get in at the net-front and he tries to own the net, and I don’t
want him to go there. Just a little scrap.”
Panthers Stars Dallas Florida
News, Notes & Numbers
Joel Quenneville confirmed Tuesday that the absence of defenseman
Markus Nutivaara the past few games is due to what Quenneville called
an upper-body injury.
Nutivaara has not played since last Saturday’s loss to the Lightning.
”He is getting real close to getting back on the ice,” Quenneville said.
— Keith Yandle scored the second goal of the second period on Monday
night, giving the Panthers a 2-1 lead.
It ended up being the game-winning goal — Yandle’s third of the season.
He leads all Florida defensemen with 13.
Hornqvist’s seven shots on goal led all players Monday as the Panthers
outshot the Stars 52-25.

Going into Tuesday's games, the Panthers had the best win percentage
in the league at .765.

Their defensemen have accounted for 11 goals, third in the league
behind the Oilers (13) and Capitals (12).
Jonathan Huberdeau was second in the division in points (seven goals,
16 assists). Aleksander Barkov was third in the division with 19 (seven
goals, 12 assists).
Goalie Chris Driedger was 7-1-1 with a division-best 2.12 goals-against
average for goalies with at least two games played. His .929 save
percentage was 10th in the league.
Looks like Joel Quenneville has brought his winning ways to South
Florida.
Chicago Blackhawks rookies
Sure, the old guy (Patrick Kane) is putting up numbers as usual. He had
eight goals and 18 assists and was tied for fourth in points in the league.
But the team's new faces also have contributed to the team's unexpected
start. The team was 9-6-4 with 22 points, good enough for fourth in the
division.
Pius Suter, Philipp Kurashev and Nicolas Beaudin are all were in the top
15 among rookies in scoring. Suter was third with 10 points (six goals,
four assists), while Kurashev was tied for fourth with nine points (five
goals, four assists).
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Last but not least, goalie Kevin Lankinen, who led all rookie goalies with
a 7-3-3 record and .927 save percentage. His 2.43 goals-against average
was fifth for all rookies with at least one game played.
Carolina Hurricanes

By Bill Shea Feb 24, 2021

Vincent Trocheck, Sebastian Aho and Andrei Svechnikov each had 16
points, and Jordan Staal was right behind with 15. The team's 61 goals
ranked No. 1 in the division.
Carolina is in the midst of six consecutive games against Florida teams
(four against the Lightning and two against the Panthers), so we'll know
more by next week.
The Hurricanes also celebrated the one-year anniversary of the
appearance of emergency goalie David Ayers, a story that evidently will
be made into a movie.
Losers
Viktor Arvidsson
The Predators forward has been lost without Ryan Johansen, who had
been on injured reserve for seven games but was expected to play
Tuesday night against the Red Wings.
Arvidsson had zero points in the seven games Johansen was out.
Not exactly what one would expect from the franchise's single-season
goal leader.
"I shot the puck more in the past and I feel like I might have to go back to
that," he said. "Just attack the net more and trying to cause havoc in
front."
His shooting percentage this season is just 3.5, well below his career
average of 11.7. He averaged a career-low 2.23 shots per game last
season. His 3.35 average this season is just below his career high of
3.36.
Nashville Predators
The numbers don't lie, and belie the fact that the Predators were one
point out of last place going into their series with the Red Wings on
Tuesday.
They had their best showing of the season in a victory against the Blue
Jackets, when Calle Jarnkrok scored twice.
Still, if they don't string a few more of those together more than a few
more times this season, it may be time to consider looking toward a very
different future.
In the meantime, expect David Poile's phone to be busier than usual as
the April 12 trade deadline approaches.
Dallas Stars
Oh, how the once-mighty looking have fallen. At least when they were
playing, which they didn't last week because of winter storms. They went
eight days without a game, including two postponements against the
Predators, but continued their losing streak Monday, when they lost their
sixth in a row. Their losing streak (0-3-3) included two in overtime and
one in a shootout.
They were outscored 20-12 during that span and had fallen into a tie with
the Predators for second-to-last in the division.
Good news for the Stars, though, is they had four games in hand over
the Panthers and Hurricanes, the division leaders.
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The Athletic / Gorgeous, sunny weekend melts away NHL’s Lake Tahoe
TV audience

Websites

The setting was gorgeous but proved problematic for NBC and the NHL.
The league’s TV-only outdoor games in Lake Tahoe over the weekend
were a substitute for the popular Winter Classic and Stadium Series
contests that have been mothballed because of the pandemic. The NHL
constructed an outdoor rink within steps of the bucolic Lake Tahoe
shoreline, on the 18th hole of the Edgewood Tahoe Resort golf course in
Stateline, Nev.
Only problem: The postcard-perfect winter tableaux of blue skies, white
snow, green pines and distant mountains meant steady warm sunshine
on the ice rink.
Play began at 3:12 p.m. Eastern time, but mushy ice forced a halt to
Saturday’s Colorado Avalanche-Vegas Golden Knights game after the
first period. The game didn’t resume until 12:02 a.m. and it ended at 1:50
a.m., meaning it took more than 10 hours from puck-drop to conclusion.
The eight-hour-plus delay led NBC to move the final two periods of the
telecast to its NBCSN cable channel rather than pre-empting “Saturday
Night Live” that begins at 11:30 p.m.
The effect on the game’s TV audience was stark: The first period
averaged 1.35 million viewers on broadcast TV for NBC, and 1.39 million
with streaming. That was a promising start, but the final two periods
averaged just 361,000 (and 394,000 with streaming included) on
NBCSN.
That means about a million viewers tuned out.
After the soft ice situation, the NHL and NBC opted to push back
Sunday’s Flyers-Bruins game in Lake Tahoe from its original 2 p.m.
network live telecast to 7:30 p.m. on NBCSN. It averaged 1 million
viewers, which the network said is the best regular-season NHL audience
in the channel’s history. The Devils-Capitals game originally in that
Sunday evening cable slot replaced the Lake Tahoe afternoon game and
averaged 750,000 on NBC.
Flyers and Bruins
Abundant sunshine forced the NHL to delay Saturday’s AvalancheGolden Knights game after one period and move Sunday’s Flyers-Bruins
contest to an evening start. (Kirby Lee / USA Today)
The NHL, never a great broadcast draw compared to the bigger U.S.
major leagues, has had some bummer TV numbers over the past year
thanks to the pandemic. The six-game Lightning-Stars Stanley Cup
Finals averaged 2.15 million last fall. It was played out of season and
competed against other sports it normally never does because of COVID19 rescheduling, and its viewership ended up down 61 percent compared
to 2019. It was the least-watched finals since 2007, and its 2.87 million
average for the Game 6 clincher was a far cry from the NHL’s best
series-winning game average of 8.72 million for the Blues-Bruins Game 7
on NBC in 2019.
The full Stanley Cup bubble playoff averaged 953,000 viewers on NBC’s
TV and streaming services, Sports Media Watch reported, and that was a
39 percent decline from 2018-19 when the traditional postseason saw a
1.53 million audience average.
For the 2018-19 NHL regular season, NBC Sports averaged 424,000
viewers for its broadcasts, which was a 2 percent boost over 2017-18.
This past season, before the pandemic bubble games, the NBC average
was 398,000 for the incomplete regular-season slate. A lot of hockey airs
locally on regional sports networks, and those numbers weren’t
immediately available.
Outdoor NHL games haven’t fared much better lately.
In February 2020, not long before the pandemic halted U.S. sports, the
Kings-Avalanche NHL Stadium Series game played at the U.S. Air Force
Academy’s football stadium in Colorado averaged 1 million viewers on
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NBC. That had been the lowest outdoor NHL game out of the 21 NBC
had aired at that point, Sports Media Watch reported.
Last year’s NHL Winter Classic (a 4-2 Stars win over the Predators
played at the Cotton Bowl in Dallas on Jan. 1, 2020) averaged 1.96
million viewers on NBC to make it the least-watched Winter Classic since
they premiered in 2008, per Sports Media Watch. Winter Classics face
college football competition because they’re played on New Year’s Day,
a busy day for bowl games.
America will tune in for hockey when it’s the Olympics. The best U.S.
hockey audience remains 34.2 million for ABC’s tape-delayed evening
broadcast of the 1980 “Miracle on Ice” game that saw Team USA stun
the USSR 4-3 at Lake Placid, N.Y., during that year’s Winter Games.
The next best audience came two days later when 32.8 million watched
the U.S. beat Finland for the gold medal. Third-best is 27.6 million
watching Canada’s 3-2 gold medal round victory over the United States
on NBC at the 2010 Vancouver Winter Olympics. That was an afternoon
game.
The latest unfortunate NHL numbers come as the league continues its
talks to extend or replace its 10-year, $2 billion broadcast rights deal with
NBC that ends after this season. The league’s 12-year, $4.9 billion
Canadian TV rights contract with Rogers Communications ends in 2026.
“The (audience) declines in viewing are a function of an ever-increasing
amount of competition for viewer time across all demos and platforms
that’s driven less by a loss of reach than a reduction in time spent
viewing,” said media industry consultant and former Fox executive
Patrick Crakes.
The NHL will likely improve upon its current TV deal for several reasons,
he added, such as its eight-month inventory of games that includes lots
of weekday primetime action; its attractive-to-advertisers demo mix; and
the Stanley Cup Finals being a top 10 strategic sports media property.
“When you take into account that it’s harder than ever for any type of
content to gain any viewing heft on any platform, you look at the NHL and
see a ton of serious strategic value. They’re gonna be just fine,” Crakes
said.
Here are other sports TV viewership highlights from last week …
Christopher Bell
Christopher Bell’s win in the NASCAR Cup Series race at Daytona’s road
course brought a nice ratings rebound from the rain-delayed Daytona
500 the previous weekend. (Jasen Vinlove / USA Today)
MOTORSPORTS: NASCAR’s Daytona road race on Sunday drew 4.75
million on Fox, a week after the stock car circuit’s iconic Daytona 500
averaged a historic low 4.83 million. Still, the road race was the mostwatched sporting event on TV last week and it improved on its numbers
from last August when it premiered to an average of 3.24 million on NBC.
SOCCER: The U.S. Women’s national team’s 1-0 win over Canada on
Thursday in the SheBelieves Cup in Orlando averaged 498,000 on FS1.
The team then beat Brazil 2-0 on Sunday with 568,000 viewers, a record
for the event on FS1 and the channel’s third-best USWNT non-World
Cup viewership.
BASKETBALL: The top college hoops telecast last week was No. 3
Michigan’s 92-87 win over No. 4 Ohio State in Columbus on Sunday
afternoon, which averaged 2.6 million on CBS. It was the rivalry’s first
meeting when both schools ranked in the AP poll’s top five. It also was a
rare treat for Michigan fans to see their school beat Ohio State in a
meaningful contest.

ranked sixth among this weekend’s sports viewership. The Vince
McMahon enterprise lasted until Week 5 a year ago, with the plug pulled
on March 12, 2020, and a Ch. 11 bankruptcy filing a month later. The
football product was decent and interesting. Dany Garcia and business
partner/ex-husband Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson and another investor
bought the league last year and plan to bring it back in spring 2022.
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The Athletic / NHL awards WATCH: Connor McDavid, Auston Matthews,
Andrei Vasilevskiy early front-runners

By Dom Luszczyszyn Feb 24, 2021

Throughout the season I’ll be breaking down the numbers behind the
race for each major player award: The Hart, Norris, Calder, Selke,
Vezina, Art Ross and Rocket Richard. Numbers, of course, aren’t
everything but they add much needed context to the awards race and
can help shine a light on players deserving of more recognition while
adding caveats to other players that may have some warts. This post will
present the top 10 for each category based on a set criteria of guidelines.
Last year around March, colleague Craig Custance asked me if I could
start tracking the awards race on a weekly basis leading up to the end of
the season. It was an effort to shine light on the process of measuring
value from an analytical perspective, a way to bridge some gaps between
numbers and the eye test. It was also a way to advance the way these
awards are often thought about, where Hart usually means points leader,
Norris usually means defensive points leader and plus-minus, and Selke
means whoever’s turn it is.
Unfortunately, I was only able to run two editions before the season was
put on hiatus which led to some surprise and controversy when I
eventually unveiled my awards ballot. It’s one I still stand by, but I’m
hoping a frequent look at the awards race through this lens furthers the
way we collectively think about value. There’s more to hockey than
scoring points but that doesn’t mean points don’t matter either.
The awards race always sparks raucous discourse with everyone viewing
the game differently and that’s part of the fun. As long as it’s respectful
(no, I do not hate your favourite player) I’m looking forward to the
discussion throughout the year. Based on my interpretation of their
numbers to date, here are the current favourites for each award. Heavy
emphasis on current – the numbers can still be a little wacky this early
into the season.
Data as of February 24.
Hart Trophy
Given to the player judged to be the most valuable to his team.
Criteria: Skaters ranked by Game Score Value Added and goaltenders
ranked by a blend of goals saved above expected and above average,
translated to wins, courtesy of Evolving Hockey.
Connor McDavid
1.81
C

TENNIS: Not surprisingly, the best Australian Open audience was
806,000 on ESPN2 for Naomi Osaka’s semifinal victory over Serena
Williams on Wednesday night. Osaka’s finals win over Jennifer Brady on
Saturday morning averaged 208,000 on ESPN2. Novak Djokovic won the
men’s final over Daniil Medvedev with an average of 425,000 watching in
the wee hours Saturday morning on ESPN.

EDM

LA XFL EST MORTE. VIVE LA XFL: If not for the pandemic, we’d be in
Week 3 of the second XFL season. A year ago, its four games over the
weekend averaged 1.6 million viewers across Fox, ABC, ESPN and FS1.
The Dallas-Seattle game on Fox averaged 2 million, which would have

25

21
22.4
13

38
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8
3.1
1.5
5.9
4
0.2
Aleksander Barkov
1.05
C
FLA
17
20.5
7
12
19
7.07
7
25
6
2.7
2.5
1.5
2.5
-0.6
Nathan MacKinnon
0.99
C
COL
14
20.4
4

expected goals percentage at five-on-five built on dominance at both
ends of the ice. He’s doing it all at an elite rate, owning the puck more
than he ever has before. The only fault, if any, for McDavid is that his
goals percentage is lower than expected. That’s primarily due to bad
goaltending behind him and not worth faulting him for. He’s in a league of
his own this season and I don’t expect that to change.
Auston Matthews has been a very worthy challenger and if he continues
his illustrious goal-scoring pace he’ll definitely have some claim to the top
spot. What’s working against him is that his play-driving numbers aren’t
as strong as McDavid’s at the moment, but more importantly he’s playing
with someone who’s arguably looked just as strong this season: Mitch
Marner. The duo are the second and third most valuable skaters in the
league this season (with Matthews stronger on a per-game basis), and if
you can only pick one, Matthews is probably the guy. Matthews and
Marner have been able to elevate each other’s games considerably this
season, spending 86 percent of their five-on-five minutes together and
that needs to be taken into consideration. McDavid has spent only 12
percent of his five-on-five minutes with Leon Draisaitl.
That makes Draisaitl’s season very impressive here as the fourth-ranked
skater thanks mostly to him also scoring at an illustrious point rate.
Where his value currently differs from the top three is that his five-on-five
play-driving metrics are driven by what looks to be an unsustainable goal
percentage of 77 percent, a far cry from his current 48 percent expected
goals rate. He gets credit for it for now, but it wouldn’t be surprising to
see those two numbers converge over the course of the season.
Sprinkled in and around the top five is a trio of goalies, rated so high
mostly because goalies are just the most valuable players in general.
Andrei Vasilevskiy leads the way for now and it’s been great to see him
finally get his due analytically. His excellence is obvious from watching
and he’s got the numbers to back it up this year leading the league in
goals saved above expected. In Vegas, Marc-Andre Fleury is having a
renaissance season, playing like the second most valuable goalie in the
league this year. It’s crazy to think Vegas couldn’t give him away last
summer.
Near the bottom of the top 10 is Aleksander Barkov. He’s been
spectacular this season and will be the front-runner for a different award
as a result of his strong defence. The most surprising name on the list
though has to be Conor Garland, who isn’t even at a point-per-game
player. What the Coyotes have done at five-on-five with him on the ice
this season has been unreal though and he’s establishing himself as the
elite forward the team has long been missing. He leads the team with a
62.5 percent expected goals rate and an even crazier 75 percent actual
goals rate. I don’t think he’ll keep it up, but he’s here for now.
Nathan MacKinnon rounds out the list and the only reason for him being
that low is that he’s played fewer games than everyone ahead of him. His
0.99 wins in 14 games is actually fourth amongst skaters behind
McDavid and the Toronto duo.

5.48

Expected contenders currently outside the picture: After a spectacular
four-point night where he had a Game Score of 5.01, Patrick Kane has
indeed vaulted his way into the conversation and is currently tied with
MacKinnon at 0.99 wins of value. Anze Kopitar is right behind him while
David Pastrnak and Brad Marchand are only off due to a lower amount of
games played.

7

Norris Trophy

-3

Given to the defenseman who demonstrates throughout the season the
greatest all-round ability in the position.

14
18

4
2
1
5
2.6
0.3
This is the big one and for now, it’s a relatively easy decision: This is
Connor McDavid’s award to lose. He’s leading the league in points by
five, he’s generated the second most individual scoring chances, he’s
second in penalty differential and he’s sporting an absurd 62 percent

Criteria: Defensemen that play top-pairing minutes with above-average
usage ranked by Game Score Value Added.
Jeff Petry
0.98
D
MTL
18
22.2
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Ryan Pulock
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Cale Makar

1

0.87

2.1

D

1.4
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3

13

3
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1.19

1

Morgan Rielly
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TOR

8
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1
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0.9
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5.3
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1.72
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Shea Weber
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1.6
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MTL

0.5
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Neal Pionk
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-7
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1.8
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Jakob Chychrun

2
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0.5

D

0.5

ARI

-0.3

18

0.9

23

1.02

4

The Hart list is roughly as expected, mostly because forward value
depends a lot on points. Defence ratings depend a bit more on playdriving ability and that makes the current Norris list a lot more chaotic.
Feels like this one will change a lot throughout the year, but here’s where
we are for now.

9
13
3.64
26
-5
1.2
1
-0.2
1.1
1
Charlie McAvoy
0.67
D
BOS
16

He’s not at the top of the list because he’s played four fewer games, but
Cale Makar is absolutely the front-runner for the Norris right now. He’s on
pace for 5.5 wins, 0.65 more than the next best defender who is the only
other on pace for over four. Makar’s ability to drive offence and suppress
chances is unmatched this season and he’s scoring at a near-point-pergame pace while playing 24 minutes per night. With the way Colorado is
playing, he’ll be tough to dethrone. His usage is below average for now,
but that’s partly due to schedule quality. He hasn’t been sheltered by any
means.
After Makar, it’s pretty wide open with a lot of expected front-runners not
playing up to their usual standards yet. Charlie McAvoy is the only other
defenceman in the top 10 that I would’ve expected here before the
season started and it’s remarkable what he’s done without much help on
the backend. He has a 57 percent expected goals rate for the season.
The rest of the top eight is filled with some surprising names. Jeff Petry
has the best case with 16 points in 18 games and a strong 57 percent
expected goals rate, but it’s actually his teammate a little further down,
Shea Weber, who leads the Canadiens with a 63 percent expected goals
rate while taking on the tough minutes.
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Elsewhere in the Canadian division, Morgan Rielly is showing what he
can do when he actually gets to play with a top-four calibre partner, while
Darnell Nurse is finally playing like the top pairing defender many have
expected him to be. The problem with both: How much of their value is
simply from getting to play with the Hart Trophy front-runners? That’s
tough to say and it’s worth noting both are the only defenders with a
negative expected-goals against impact in the top 10.
Justin Faulk has been ridiculously strong to start at five-on-five, forming
strong chemistry with Torey Krug, while Jakob Chychrun is beginning to
look like a top-tier defenceman. Ryan Pulock is one part of an incredible
shutdown pair that earns nearly 60 percent of the expected and actual
goals at five-on-five. The Islanders are a strong defensive team and he
deserves a fair bit of credit for that (Adam Pelech isn’t far off either). Neal
Pionk’s raw numbers aren’t as illustrious, but he’s picking up points and
is one of a few Jets players who’s above 50 percent in expected goals
percentage this season. That’s despite playing by far the toughest
minutes on the team.
Expected contenders currently outside the picture: There’s a lot of them
given the current state of the race so here’s how many wins a few of the
notables are worth. I imagine during the next update a few of these might
displace some names from above.
•Dougie Hamilton: 17 games, 0.48 wins
•Victor Hedman: 16 games, 0.46 wins
•John Carlson: 18 games, 0.42 wins
•Miro Heiskanen: 13 games, 0.38 wins
•Roman Josi: 17 games, 0.38 wins
As for defensive scoring leaders like Quinn Hughes and Drew Doughty,
both currently have a 42 percent expected goals rate, are getting
outscored at five-on-five, and making a living on secondary power-play
assists. Don’t be fooled.
Selke Trophy
Given to the forward who best excels in the defensive aspects of the
game.

53%
21.2
Phillip Danault
4.3
C
MTL
18
16.3
2.1
1.6
91%
38.6
Joel Eriksson Ek
4.2
C
MIN
15
17.3
1.8
2.5
61%
32.6
Mitch Marner
4

Criteria: Forwards who play over 16 minutes per game, receive 20
percent of their team’s shorthanded minutes and face the top 30
percentile of forward competition on average, ranked by their ability to
suppress expected and actual goals.
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Andrew Mangiapane
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NYI
18
17.6
1.4
2.9
76%
22.4
Alex Iafallo
3.7
LW
L.A
17
20.2
1.3
3
96%
35.9
Brad Marchand
3.6
LW
BOS
16
20
1.7
1.2
25%
31.6
Tyler Toffoli
3.4
C
MTL
18
17.3
1.3
2.8
68%
24.4
The Selke Trophy is always the most interesting award because its
definition is the most open to interpretation (is it a defensive forward
award or a two-way forward award?) and the nature of it means it’s often
awarded based on reputation over merit.
This year those ideologies may intersect because the current frontrunner, Barkov, should satisfy everyone’s criteria, regardless of whether
you’re a member of the old or new school. Barkov has long been hyped
as one of the league’s best two-way forwards, but the on-ice results over
the past few seasons haven’t been quite at that level. That’s changed this
year, which is something I mentioned a couple weeks ago in 16 Stats
and EP Rinkside’s Dimitri Filipovic expanded on earlier this week. Barkov
has been one of the league’s best play-drivers this year, sporting a

stunning 66 percent expected goals rate built off exceptional rates at both
ends of the ice. With Barkov on the ice, the Panthers have allowed just
1.6 expected goals against per 60 this season which is not only the best
on the Panthers, it’s one of the 10 best marks in the league. Last year’s
shorthanded ice-time cutoff was 30 percent, but I’m fine lowering that to
fit Barkov in – he’s worthy as the current leader in defensive impact
among forwards. As for the low forward competition quality, that’s entirely
due to Florida’s soft schedule to date – he still plays the toughest minutes
for the Panthers.
In second is another player who’s never won a Selke but perhaps
should’ve been in the running once or twice during his underrated career.
That would be Joe Pavelski. He’s second in defensive impact within the
criteria listed and it would be very cool to see him get a nod this late in
his career. Phillip Danault, who has been in the Selke mix for the last few
seasons continues his strong defensive play while getting big
shorthanded minutes and tough assignments, rounds out the top three.
Aside from those three, the list features a lot of fresh blood as it takes a
bit of time for five-on-five on-ice metrics to normalize. Minnesota’s Joel
Eriksson Ek is the most exciting prospect as he has the defensive
resume to really make a run. The Wild are usually one of the league’s
best defensive teams and Eriksson Ek is at the forefront of that, taking
the reigns from former captain Mikko Koivu. He’s this year’s Anthony
Cirelli as the hipster pick for the Selke, watch out for him (and for a story
next week from Michael Russo and I breaking his season down further).
Andrew Mangiapane has been terrific for the Flames in a bigger role, but
it wouldn’t surprise me to see teammate Elias Lindholm get more buzz as
the season goes on.
Perhaps the strangest name on this list at the moment is Marner’s as it’s
not often a player on pace to finish top five in scoring gets consideration
for this award. It’s especially strange because a lot of the media hype for
the Selke is actually being pointed at Matthews right now and that’s
where the two playing 85 percent of their minutes together makes
evaluating the duo’s individual defence tricky. Marner’s results appear to
be stronger than Matthews for now and that’s why he’s here – even if
Matthews appears to more visibly impact the game defensively. What
Marner has in his favour is his penalty kill usage with his 39 percent
shorthanded ice-time percentage leading the top 10 candidates here.
Marner’s impact is mostly driven by goaltending luck, but even by
expected goals against his numbers don’t look too far off the rest of the
players on the list. Time will tell if he can keep this up, but the fact he has
strong defensive numbers and is the one trusted with penalty kill time
means we might want to start paying attention more to his defensive
game.
Expected contenders currently outside the picture: Anze Kopitar was the
next player up and he’s having a marvellous season. With his reputation,
he’ll surely be in consideration. Mark Stone wasn’t far behind and when
anyone thinks “Selke-calibre winger,” his name is at the top of the list. I
have no doubt he’ll be on the next edition of the trophy tracker (though
it’s worth noting William Karlsson takes on the tougher minutes in
Vegas). Last year’s analytics darling for this award was Cirelli and he’s
pretty close. Patrice Bergeron and Ryan O’Reilly are both above average
and could find their way into the mix while last year’s winner, Sean
Couturier, has only played five games.
Calder Trophy
Given to the player selected as the most proficient in his first year of
competition in the NHL.
Criteria: Rookie skaters ranked by Game Score Value Added and rookie
goaltenders ranked by a blend of goals saved above expected and above
average, translated to wins, courtesy of Evolving Hockey.
Kevin Lankinen
0.65
G
CHI
14
Kirill Kaprizov
0.54
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0.021

Despite a very rough night on Tuesday where his value dropped
immensely, Kevin Lankinen still finds his name atop the Calder
leaderboard with a win value of 0.65. Lankinen currently has a .921 save
percentage and is helping drag a Blackhawks team that should be a
bottom feeder somewhere toward relevancy. That’s impressive.

Cal Petersen

It’s a two-horse race right now between him and Minnesota’s Kirill
Kaprizov who has come in to the NHL as good as advertised. He’s
playing like an elite forward for the Wild, something the team has been
badly missing for years, scoring 13 points in 15 games and being the
focal point of their offence. Igor Shesterkin is the likeliest to force his
name into this race as well given his pedigree. He has a solid .922 this
season and is just outside the top 10 in goals saved above expected.
Outside of those two, there have been a few intriguing names. Ty Smith
looks like the real deal for the Devils, though his strong performance so
far has come in pretty sheltered minutes with some good puck luck to
boot. In Ottawa, Josh Norris and Artem Zub look like real players, with
both driving play extremely well on a weak team.
Expected contenders currently outside the picture: The rookie class was
supposed to be headlined by first overall pick Alexis Lafrenière, but he’s
had a shaky start to his NHL career with just two points in his first 16
games. Tim Stützle has certainly looked impressive with some highlightreel goals and has 10 points in 18 games, but he’s also getting rocked at
five-on-five. He has a 38 percent expected goals rate, one of the worst
marks on the Senators and is getting outscored to an even larger degree.
He’ll find his way, maybe even later this season, but the value isn’t there
yet to be considered for the Calder.

0.82
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L.A
9
0.926
0.909
0.017
Mackenzie Blackwood
0.81
G
N.J
7
0.935
0.917
0.018
Kevin Lankinen

Vezina Trophy

0.65

Given to the goalkeeper adjudged to be the best at this position.

G

Criteria: Goaltenders that have played half of their team’s games or more
ranked by a blend of goals saved above expected and above average,
translated to wins, courtesy of Evolving Hockey.
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No surprises here mostly because if you read this piece in order you
already saw the top three names amidst the Hart contenders. The chart
above carries some added context into each goalie’s save percentage
which puts Fleury’s work into greater perspective. He might be the leader
with more games played, but this still feels like Vasilevskiy’s to lose.

Mitch Marner

Outside the top three, MacKenzie Blackwood has been by far the most
impressive, but he’s also only played seven games (he hasn’t played half
the Devils games to technically qualify, yes, but there’s no doubt he’s the
starter). He looks like he can be the real deal and might be a Vezina
contender for years to come. Ditto for Cal Petersen who has been a rock
in between the pipes for the upstart Kings. Chris Driedger is perhaps the
most surprising name here, but he was lights out in spot starts last
season and is doing his absolute best to steal the starting job in Florida.
That’s not easy to do when the other option gets paid $10 million per
season, but Driedger has been that good.
Rounding out the list is Connor Hellebuyck – last season’s Vezina winner
who has still been great, but has regressed a little – and Semyon
Varlamov. The Islanders goalie has been great, but he also has the
easiest workload of any goalie on the list which is why he doesn’t rank
higher.
Expected contenders currently outside the picture: Carey Price and
Carter Hart are near the bottom of the league in goals saved above
expected and average, so that’s not ideal. Jacob Markstrom was near the
top of the list for most of the year until a recent stretch saw him get lit up.
He’s now closer to average. John Gibson started great too, but has
suffered a similar fate with a goals saved above expected of just 0.05.
Tuukka Rask is right around average too.
Art Ross Trophy
Given to the player who leads the National Hockey League in scoring
points at the end of the regular season.
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Auston Matthews
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Brad Marchand
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Criteria: Skaters ranked by their projected end-of-season point total.
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With 38 points in 21 games and a five-point cushion on second place, it’s
very difficult to see McDavid losing this one. He’s on an absurd 101-point
pace over 56 games and while he’s expected to slow down to an 87-point
pace the rest of the way, he should still be able to flirt with breaking the
90-point barrier. A few more strong games and a historic 100-point
season isn’t out of the question, but it will be very tough.

Leon Draisaitl

McDavid’s biggest contender is Draisaitl who currently has 33 points in
21 games. Unless McDavid misses time, it feels unlikely that Draisaitl will
catch up. Toronto’s duo of Matthews and Marner are both up there
thanks to similar scoring paces to Draisaitl, but without the same scoring
history as the Edmonton duo, they’re both expected to fall a bit behind
Draisaitl. Patrick Kane could hit the 80-point mark.

21

Further down the list, Artemi Panarin’s inclusion is obviously in jeopardy
based on the unknown length of his current leave of absence. Steven
Stamkos is next in line, projected to score 62.6 points.

Alex Ovechkin

Rocket Richard Trophy

LW

Given to the NHL’s top goal scorer.

WSH

Criteria: Skaters ranked by their projected end-of-season goal total.

14

Auston Matthews

6

43.2

38

C

22.6

TOR

Joe Pavelski

19

26.9

18

C

36

DAL

30.1
C
EDM

10
35
20.1

28.6
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Matthew Keeler and Nick Ciavarella are hopeful that someday they’ll
produce an NHL equivalent of the signature sneaker. Until then, the pair
of Buffalo natives are doing their best to help create their own through
their company Just Dishin.

43
17.9

“Hockey is a really traditional sport and lagging behind where guys can
really express themselves,” Keeler said. “We just wanted to think outside
the box of what hockey is and what hockey can be.”

Patrick Kane
26.6

So they stole a page from the NBA, and one of the most iconic shoes of
all time, the 1985 Air Jordan I.

RW
CHI

Working with artist Dakota Wiley, Keeler and Ciavarella worked to create
a skate equivalent of the red-and-black sneaker. Wiley, who has built
custom cleats for more than 80 NFL players, built the skate with custom
red leather on top of a CCM boot.

20
9
36

The trio posted Images of the skate on social media earlier this month
and it has been shared and reshared thousands of times.

17.6

“We knew it was gonna make noise, we knew when we were working on
a project like this people would see something iconic and how we
brought it to hockey,” Ciavarella said. “It’s a one-of-a-kind thing for a
reason.”

Brad Marchand
26.2
LW

It’s the second skate Wiley has crafted. He also made a custom Jordanbased Dior skate for Just Dishin that he finished in January 2020.

BOS
16

“I had done some cleat work with them before, and they asked me if
there was any way I thought I could turn a skate into a Jordan,” Wiley
said. “I said no, initially. But then I found a way for it to work, and the
skates turned out pretty good.”

9
40
17.2

Wiley does all of the work in his basement in New York, where he first
started his business three years ago by painting cleats for a custom look.
Wiley said there are some key differences between customizing skates
and cleats, particularly in the size of the boot, but overall it was about
moving his art to another canvas.

Mark Scheifele
26.1
C

The Dior skates were a hit and caught the eye of Toronto Maple Leafs
forward Auston Matthews, so Keeler and Ciavarella sent them to
Matthews this summer at his home in Arizona.

WPG
18

“This was a skate we knew Auston had to have, he said the same thing,”
Ciavarella said. “So we had it for one day before we sent it off to him.”

10
38
16.1
Matthews currently has 18 goals in 19 games so he’s obviously the frontrunner here and lucky for him, David Pastrnak missed seven games that
might’ve made this race more interesting. Both players are the only
players in the league where the expectation is to score above a 50-goal
over 82-game pace. That’s thanks in part to hot starts where both are
scoring at or just below a goal-per-game. That’s ludicrous and both
should slow down over the course of the season, but Matthews is still
projected to hit the 40-goal mark, while Pastrnak has a good shot at 35.
For Matthews, 43 goals would equal a 63-goal pace.
Among surprises, it’s cool to see Joe Pavelski rate so highly in his
second season with the Stars. He will likely slow down considerably from
his current pace, but a season where he finishes with 27 goals – a near
40-goal pace in a normal season – is pretty amazing for the 36-year-old.
Lastly, despite a slow start scoring only six goals in 13 games, don’t
sleep on Alex Ovechkin; he’ll start bingeing on goals soon.
The Athletic LOADED: 02.25.2021
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The Athletic / Air Jordan on ice? Meet the trio hoping to change what
NHL skates can look like

By Sean Shapiro Feb 24, 2021

The red-and-black skates are still in Keeler and Ciavarella’s possession
in their office just outside of Buffalo. The Jordan skates are content for
the company; they want to make it clear they aren’t selling a Nike look-alike product commercially. Its creation and ensuing social media buzz
have helped raise visibility for their company.
Keeler and Ciavarella are selling SkateSkins under the Just Dishin
umbrella, which is a project that comes from a similar mindset but at a
consumer-facing pricepoint.
SkateSkins is a customizable skin for skates that Keeler designs for
clients. Each SkateSkin wraps around the boot of a skate and is easily
replaceable. They’ve marketed the product on social media, and the
typical turnaround is three weeks from order to shipment for clients.
Right now the typical client is on the amateur level, but the product has
led to further discussions with skate manufacturers and Keeler and
Ciavarella also sent some customized skins to Matthews during the NHL
playoffs, which got a positive review from the Maple Leafs forward.
“The thing about SkateSkins is that you can customize any skate, we’ve
got the templates for all of them — CCM, Bauer, True,” Keeler said. “It’s
something that’s really gotten a good review since we’ve been sending
them out.”
Ciavarella said the product had some initial blowback on social media —
“we had some chirps on TikTok” — but as people have been able to see
the product in person and it’s gotten more visibility, criticism has been
muted.
All of this has been done with the backdrop of a pandemic, and Keeler
lost his other job in March 2020. With an opportunity to test the product,
Keeler has put skates with SkateSkins in bathtubs and freezers to see
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how the product will react. But reach has been limited since the hockey
world has primarily been on hold for almost 11 months now.
“We’re lucky we’ve got a good connection at a local rink so we’ve been
able to get out and take photos and make videos of the product in
action,” Ciavarella said. “I think once we get to a spot where more people
are playing hockey, and the product can be seen out in public at rinks
and stuff more, that will be the next step for us.”
In the long run, Keeler and Ciavarella hope they are part of a cultural shift
in the sport, where the concept of a signature skate isn’t just a social
media project.

Nylander can be an elite game-breaker, willing and capable of driving to
the net -- and not just across the enemy’s blue line. The type of passer,
puck-stripper and sniper that’ll improve any top six. The brand of highend talent his GM is banking his blueprint on and his coach is loath to
punish at the expense of a win.
And Nylander can float or, worse, vanish at times. He’ll go on maddening
stretches with minimal impact or, worse, appear to lose interest in the
important but mundane details of the game.
The debate surrounding the player isn’t black-and-white. It’s 88 shades of
grey.

Wiley said he’d be thrilled to work with NHL players on custom skates in
a similar fashion to his weekly work with the NFL.

Star boy and whipping boy: Nylander, 24, can ping-pong between the
doghouse and the penthouse. In this case, in the span of four days.

“I’m typically spending about 12 hours per shoe on the cleats, and it’s
pretty packed each week during the NFL season because guys need
these by Sunday,” Wiley said. “It’s a busy week, but I’d love to do some
more with hockey skates. If guys were interested in something for an
NHL game, I’m ready.”

On Saturday, Nylander was stapled cold to the end of coach Sheldon
Keefe’s bench as cheaper but more defensively trusted forwards
preserved the victory.

The NHL reverse retro program is a one-year project, one that was
highlighted in the NHL outdoor games in Lake Tahoe, but some NHL
team executives are hopeful the alternative jersey program gets
extended into the 2021-22 season.
Citing a lack of fans in the building, multiple team executives told The
Athletic it’s difficult to have real success with the reverse retro program in
2021. Even with strong jersey sales online, many teams have sold out
their initial stock. A lack of in-person opportunities to sell jerseys makes
the program feel like a half measure, according to one NHL executive.

On Wednesday, Nylander threw himself into a crease scramble to jam
home a late tying goal, then wheeled past Sean Monahan and flicked the
winner smooth and high with speed and grace, going full hero mode.
“Part of it, perhaps, is being misunderstood, but part of it is just he’s still
got to grow as a player,” said Keefe, who understands Nylander better
than you or I ever will.
“Why is he misunderstood? I think Willy has to own some of that. He’s
got to find more consistency in his game. He and I have talked a lot
about those kind of things. He’s got to be engaged and good without the
puck.”

“We have this great program and great jersey, we want to sell more of it,
but it’s never going to be able to be seen in person by the fans at a
game, how does that make sense?” they said. “I hope the league
reconsiders and allows us to use the reverse retros into next season.”

Gotta See It: Nylander streaks in and rips it over Rittich for OT winner

Another team executive said jersey sales in person often outnumber the
online sales, and their particular team would have ordered a larger stock
to sell if they had any chance of hosting a building full of fans during the
2020-21 season.

After playing just 13:55 Saturday versus Montreal, Nylander earned all of
his 22:15 in Monday’s shutout loss to Calgary. Keefe saw a jump in his
legs and sensed Nylander was ready to bust through.

“There is a real impact on that and fan purchasing approaches,
especially if a team is winning,” they said. “It’s like food and beverage
sales, someone going to a game is more interested in buying a jersey or
even having a reason to have one, so why would we do this new uniform
initiative and not have the chance for fans to see them in person in most
places?”
An NHL spokesperson confirmed to The Athletic that the reverse retros
are still only planned for use during this season.
The top-selling reverse retro jerseys across the Fanatics network of sites,
which includes NHLshop.com, have been the New York Rangers reverse
retro, particularly Artemi Panarin’s jersey.
After that, the Anaheim Ducks and Washington Capitals reverse retros,
both the authentic Adidas jersey and the Fanatics Breakaway jersey,
have filled out the list of top-selling items, according to Fanatics.
The Athletic LOADED: 02.25.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / 'Misunderstood' William Nylander emerges as hero in
latest Maple Leafs win

Luke Fox

With and without the puck, Nylander was on his finest behaviour in
Wednesday’s 2-1 come-from-behind overtime thriller over David Rittich
and the Calgary Flames.

And although it took Elias Lindholm to clang an empty-net post earlier in
the same shift, Nylander pounced on a 6-on-5 crease scramble and tied
the contest with 88 seconds left in regulation.
Following 11 failed power-plays and 70 stopped shots, Toronto had
finally solved Rittich.
Nylander’s OT dagger, at speed off a feed from Auston Matthews, was
poetry. And the boys enveloped the first star in a group hug. Relief, joy,
and a side order of redemption.
“Extremely happy. People get on him a lot,” said Zach Hyman post-win.
“People don’t realize how much he cares and how much he wants to win.
To see him be the hero tonight and get the last two goals there, it’s just
great.”
Hyman, who’s grown alongside Nylander since their Marlies days, is an
interesting and adamant defender of the Swede. One is a straight line of
dependability, the other a roller coaster with hair whipping like it’s on one.
“You don't do the things he does away from the rink, when people don't
watch, if you don't care and you don't love the game,” said Hyman. “He
works his butt off in the summertime. He's one of the strongest guys (on)
our team, underratedly.
“But sometimes he just gets misunderstood. And I think when he’s
skating and when he's putting himself in good spots, I think you see the
results. I think the guys in the locker room all have his back.
“I've known him for a long time, and I can’t speak higher of him.”
Despite David Rittich's performance, William Nylander stole the show

TORONTO -- Despite what headstrong partisans on either side of the
aisle would have you believe, there is more than one truth when it comes
to William Nylander.

The night’s glory wasn’t given; in a defensively responsible affair at both
ends, it was earned.
Toronto out-chanced Calgary 5-1 in high-danger opportunities when
Nylander was helping tilt the ice, and Nylander himself fired six shots on
net -- his most since March 5.
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The Nylanderthals (copyright, Anthony Stewart) will leap atop their Ikea
coffee tables and dance the Toosie Slide over this one.
The haters will point out that Nylander registered two shots or less in nine
of the 10 games that preceded Wednesday. That his production has
dipped and that, for the first season in his career, he’s giving away more
pucks than he’s stealing.
“Well, it’s kind of always been around me, that kind of stuff, so I’m used
to it,” Nylander said. “I know I’ve underperformed, and I know I can do
better. I’ve got levels to get to where I want to be.”
Does Nylander feel misunderstood?
“I don't really read or anything you guys write most of the time,” he
replied. “I try to put my work in as good as I can every day of the week
and try to battle. I mean, coming off a couple tough games for myself, I
want to get back to where I can be.”
To that end, he’s trying to shoot more and keep his feet moving.
Nylander’s heroics versus Calgary were a giant step in the right direction.
“He is such a big part of our hockey team and our locker room, with his
personality and his drive to be a great player,” captain John Tavares
said. “Awesome to see him get two big ones tonight. I know very uplifting
for him, and that’s the type of player he wants to be. He wants to be big
in those types of moments.”
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 02.25.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / Canucks' Miller demotion a call for pivotal leader to reduce
errors

Iain MacIntyre

VANCOUVER – Nobody here had Claude Julien in the pool.
Two weeks ago, the coach was an early Jack Adams Award favourite
with the Montreal Canadiens. On Wednesday, Julien was on hold with
Service Canada, seeing if that CERB thing is still available to the
unemployed.
Julien was the first National Hockey League coach fired this season in
the Canadian division, but there could be others. Fortunately, there are
only seven teams, and we’re guessing at least a couple of the coaches
who started the pandemic-shortened season six weeks ago will actually
make it to spring, albeit twitching and afraid to answer their cell phones
when call display shows the general manager.

“Last year, we couldn't say enough good things about him,” Green said of
the 27-year-old. “And yeah, maybe it hasn't gone perfect for him this
year, but I've got to do a better job in managing his ice time. I think I'm
giving him too many minutes, and it's hard not to when you’ve got a
player that plays the way he does. He's also relatively young in a
leadership role and managing his emotions is something that I think he's
still learning.
“But I've seen it a lot over the years; highly competitive guys, man, they
hate losing and it gets to them and sometimes they react in a way that
isn't perfect. And as coaches, we need to continue to work with players
like that and improve them and make them better in those areas, but also
realize how good of a player he is. I'm not going to sit here and rip on J.T.
Miller at all.”
That makes at least one person on the West Coast, where Miller’s riskreward game and often negative body language after mistakes have
made him a lightning rod for fan frustration.
Remaining Time -2:30
JT Miller 'not going to apologize' for showing frustration with losing
Offensively, the first-line scorer is producing at about the same rate he
did last season: 19 points in 20 games in 2021 after 72 points in 69
games last season. But his goal-scoring (four so far this season, 27 last
year) and possession numbers (48.5 xGF% vs 52.8) are down, and his
mistakes are up.
Other than hits, giveaways are one of the NHL’s least-reliably tracked
statistics. But Miller’s giveaways per 60 minutes are 2.64, worst among
Canucks forwards and up from 1.55 last season. Miller’s turnovers are
compounded by optics. He will bellow expletives or briefly stop playing or
shrug or sulk in frustration – none of which would get the attention it has
if the Canucks’ wins and losses were reversed.
“I try not to but, at the same time, when you keep doing the same things
and making the same mistakes and giving up leads and chasing the
game, you know it's exhausting,” Miller said Wednesday when asked
about his body language. “It's emotionally draining, it's frustrating. I try to
find a balance between breaking a stick, dropping F-bombs or looking
like whatever you guys see that I don't.
“Obviously, you don't want to do that. But I play on the edge and always
have. I think it makes me the best version of myself as a player. I'm trying
not to do that, but when you play a lot of minutes and we're not winning,
like I said, it’s emotionally exhausting and it's frustrating. I really just care
about winning and that's it. I'm hard on myself; I know if I play well, it
gives our team a better chance to win. And obviously, nothing's really
been crazy smooth this year for myself or the team. It's a frustrating
game and I'm not going to apologize for being a frustrated hockey
player.”

Vancouver Canucks coach Travis Green has had to get comfortable
being uncomfortable, seeing how he began the season on an expiring
contract and then watched his team lose 15 of its first 23 games.

Miller’s importance to Canuck leadership increased significantly when
consistent, focussed veterans Jacob Markstrom, Chris Tanev and Troy
Stecher left Vancouver last fall as free agents. Their on-ice loss to the
Canucks has probably been overstated, but the impact of their exit on the
team’s leadership and culture was likely under-estimated.

Home of the Canucks

31 Thoughts: The Podcast

Stream every Vancouver Canucks game this season with Sportsnet
NOW. Plus, SN NOW+ subscriptions now include access to NHL LIVE!

Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what
they think about it.

CHOOSE PLAN
Green didn’t really have a noteworthy reaction to his colleague, Julien,
getting fired. But he did have a reaction to losing 4-3 to the Edmonton
Oilers on Tuesday when the Canucks blew a three-goal lead to reach the
emotional low point of their 8-13-2 season.
Green dropped talented but mistake-prone winger J.T. Miller — the
team’s leading scorer from last season and a hugely influential player —
to the third line beside Brandon Sutter and Antoine Roussel for
Wednesday’s practice at Rogers Arena.
This is one of the coaching tools Green had yet to use on Miller, who can
be either great or exasperating and has frequently contradicted the
coach’s instructions for the Canucks to play simply and directly.

Miller is paramount, both on the ice and in the dressing room.
“I play a lot of minutes and we're losing a lot of games,” he said. “I want
to be a better player than I've shown so far. I don't know what else to tell
you.”
Green indicated he may not stick with Wednesday’s practice lines for
Thursday night’s rematch against the Oilers, but rookie Nils Hoglander
skated beside Elias Pettersson and Brock Boeser on the top unit, while
Jake Virtanen moved up from the third line and practised with Bo Horvat
and Tanner Pearson.
Miller has been a fixture on Pettersson’s wing since he was acquired
from Tampa in a trade at the 2019 entry draft. He is second to Boeser in
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team scoring and, with new penalty-kill duties this season, Miller easily
leads Canuck forwards in average ice time at 20:24.
“J.T. is an emotional guy,” Green said. “He's a high-energy guy, highlycompetitive guy, wears his heart on his sleeve. We talk about things
internally a lot that we don't necessarily talk out in the public. I will say
that he's a big part of our group. This is a guy you love to have on your
team and I love having him on our team.”
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 02.25.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / Canadiens' Bergevin banking on Ducharme, Burrows to
bring 'new energy'

Eric Engels February 24, 2021, 2:51 PM

MONTREAL — Words matter and these ones from the press release the
Montreal Canadiens sent out in the wake of firing head coach Claude
Julien and replacing him with Dominique Ducharme Wednesday matter
most:
"In Dominique Ducharme, we see a very promising coach who will bring
new life and new energy to our group,” said Canadiens general manager
Marc Bergevin. “We feel that our team can achieve high standards and
the time had come for a change."
These words were carefully chosen — especially words 12-17. When
captain Shea Weber said on Monday that a heaviness had washed over
the Canadiens following a teeth-grinding, hair-pulling loss to the Ottawa
Senators — the team’s fifth in seven games — it was an urgent call for
“new life and new energy.” A loss to the Senators on Tuesday did nothing
to lighten the mood or change the energy, but Bergevin is clearly hopeful
Ducharme, with the help of Alex Burrows, who’s replacing associate
coach Kirk Muller, will — even if this is officially his first head coaching
gig in the league.

Burrows spent his 998-game NHL career (regular season and postseason combined) as an energy guy; a sparkplug type who teetered
along — and often went over — the edge.
But Ducharme and Burrows have to bring a lot more than energy to the
Canadiens, which brings us back to Bergevin stating “the time had come
for a change.”
The timing was certainly ripe for one, with a 2-4-2 record over their last
eight games. And with the Canadiens 9-5-4, and still sitting in a playoff
spot 38 games away from the end of the regular season, at least there’s
still plenty of road ahead to course correct.
The time for a change to the power play came months, if not years, ago
— hence Muller’s removal from the staff. It’s a power play that might not
be capable of climbing to the top of the NHL rankings, but one that can
certainly do better than 20th, where it currently sits. It needs an extreme
makeover.
As does the 22nd-ranked penalty kill. How it came to be a Benny Hill drill
in its own end, with two great goaltenders, four mostly defensive
defencemen and seven reliable and defensively savvy forwards
anchoring it, is the greatest mystery of all. One that we suspect Burrows
will have at least some influence in solving.
And one of the biggest things that stagnated under Julien was the
offensive-zone strategy — something we delved into in-depth early on in
this losing spell and something that wasn’t addressed as things devolved
and the Canadiens continued to depend heavily on shots from the point
to generate scoring chances.
Remaining Time -1:04
Canadiens losing momentum played a role in coaching change
If Ducharme wants a blueprint, the one Bruce Cassidy drew up for the
Bruins after taking over from Julien in Boston on Feb. 7, 2017, is readily
available to him.

Remaining Time -1:19

“We’re going to tinker with our offensive zone play a little bit in terms of
encouraging our forwards to attack the net more from the half wall, using
the back of the net and forcing teams to defend the front of the net as
opposed to maybe playing on the perimeter going from low-to-high,”
Cassidy said early on in his tenure, before helping the Bruins score the
sixth-most goals in the NHL since the 2017-18 season.

Bergevin admits short season impacted his decision on Julien firing

Remaining Time -2:36

This is the guy who rose from assistant coach on the Canadian college
hockey circuit to become head coach of the most storied franchise in the
NHL, from anonymous university boss to synonymous with just 27 other
names to have held the title of head coach of the Montreal Canadiens,
with stops in between in the QMJHL with Drummondville and Halifax,
where he won the Memorial Cup and was named CHL coach of the year.
He also comes decorated in the silver and gold placed around his neck
as coach of the 2017 and 2018 Canadian world juniors.

How does Ducharme fix Canadiens’ struggling special teams?

You don’t rise to such heights without having the right balance of fire and
ice, and Ducharme built his reputation on that balance with every step he
took up the coaching ladder.
Winnipeg Jets forward Nikolaj Ehlers, who played for Ducharme in
Halifax with the Mooseheads from 2013-15, confirmed as much
Wednesday, saying, “He’s got a bit of both.”
“And I think every great coach in the league’s got that,” Ehlers continued.
“You want your coach to be talking to you and all that, and you also want
your coach to be yelling at you when you’re not playing the way that you
should. So, that’s how I experienced him in Halifax, and it helped me a
lot.”
Bergevin wants energy? Ehlers says, provided Ducharme hasn’t
changed in six years, that’s what he’ll be bringing.
“Back then, he was good at firing the boys up,” said Ehlers. “And he
wanted to get the boys fired up for the big games and for every single
game.”
Remaining Time -1:59
How Canadiens will look different under interim coach Ducharme

He didn’t change everything, though, once Julien was fired in Boston and
re-installed for the second stint of his career behind Montreal’s bench a
week later. Cassidy kept Julien’s defensive structure and the transition
strategies in place, and we can see Ducharme opting to do the same.
The 47-year-old from Joliette, Que., has been with these Canadiens for
two years, and he’s gotten as much of a sample of what did work under
Julien as what was less successful. The team built top-five underlying
numbers in every relevant 5-on-5 category outside of goals, and that was
on the strength of its swarm defence and quick transition to offence.
Despite the recent skid, Montreal still ranks toward the top of the NHL in
goals on the rush per game at even strength.
A bit of stability won’t hurt, and that’s undoubtedly part of the reason
Bergevin feels Ducharme is the right man for the job.
That the Canadiens play in locked-down Montreal, where an 8 p.m.
curfew is still in place and quarantine rules mandate an incumbent to
spend two weeks in isolation, is also a factor. It made it unrealistic if not
impossible to bring someone in from the outside.
Sources informed us Tuesday the decision to fire Julien wasn’t made
overnight — it was weighed for several days, and from every angle,
including this one above.
So, Ducharme carries forward in his new position with the “interim” tag
attached to his designation.
“We see a very promising coach,” were words four-nine in Bergevin’s
statement.
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Ducharme has to be the right one, because, we’ll remind you, the GM
also said, “We feel that our team can achieve high standards.”

guiding him through a start in which he was universally praised for his
professionalism and attitude.

That feeling starts with owner Geoff Molson, and he’s likely to feel time
for a change in upper management will be necessary if the Canadiens
don’t turn things around.

As he stormed off the ice Wednesday, the man known for kissing posts
and exhibiting all sorts of emotion on the ice slammed his stick off the
glass, as one would expect.

Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 02.25.2021

The heartbreak of seeing a point disappear so quickly after such an
inspiring effort would rock anyone.
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Sportsnet.ca / Rittich instills renewed confidence in Flames ahead of
critical stretch

Eric Franci

“So close,” said Mikael Backlund, who spearheaded another gritty
defensive effort. “You’re hoping for the win and for him to get a shutout.
Unfortunately, that didn’t happen. It would have been really impressive if
we came out with two shutouts, but we’ll have to move on. Coming in
here, playing against the best team in the division so far and getting three
out of four, that’s pretty good. The way we were playing going into this
trip, we’ll take three out of four.”

Half an inch away from a perfect doubleheader.

Despite constant pressure from the Leafs, who outshot Calgary 39-22,
the Flames went up 1-0 with three-and-a-half minutes left as local
product Andrew Mangiapane converted a stellar passing play from Elias
Lindholm and Matthew Tkachuk.

That’s how close the Calgary Flames were from rewarding David Rittich’s
second-straight goaltending clinic with another win over the league’s top
team.

The Leafs pulled goalie Michael Hutchinson with close to three minutes
to play, opening the door for Lindholm to corral a wide pass from
Tkachuk and send it off the post with two minutes left.

Alas, Elias Lindholm’s short-angled shot at the Leafs’ empty net rang off
the goalpost, allowing the hosts to storm down the ice to tie the game
with 88 seconds remaining.

What unfolded from there will stick with the Flames for a while, as
Nylander capped a mad scramble in the blue paint with a game-tying
shot from his knees that snuck between Rittich’s pads.

One minute into overtime William Nylander struck once again, sending
the most emotional member of the Calgary Flames racing off the ice in
obvious frustration.

Remaining Time -1:17

“I’m going to be okay tomorrow,” said Rittich, who stopped 37 shots two
nights after recording a 34-save shutout. “It’s just I’m not feeling very
awesome now because we just lost 2-1 in overtime.”

One minute into overtime Sean Monahan was easily beaten wide by
Nylander, who went from his backhand to forehand before roofing the
winner on a night in which everyone from Matthews, John Tavares and
Morgan Rielly to Ilya Mikheyev and Alexander Barabanov were
victimized by Rittich’s brilliance.

Rittich might not fully appreciate the magnitude of his two-game
turnaround until he wakes up in Ottawa Thursday morning, but in the
process of getting his mojo back, he also played the most important role
of anyone in potentially turning the Flames season around.
Remaining Time -0:59
Rittich emotional after OT loss: 'Not feeling very awesome right now'
Arriving in Hogtown losers of three in a row and without the services of
starter Jacob Markstrom, Rittich provided the type of goaltending and
leadership that sets the club up well for five of their next six against lastplace Ottawa.
This team needed to find something to feel good about, and Big Save
Dave provided that, not to mention three of four points from Toronto.
“Lots of positive things about what we did in those two games,” said
Rittich, who stopped 71 of 73 shots and all 11 power play opportunities
over the two games.
“The first one is we kind of showed every single team that we can play
against everyone and we can beat them. That’s a good thing.”
He agreed he’d have a better perspective on his accomplishments
Thursday morning when he’ll almost certainly get the nod to make his
third straight start against the Senators while Markstrom recovers from
an upper body ailment.
“Obviously I’m going to feel (good) because I can play hockey again,”
said Rittich, who only had three starts prior to his twin bill in Toronto.
“That’s the best part of playing back-to-back. You don’t have that much
time to think about losses or wins. We have to prepare ourselves to play
(Thursday).”
Remaining Time -2:32

Gotta See It: Nylander streaks in and rips it over Rittich for OT winner

“When we needed the big stop he was able to make it,” said head coach
Geoff Ward of Rittich, who has had plenty of setbacks since playing in
last year’s All-Star Game. “He gave us a chance to win both hockey
games. It’s disappointing for him the way tonight ended because he
played so well, but he battled both games. He’s coming off two strong
performances and he’s a guy who traditionally once he starts trending in
this direction he’s able to maintain it.”
That’s the hope for a Flames team that has a golden opportunity to make
up some ground as the last Canadian team to feast on the Senators.
And Rittich may very well be the one to carry the load during this crucial
stretch.
“He did an awful lot of work in the summer to get himself prepared -- he
spent some time with a mental skills coach to work on his concentration,
and did some conditioning and did an awful lot of work with his goalie
coach,” said Ward. “I think he’s handled the situation extremely well. I
think he feels comfortable now. It’s a good tandem and if you can have
two strong goalies moving toward the second half and a condensed
schedule (it’s beneficial).
"I really admire what he’s done in terms of the work, how he’s prepared
himself and how he’s come in and worried about only what he can
control. Kudos to him.”
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 02.25.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / What usually happens with a team that changes its coach
mid-season

Despite David Rittich's performance, William Nylander stole the show
Reiterating after the game he never lacked confidence while watching
Markstrom play 14 of the first 16 games, the 28-year old credits offseason work with a mental coach back home in the Czech Republic for

Justin Bourne February 24, 2021, 12:50 PM
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This is your introduction to the concept of “LOFT,” which is at the centre
of conversations NHL GMs and owners have when their team is losing
and they’re considering their options to quickly get better.
Is our coach failing to get the most out of this roster, or are we suffering
from LOFT?
Excuse the vulgarity, as this is primarily a hockey term used in private,
but LOFT is a Lack Of [expletive] Talent.
The reason coaches are so often the first to suffer at the hands of a poor
record -- or in the case of the Canadiens, just underperforming
expectations -- is because many GMs can’t bring themselves to cop to
LOFT, given that would mean the problems falls on their heads. So with
Marc Bergevin and the Montreal Canadiens in the midst of a skid where
they’re failing to take points off the decidedly ungood Ottawa Senators,
LOFT was ruled out for the Habs, and instead Julien took the bullet.
Before I get into how changing leadership affects players and teams in
the immediate future, a couple quick notes on the Habs and why we’re
going to have that conversation in the first place.
Canadiens cut ties with Claude Julien, but why now?
The Canadiens are currently top-five in shot attempts percentage (Corsi)
in the NHL and are third in the NHL in straight up shots percentage. At 5on-5 they’ve posted some of the best stats in hockey (though we’ll
consider divisional weakness here for context):
Overall, of every shot taken in their games, Montreal gets some 54 per
cent of them. They’re also on the positive side of the ledger in expected
goals percentage (all strengths), if you’re into such measurements.
This is a team whose top four centres are Phillip Danault, Nick Suzuki,
Jesperi Kotkaniemi, and Jake Evans, which is stable as NHL centres go,
but lacking elite names. Outside of occasional healthy scratch Corey
Perry, the highest single-season point output by a forward on the
Canadiens, taking all of their careers together, is Tomas Tatar’s 61-point
year from last season. (That’s a staggering stat for me.)
The Habs' depth is probably the best in the North Division, and as good
as some of the top teams in the NHL. But as far as top guys and game
breakers go it seems to me they may suffer a bit from LOFT, and that
maybe Julien was doing a pretty decent job.

(It’s just not sustainable to play at that pace/effort for 82-plus games a
season.)
Everyone on their best positional behaviour
Ducharme has been around the team and certainly already knows who’s
the most/least positionally diligent of the group. But it’s the same as the
effort thing -- the microscope is dialled in a little bit more on players, so
you can expect improved positional play in the short term.
The quiet contention (if interviews happen)
In general when there’s a new coach, that person will take the time to talk
to every player individually, which is a big undertaking. That’s the time for
players to make their case for how they feel they’re being under-utilized
and how they could be better. It’s with that in mind that a lot of the lineup
shuffling happens, as players who make strong cases for different roles
are occasionally convincing.
Tactical changes
When the new hire is internal, we don’t often see much here. If
Ducharme wanted to do much differently, he was still on the coaching
staff and would’ve said his piece. With the Habs you’ll be looking at
tweaks, not an overhaul.
The return to reality
And here’s why I started this by talking about LOFT. After the initial five
or six games of effort a new coach gets from his players, and his slightly
altered vision of the player pecking order begins to crystallize, truth
returns: as a team, you generally are what you are.
I’ve made the case that a bad coach can cost his team a half-dozen wins
over a full season (maybe a couple more), and that maybe a good coach
can push things that far in the opposite direction. That adds up to a pretty
big swing, if you go from a bad coach to a good one.
The problem for the Canadiens is that Julien is objectively not a bad
coach, and Ducharme was on his coaching staff, so how different can we
expect him to be? The potential for an increase in wins and losses might
not be more than a few.
Mostly the Habs are what they are, and the most insurmountable worry is
that “what they are” includes that pesky old LOFT issue.

There are cases on both sides of “should they or shouldn’t they have
done it?” You can say the team struggled to adapt and their special
teams never got better. You can argue that second part is a big deal and
somewhat within the coach’s control, but you can also use it to make a
pretty good LOFT argument, too. You can say goaltending undid Julien,
or that the goaltending wasn’t supported by the players Julien chose to
play most.

So are the Canadiens afflicted with that curse? Bergevin sure didn’t think
so. The only way the Habs will be proven correct is with a quick and
lasting turnaround.

Whatever you choose to say, Julien is gone, the Habs have a winning
percentage of .611 and sit in a playoff spot, and this season is far from
over. I think the team itself will make the case that’s why they made the
change when they did -- to salvage what they see as a season of
opportunity in a soft division before it gets away from them.
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So as players and a team, what now?
Remaining Time -1:59

Without one, we know where the spotlight turns next.
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 02.25.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / Oilers 'feeling it' after comeback vs. Canucks as wins keep
pilling up
The Oilers climbed back from a 3-0 deficit to beat the Canucks 4-3,
thanks in part to a two-goal performance from Dominik Kahun.

How Canadiens will look different under interim coach Ducharme
In my experience as a player I’ve dealt with a coaching change, I’ve
discussed the situation with friends in the game, and like many in media,
I’ve seen how it mostly seems to play out on this side of it. A few things
seem consistent:
The return to tryouts-level effort
This is a fresh start for everyone who’s had a gripe about their usage,
which is usually about 80 per cent of every hockey roster. Whether it be
in practice or games, Dominique Ducharme is about to see every player’s
best as they try to impress for more, which is where the New Coach
Bounce primarily comes from.
It’s not like guys weren’t trying -- heck, you saw Montreal’s 5-on-5 results
-- but you’ve also watched NHL playoff hockey, too. There’s undeniably
another gear players are able to reach for when they’ve got reason to.

Mark Spector

EDMONTON -- When you used to talk about the Edmonton Oilers having
a new hero every night, what it really meant was that Connor McDavid
won the game for them on Monday, Leon Draisaitl piled up a bunch of
points on Wednesday, and then McDavid scored a hatty on Friday.
Today, their two superstars still find a way to figure into most games, no
doubt. But the cast of characters being talking about after a win like
Tuesday’s come-from-behind special in Vancouver? It’s a much longer
list.
Draisaitl had three assists Tuesday, as Edmonton clawed back from a 30 deficit just 15:17 into the game to win 4-3. But it was Dominik Kahun
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who tucked two goals in, and the third line that produced a bouncing
game-winner, as Adam Larsson fired a puck off of Jujhar Khaira that hit
Tyler Ennis and went in.
Mike Smith was heroic in goal, and through a 44-minute comeback
process, the entire roster wore down the Canucks, a team that simply
needed a reminder that no lead was too large to blow.
“After the second period, we were down 3-1, but we knew we were going
to turn this around,” said Kahun. “We just have the feeling -- no matter
what the score is -- that we can come back. We have the players who
can make the difference.”
One team had nine wins in their past 11 games. The other had nine
losses in its last 11. The Oilers feel like they can win any game they play
right now, while the Canucks are like a cartoon character with a black,
stormy rain cloud following them around town all day long.
“I’m feeling it. The team’s feeling it,” said Smith, who let in a bleeder 66
seconds into the game, but by the end of it had made 30 saves to get the
win. “We’ve scratched the surface (of their potential) now, and I think
we’re really gaining some confidence in the way our team can play.
“When we got the fourth one, we hunkered down and made sure that
they were going to have to make a really good play to beat us. Having
been here the last couple of years, I’ve been in games where that game
slides away from us. Tonight, that was a great confidence builder for our
group.”
Remaining Time -2:26
How Smith's huge stops against Canucks gave Oilers shot at comeback
The last time the Oilers won in Vancouver after trailing by three? You’ve
got to go back to 1983 -- when Jaroslav Pouzar was patrolling the wing
for the Oilers, and Kenny “The Rat” Linseman was just 24 years old.
Today’s team has something special going on, winners of seven of their
past eight, and just four points back of the North-leading Maple Leafs.
More so, they’re a club that can beat Calgary 2-1 on the road on a
Friday, hammer those same Flames 7-1 the next night at home, then
overcome a rough start on the road and abscond with two points in
Vancouver on Tuesday.
“I think that’s what good teams do -- find different ways to win games,”
Draisaitl before the game. “We’re looking to play more of the 3-2 type of
games than the 6-5 type of games, but sometimes that’s just how the
night goes. The way it all plays out. We’re looking to win games any type
of way. That’s what makes a good team.”
Draisaitl’s passing game was pristine Tuesday. He fed McDavid for an
open net on the powerplay, just 3:28 after he found Kahun for a onetimer that left Thatcher Demko without a prayer.
“It’s not for fun that he’s the best in the league. One of best passers in
the game, that’s for sure,” said Kahun. “I knew right away, before the
puck was even there: if he gets the puck, he’ll find me.”
Remaining Time -1:10
Draisaitl credits Smith with battling in net for Oilers comeback
In the end, however, no comeback occurs if Smith doesn’t shut the door.
Wearing a mask painted as a homage to Hall of Famer Grant Fuhr, Smith
channelled his inner Cocoa, putting the brakes on the Canucks offence
after three goals, and giving his team a chance to fashion a comeback.
Fuhr used to do the same thing, though that usually kicked in after about
five goals back in the ‘80s.
“I’m far from being compared to a legend like that,” Smith said. “It was
just important that I stuck with it, and didn’t let it get to four. Grant was
the king of that. Probably a bit of the helmet luck helped.
“I’ve been in a lot of these games where it can (go) one of two ways, and
I didn’t want it to go the wrong way.”
They’re rolling, this team. And boy, do they believe.
“That win right there carries some weight to it,” Smith said. “Our team is
feeling real good after that game.”

Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 02.25.2021
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TSN.CA / Leafs' Nylander breaks out of funk with late tying goal, OT
winner
In the wake of his recent benching and subsequent criticism of his play,
Maple Leafs winger William Nylander went back to showing off his elite
skill set with a two-goal effort against the Flames Wednesday night,
Kristen Shilton writes.

By Kristen Shilton

TORONTO — William Nylander has been under the microscope of late
for his poor production and recent third period benching, but on
Wednesday he got to play hero for the Maple Leafs, scoring once in
regulation and potting the overtime winner in a 2-1 victory over the
Calgary Flames.
“It's always been around me with that kind of [criticism], so I'm kind of
used to it,” Nylander said of negative headlines surrounding his season
to date. “But I know I've under-underperformed, and I know I can do
better. I've got levels to get to where I want to be.”
It was just four days ago that Nylander was benched for the final 8:45 of
the third period in Toronto’s 5-3 victory over Montreal, a decision head
coach Sheldon Keefe made at the time because the Leafs had “really got
it going the way we wanted to [in the third], and I didn’t think Willy
matched that.”
If the winger’s defensive play was lacking on that particular night, his
offensive production was lagging behind long before. Prior to
Wednesday’s two-goal output, which marked his first multi-goal outing
since Toronto’s season opener against the Canadiens, Nylander had
tallied just one goal and one assist in his previous nine games and
appeared on the scoresheet in just eight of the Leafs’ first 20 tilts.
In response to Keefe holding him out on Saturday, Nylander tried picking
up his play and it didn’t go unnoticed by teammates or the coaching staff.
“He’s an incredible player,” said Zach Hyman. “I think people don’t realize
how much he cares and how much he wants to win. To see him be the
hero tonight, it’s just great. You don't do the things that he does away
from the rink if you don't care and you don't love the game and you don't
want to get better and you want to help your team win. He just gets
misunderstood a lot of the time.”
While Keefe doesn’t disagree on that front, he also puts some of the
onus on Nylander to put his best foot forward more often.
“I thought the last couple games he’s had real good legs, he’s been
skating well with the puck,” said Keefe. “It felt like he was waiting to break
out. Is he misunderstood? I think Willy has to own some of that. He’s got
to find more consistency in his game. He’s got to be engaged and good
without the puck. Part of it is perhaps being misunderstood, part of it is
that he’s still got to grow as a player.”
For one night at least, Nylander went back to showing off that elite skill
set Toronto sorely needed.
After Calgary topped the Leafs 3-0 in Monday’s first meeting, the Leafs
were once again struggling to score in Wednesday’s rematch. The game
was still tied 0-0 well into the third period, when Andrew Mangiapane
fired the night’s opening salvo past Michael Hutchinson with 3:27
remaining in regulation.
Staring down another potential shutout loss, Toronto turned up the heat
on Calgary. At that point, Flames’ goaltender David Rittich had shut out
the Leafs for a total of 118:32, and it was with Toronto’s 71st shot on goal
over that two-night stretch that Nylander finally broke through, stuffing a
puck under Rittich from a scramble in his crease to tie the game 1-1 with
1:28 left in the third.
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In overtime, Nylander came over the boards with Auston Matthews and
Justin Holl and wasted no time ripping a top-shelf strike on Rittich to give
the Leafs a 2-1 victory.

Along the way, Ducharme has intersected with a who’s-who list of future
NHL stars, from Nathan MacKinnon in Halifax to Cale Makar and
Thomas Chabot with Team Canada.

It was the type of storybook ending for Nylander he’d been looking for all
season, and especially in the wake of his recent benching and
subsequent criticism of his play.

What can the Canadiens expect in the 47-year-old Ducharme? We asked
some of his current and former players.

“I don't really read or anything [the media] writes most of the time, but I
try to put my work in as as good as I can every day at the rink and try to
battle,” Nylander said. “Coming off a couple tough games myself, I want
to get back to where I can be.”
Going forward, Nylander believes there is even more he can offer,
starting with where he sends pucks.
“First of all, I’ve got to get some shots to the net,” he said jokingly. “I think
I've had like one or two shots a game that have been really good shots,
so that's one aspect. And then moving my feet with and without the puck
a lot more.”
Whatever noise there’s been on the outside about Nylander’s season to
date, the players sharing a dressing room with him are quick to defend
the winger as an invaluable asset to their success. And as Toronto
continues dealing with injuries to Joe Thornton (lower body) and Wayne
Simmonds (wrist) up front, the Leafs will need Nylander to stay hot as
they head out west for three meeting against the Oilers.
“He's very, very underrated with how strong he is on the puck,” said John
Tavares. “He wants to be a difference maker. He is such a big part of our
hockey team and our locker room [with] his personality and his drive to
be a great player. It's awesome to see him get two big ones tonight, it's
very uplifting for him and the type of player he wants to be. He wants to
be big in those types of moments.”
TSN.CA LOADED: 02.25.2021
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TSN.CA / Ducharme brings impressive coaching resume to Canadiens
bench
Dominique Ducharme’s journey to become the Montreal Canadiens’
interim head coach is nearly 17 years in the making and along the way
the 47-year-old Joliette, Que., native has intersected with a who’s-who
list of future NHL stars, Frank Seravalli writes.

By Frank Seravalli

———
JONATHAN DROUIN - Montreal Canadiens winger, played for
Ducharme in Halifax for three seasons (2011-14), also in Montreal for
these last three seasons as an assistant coach.
“Dom is a smart guy and has a great sense for the game and adjusting to
stuff quickly. He’s very good at being able to talk to you and
communicate when he has a message he needs to tell you. He has a
hard side as well when things are not going right or when you don’t play
well, he will let you know and be honest with you.
“Dom will make sure you learn stuff and will help you – watching video or
showing you stuff in private – to make sure you get it and everything is
clear.”
———
TIMO MEIER - San Jose Sharks winger, played for Ducharme in Halifax
for two and a half seasons (2013-16):
“Dom was the first coach I had when I came over from Switzerland. He
showed me as a 16-year-old the player I could be, the style that was
ultimately printed on my game. He taught me a lot. I had a tough start my
first year in Halifax, but all of the things that he preached to me helped
me explode in my second year.
[Note: Meier was drafted ninth overall following that second season.]
“I always thought he was very fair. He puts guys out there who compete
and play with high pace. He’s very direct, communicated well. If he
wasn’t happy, he would call you into the office and tell you. He’s got a
very straight line, he knows what he wants, and I think guys respect that.”
———
THOMAS CHABOT - Ottawa Senators defenceman, played for
Ducharme on Team Canada as an assistant (2016, 6th place) and head
coach (2017, silver medal where Chabot was named tournament MVP).
“In the summer leading up to the tournament, Dominique and I went for
dinner. He wanted to discuss the plan and what we wanted to accomplish
during the tournament. He really was appreciated by all the players. He
has a high level of attention to detail. I only spent a short time with him,
but it was a great experience.”
———

Dominique Ducharme says he is ready to lead the Montreal Canadiens.
No surprise, because his journey to become the Habs’ interim head
coach is nearly 17 years in the making.
“I feel prepared,” Ducharme said Wednesday afternoon. “You know,
when you’re prepared, you sit down at school, you get your exam – you
don’t care what the questions are going to be because you’re ready to
answer. You’re pretty nervous when you’re not ready, you didn’t study.
I’m confident. I’m confident in the group. I’m confident in the guys I’m
working with. I’m ready to go.”
After a standout four years at the University of Vermont, where he skated
alongside Martin St. Louis, Ducharme played minor pro for parts of eight
seasons before taking up coaching in 2004. He began with his hometown
Joliette L’Action in the Quebec Junior Hockey League.
He moved up to the Montreal Juniors in the Quebec Major Junior Hockey
League in 2008-09 as an assistant coach, beginning a decade-long run
in the province’s top junior circuit, with stops as a head coach in Halifax
and Drummondville.
Ducharme led the Mooseheads to the 2013 Memorial Cup and then
Team Canada to gold and silver medals and the 2018 and 2017 World
Junior Championships.

NIKOLAJ EHLERS - Winnipeg Jets winger, played for Ducharme in
Halifax for two seasons (2013-15).
“He’s a great guy and a great coach, one that you can always talk to if
something’s up on or off the ice. He knows how to use his players and
motivate them individually.”
———
JOE VELENO - Detroit Red Wings first-round pick, played for Ducharme
for one season in Drummondville (2017-18).
"Great person, great coach. Helped me a tremendous amount on my
200-foot game, developing good habits and paying attention to small
details that I'd never thought of before. I built a good relationship with him
and so did the team. Everyone had a tremendous amount of respect
towards him and he always had a plan that would be successful."
______
MACKENZIE WEEGAR - Florida Panthers defenceman, played for
Ducharme in Halifax for two seasons (2012-14).
"Dom is a great coach. He's a very intense guy, will demand a high
compete level every night. He's an honest man, will let you know where
you stand – always. I think he'll be a good fit there. I know he's been
waiting for this position. I think [Jonathan] Drouin will excel considering
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the great relationship they have. I'm excited to see what he can do and
I'm happy to see him get the position."

Keefe confirmed that Hyman will play on the top line beside Matthews
and Mitch Marner, who are coming off a rare quiet night.
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Monday marked the first time this season that the high-octane Leafs
were held without a goal. Will their highly skilled players take it
personally?
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TSN.CA / Leafs starter Andersen still sidelined, but 'progressing well'
The Toronto Maple Leafs held an optional skate at Scotiabank Arena on
Wednesday morning. The Calgary Flames held a full skate.

By Mark Masters

"I hope so," Keefe said. "I hope they've got a little extra hunger around
the net, a little extra hunger to get on the inside and make it harder on
the goaltender."
With Hyman returning, Nic Petan will be a healthy scratch.
The Flames, meanwhile, are looking to replicate their performance.
"The guys paid attention to the details and I thought our effort away from
the puck was good," Ward said.
Leafs Ice Chips: Hyman returns on line with Matthews-Marner

Michael Hutchinson will make a second straight start for the Leafs on
Wednesday night. Frederik Andersen remains sidelined with a lowerbody injury. Sheldon Keefe was asked if the Andersen situation is overly
concerning.
"It doesn't look that way," the Leafs coach said. "From what I'm told, he's
progressing well. We've had to go through the last little bit here without
two of our goalies so that is concerning, but I think we're coming out on
the other side of it soon."
On Tuesday, backup goalie Jack Campbell went through his first full
team practice since sustaining a leg injury on Jan. 24.
"We're trending towards him being available on this [next] road trip,"
Keefe said. "As to when he'd be available or when we would choose to
use him, we haven't made any decisions there. He's progressing very
well. Yesterday was an important day for him and he got through it very
well."
Following tonight’s game, the Leafs will play five straight on the road,
including one back-to-back set.
The Flames are also dealing with an injury to their top goalie. Jacob
Markstrom (upper body) was absent from the team's morning skate.
"He's still day-to-day," said coach Geoff Ward. "We'll see how it goes
through the rest of the day and if he can play he will. If he can't, you
know, then it will be on to the next day. We're hopeful [it's] sooner rather
than later."
David Rittich, who stopped all 34 shots faced on Monday, is projected to
get the call again tonight.
"He's got lots of confidence and deservedly so," said Keefe. "He was a
big reason we were shut out and a big difference in the hockey game."
Andersen still sidelined; Keefe not overly concerned: 'He's progressing
well'
Maple Leafs head coach Sheldon Keefe explains that he isn't overly
concerned about Frederik Andersen's lower-body injury, and says "he's
progressing well". Keefe also comments on Jack Campbell's status and
says he's trending towards being available for the team's upcoming fivegame road trip.
--The Leafs were minus four key players in Monday's 3-0 loss as forwards
Joe Thornton and Zach Hyman joined defenceman Jake Muzzin and
Andersen on the sideline.
"I don't think that we handled it that great," defenceman Morgan Rielly
said. "When we lost Auston [Matthews] for a game earlier this year, we
did a great job playing without him [beating Edmonton 4-2 on Jan. 22]
and I don't think we did that last game. It’s up to us, the people in the
room, to take responsibility for that and make changes and make sure we
don't allow that to happen again tonight."
Thornton will miss a second straight game with a lower-body ailment
while Muzzin remains out with a facial fracture. But the Leafs are getting
a boost as Hyman returns following a painful shot block on Saturday. He
tested out his injured foot on the ice early this morning.

With the injuries mounting up, the Leafs get some positive news tonight
as Zach Hyman will return to the lineup. After being shutout for the first
time this season on Monday, Sheldon Keefe is hoping the team's highpowered offence will take that personally and come out motivated vs. the
Flames. Mark Masters has more.
--The timeline for Muzzin's return remains unclear.
"He's a key player for us," Keefe said. "You don't replace these kind of
guys. But it is an opportunity for everybody to step up. Everybody that
plays underneath your top players, they always want more, they always
feel they're capable of taking on more. You get a chance to show that,
and we get a chance to expose some guys to that."
Travis Dermott took Muzzin's spot alongside Justin Holl at the start of
Monday's penalty-filled affair. The Leafs were outshot (2-5) and
outscored (0-1) during the nine minutes and 52 seconds Dermott was on
the ice at even strength, per NaturalStatTrick.
"I didn't get as many shifts with Travis as we would've liked [in order] to
get a little rhythm going," Holl said, "but I thought we did a good enough
job. We can certainly be better and we're looking to be better."
Dermott is only averaging 11 minutes and 35 seconds of ice time per
game this year, but performed ably last season when the Leafs blueline
was hit hard by injuries.
"We know that this is something that he can do and do really well," Holl
said. "I expect a lot from him, and I think we can be really good together."
--The Leafs have improved defensively going from 26th in goals allowed
per game (3.2) last season to 10th (2.7) this year. Rielly believes better
communication between players is a big reason why.
"That's an area of the game that we spent a lot of time talking about,"
Rielly revealed, "both myself, personally, with the coaching staff as an
area of improvement, and as a D core. We spent a lot of time on that at
training camp."
The defencemen have communicated better with the goalies, which has
allowed them to handle the puck more efficiently. And, overall, the
breakouts are a lot cleaner.
"We’ve made strides," Rielly said, "and I still think there's room to get
better."
Keefe likes that more lines of communication have been opened up in
many areas.
"I see communication off the ice in between periods or on practice days
on the bench between drills," Keefe observed. "You see guys talking
about what's been happening and what's going to happen next. You want
guys talking, you want guys sorting out different situations. A lot of reads
happen in hockey very quickly, so the more you can talk you help each
other out. I think that has improved. I think it's a sign of just having an
older team, a more experienced team this year.”
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The addition of chatty veterans like Thornton, Wayne Simmonds and
Zach Bogosian has helped in this area, the coach noted.
Rielly: Better communication sparks better break outs for Leafs
Maple Leafs defenceman Morgan Rielly explains that the defensive core
has made an effort to improve their communication this season, which he
feels has led to better break outs for the team. Meanwhile, Sheldon
Keefe credits the D-core for even doing more communicating off the ice
as well.

TSN.CA / Price’s declining play a complicating factor for Canadiens
There are a number of reasons why the Montreal Canadiens pulled the
trigger on a coaching change on Wednesday, dismissing Claude Julien,
but one of them is the diminished play of the once-rock-solid Carey Price.
Travis Yost explains.

By Travis Yost

--The Flames snapped a three-game losing streak on Monday and Ward
was asked if there was a sense of a relief around his club afterwards.
"I don't know if there was relief," Ward said. "It's always good when you
find that you're playing better, so that's the approach we’re taking. We
feel like we won the hockey game because of things that we did and
when you do that you build yourself in the proper direction. Relief is sort
of something that I think there's almost a connotation that you got some
luck involved. We need to build off of what we did. The things that we did
led to an opportunity for us to win a game."
Flames not looking to tempt fate again with Leafs' PP
Calgary was pleased with shutting down Toronto's NHL-best power play
on Monday with a perfect seven-for-seven night. As good as it felt, the
Flames admit that they don't want to get into a special teams battle with
the Leafs again tonight.
-After suiting up in just four of the first 13 games this season, Pierre
Engvall seems to be carving out a more consistent role in the Leafs lineup. He slotted in as the third-line centre the last couple games.
"A big thing for me is being better at winning pucks back and using my
body to my advantage,” the 6-foot-5 Swede said. "You start it in practice.
You get in there and get used to it. It's something you got to get your
head around and keep reminding yourself it’s something you need to get
better on."
Another adjustment is taking faceoffs with Engvall leaning on Jason
Spezza and assistant coach Manny Malhotra for advice.
"I work on it every day and I'm getting better and better on it. I've got
better and better on the weak side."
Engvall has won 51.4 per cent of his draws so far this season.
--Flames lines at Wednesday’s morning skate:
F
Gaudreau - Monahan - Bennett
Tkachuk - Lindholm - Mangiapane
Lucic - Backlund - Dube
Nordstrom - Gawdin - Leivo
D
Giordano - Andersson
Hanifin - Tanev

The move comes one day after the Canadiens dropped a 5-4 game to
the Ottawa Senators, their third loss in four shots against the cellar
dwellers of the North Division so far this season.
You can’t help but wonder if, in some capacity anyway, the losses to
Ottawa were the proverbial nail in Julien’s coffin. The Senators not only
outscored the Canadiens 12-10 in the process, but they also outshot
them 246-245 in the process, indicative of competitive play.
There are certainly other contributing factors to why Julien is out beyond
a few disappointing loses to a divisional rival. You get the sense that
general manager Marc Bergevin has had increasingly higher
expectations for his lineup post-rebuild than what he’s received. The
team’s lone playoff appearance in a full season coached by Julien came
last year, and that required winning a qualifying round against the
Pittsburgh Penguins courtesy of the expanded postseason.
It’s also not lost on me that Montreal’s special teams have been
nightmarish under Julien. Over his tenure, the team was 24th in rate
scoring on the power play and 26th in rate scoring against on the penalty
kill.
There will be a furious debate about whether or not Julien deserved to be
fired. The team has unquestionably struggled during stretches of his
tenure, but most of his tenure was also collinear with a lengthy rebuild
spearheaded by Bergevin.
One other complicating factor? The core organizational piece, goaltender
Carey Price, has been unable to recapture the magic of the earlier parts
of his career.
After putting together one of the most dominant seasons to date in 201617, Price has been below league average in stopping pucks. Adjusting
those shots for a shot quality component actually tells a grim story, one
that indicates Price is about -25 goals worse than his expected save
percentage based on the shot profile faced.
That generously counts the 2016-17 year, when Julien was hired midseason:
It’s one thing to have a few challenging seasons, but for a star player
making $10.5-million per year (and that contract carries through 202526), it’s a huge problem – doubly so in a hard-cap league like the NHL,
where the team’s massive investment in goaltending came at the cost of
investing in other positions proportionally.
There is also the uncomfortable reality that Montreal finally has another
credible goaltending option, and it came in the form of off-season
addition Jake Allen.
Allen has stopped 93.2 per cent of shots and is about +3.5 goals better
than expectations, remarkably strong numbers and miles ahead of where
Price is to start the season. Will Allen be able to sustain such lofty
numbers? It’s unlikely. But he is coming off of a strong season in St.
Louis (92.7 per cent stop rate, +7.0 goals saved above expectations),
and is easily the biggest crease competition Price has had in some time.
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The Montreal Canadiens made a significant change behind the bench on
Wednesday, removing Claude Julien from his duties as head coach and
installing Dominique Ducharme on an interim basis.
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It is simply impossible to survive as a head coach in a league where your
highest-paid player is a goaltender who carries the highest average
annual value contract at his position in the league, and your team is
getting below-average results.
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This is a league that, over and over again, fires coaches – justified or
otherwise – when goaltending goes sideways. You don’t have to squint at
the page to see Price’s .893 save percentage this season.
Whether or not firing Julien is the right move remains to be seen.
Bergevin still appears bullish on his roster, and perhaps a coaching
change can spur some improvement in critical areas – goaltending and
special teams play chief among them.
But the core issue for Montreal right now concerns their star in net. Has
he entered a new and possibly concerning phase of his career, or are we
seeing a goaltender adversely impacted by the performance around him?
He was brilliant last postseason, so perhaps there is a chance this turns
around. Either way, it’s a big enough issue that it probably requires
immediate attention.
The playoff berth this team seemingly had locked up two weeks ago is
still achievable, but there’s much less daylight in the North Division now.
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TSN.CA / Hyman returns to the lineup for hobbled Leafs
The injury-riddled Maple Leafs get an important winger back for the
rematch with Calgary but will have to do a much better job responding to
a number of other key absences, Kristen Shilton writes.

“We're going through it all at once here right now,” acknowledged Keefe
of adjusting to the injuries. “And it's a chance for us to look at different
things and get other people to step up. There's no excuses; there's no
feeling sorry for ourselves. Every team in the league has already gone
through [injuries] or will be going through them. We're no different. This is
our time here now and we have to have a better response than we did
the other night.”
Toronto has been one of the best offensive teams in the league all
season, averaging the third-most goals per game (3.60) and boasting the
NHL’s leading goal scorer (Matthews, with 18) and third-highest point
producer (Marner, tied with Patrick Kane at 30).
But that duo couldn’t find a way past backup goalie David Rittich on
Monday though, managing only five shots total on net. Now Keefe is
looking for the Leafs’ disappointment over both being stymied at even
strength, and failing to convert on any of their power-play opportunities
(including a 5-on-3 chance), to fuel more positive production on
Wednesday.
“I hope they've got a little extra hunger around the net, extra hunger to
get on to the inside, make it harder on the goaltender,” Keefe said.
“We’ve got to get to that area a lot better, be on offence a little bit more,
and execute better on our power play – all those kinds of things that
make life harder on defence and goaltending.”
That’s something Boyd has been focused on since not only establishing
a regular role for himself on the fourth line, but also securing a net-front
spot on the power play following Wayne Simmonds’ wrist injury last
month.

By Kristen Shilton

It’s been quite an increase in responsibility for the Leafs’ newcomer, who
signed a one-year, $700,000 deal in October. He got off to a slow start
with his new team in training camp and was demoted to the taxi squad
for a time, but the 27-year-old eventually found his way into a regular job
at 5-on-5 and, soon after, on special teams.

TORONTO — The Maple Leafs will get winger Zach Hyman back in the
lineup for Wednesday’s rematch against the Calgary Flames, but starting
goaltender Frederik Andersen, defenceman Jake Muzzin and forward
Joe Thornton all remain day-to-day with injuries.

The Minnesota native admits now his early issues were due to poor
planning around Canada’s mandatory 14-day quarantine period.

Toronto responded poorly to its many absences in a lifeless 3-0 loss to
Calgary on Monday, and are out to prove in round two they can weather
a little adversity.
“Guys are going to go down and I don't think we handled it that great,”
said Morgan Rielly on a Zoom call Wednesday following the Leafs’
optional morning skate.
“I thought when we lost Auston [Matthews] for a game earlier in the year
[with a hand injury], we did a great job of playing without him, and I just
don't think we did that last game. So it's up to us, the people in the room,
to take responsibility for that and make changes and make sure that we
don't allow that to happen again tonight.”
Michael Hutchinson will make his third start of the season in Andersen’s
place, after posting 30 saves and a .909 save percentage on Monday.
Head coach Sheldon Keefe said it doesn't look like Andersen's
undisclosed injury is overly serious, and that he's "progressing well," but
there's no timeline for a return.
Muzzin is still dealing with a broken bone in his face, while Thornton is
nursing a lower-body ailment.
Nic Petan will come out for Toronto to make room for Hyman, and Keefe
said he'll slide onto Toronto’s top line with Matthews and Mitch Marner.
Keefe experimented with John Tavares in that spot during Monday’s
game, but it failed to generate any sort of spark as the Leafs were shut
out for the first time this season.
Toronto’s power play was also abysmal in an 0-for-7 showing, while the
Flames racked up two goals on special teams that helped turn the tide in
their favour.
To that end, Keefe shuffled the power play units at Tuesday’s practice,
moving Jimmy Vesey onto the top group with Matthews, Marner, Rielly,
and Travis Boyd, while Tavares, William Nylander, Alex Kerfoot, Jason
Spezza and Mikko Lehtonen populate the other.

“I put myself behind the eight ball by not coming out of quarantine and
having some days [before camp] to get up to speed,” he said. “So, for me
it was just about getting into game shape and playing catch up
conditioning-wise. I was hoping to get that chance [on the power play]
and it definitely gives you a confidence boost. I'm just trying to really be
able to support the puck, create pressure and be around the net,
hopefully to bang home a rebound or two.”
Toronto will take all the offence it can muster for this second outing
against Calgary, a team that entered Monday night on a three-game slide
while languishing around the .500 mark.
The Leafs didn’t match their urgency the first time around, and pledge not
to be caught flat-footed again.
“They played hard,” said Rielly. "They're a good team and they were on a
skid a bit, so we knew that they were going to come hard and compete
and play and that's exactly what they did. When you go back and watch
the game, we had chances, but they played well. So it's important that we
respond here tonight with a good effort. We talked about it yesterday,
and it's up to us to respond and compete a little harder here tonight.”
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TSN.CA / Canadiens turn to Ducharme amid crisis of confidence
TSN Senior Hockey Reporter Frank Seravalli on the dismissal of Claude
Julien and promotion of Dominique Ducharme on an interim basis, as the
Habs transition from the NHL’s sixth-oldest head coach to the sixthyoungest.

By Frank Seravalli
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What if. Two tiny words that Claude Julien will likely mutter for a long
time.
What if Carey Price didn’t stumble to the second-worst start to a season
in his career?
What if a controversial video review didn’t disallow Brendan Gallagher’s
last-second game-winner in Ottawa on Tuesday night?
What if the wheels hadn’t completely fallen off the Montreal Canadiens?
Exactly two weeks ago, on Feb. 10, the Canadiens (8-2-2) and Toronto
Maple Leafs (10-2-1) squared off at the Bell Centre with first place in the
North Division on the line.
By Wednesday morning Julien was out of work, fired after the Habs lost
six of eight and fell to fourth place to cap an incredible fall from grace.
The Canadiens went from brawny juggernaut to unconfident jugglers in
the blink of an eye.
Lu: Weber and Suzuki's comments hinted there were problems in
Montreal
The normally guarded Shea Weber said Monday that there was 'negative
energy' in the dressing room. TSN Canadiens reporter John Lu explains
how the Habs' comments over the past week hinted that there were
problems in Montreal, and examines what new bench boss Dominique
Ducharme will bring to the team.
Life comes at you fast in the NHL - particularly when you coach the
Canadiens in a season with Stanley Cup aspirations.
The alarm bells were ringing. General manager Marc Bergevin, who had
been patient and deliberate in building up the Habs to this point, heard
them loud and clear.
Julien, 60, was replaced by 47-year-old assistant coach Dominique
Ducharme on an interim basis, as the Habs transitioned from the NHL’s
sixth-oldest head coach to the sixth-youngest.
Associate coach Kirk Muller was also fired and will be succeeded on the
bench by recently retired NHLer Alex Burrows, who spent the past two
seasons as an assistant coach with the AHL’s Laval Rocket. Assistants
Luke Richardson and Stephane Waite retained their posts.
Julien had next season remaining on his contract with the Canadiens,
valued at $5 million. He finished his second stint with the Habs with a
129-113-35 record (.529 points percentage) and one playoff series win,
last summer’s upset win over Pittsburgh in the qualifying round that
vaulted the Canadiens’ expectations.
It’s expected Ducharme will hold the post for the remainder of the
season, though Bergevin is expected to address that very subject in a
mid-afternoon press conference after the team arrives in Winnipeg.
“I would like to sincerely thank Claude and Kirk for their contributions to
our team over the past five years during which we worked together. I
have great respect for these two men whom I hold in high regard,”
Bergevin said in a statement.
Ducharme appeared to be a head coach-in-waiting. He was hired by the
Habs nearly three years ago after a 10-year run as bench boss in the
Quebec Major Junior Hockey League, where he hoisted the Memorial
Cup in 2012-13 as coach of the Halifax Mooseheads.
Ducharme garnered attention on the national stage in 2017 and 2018
when he guided Team Canada to silver and gold medals at the World
Junior Championships in Toronto/Montreal and Buffalo. He was selected
by Bergevin over AHL Rocket head coach Joel Bouchard.
Button 'absolutely' believes Montreal made the right call moving from
Julien to Ducharme
Did Marc Bergevin and the Canadiens make the right call firing Claude
Julien and appointing Dominique Ducharme as interim head coach? TSN
Director of Scouting Craig Button shares why he believes it was
absolutely the right move to make and why Ducharme is a good fit for
Montreal.

“In Dominique Ducharme, we see a very promising coach who will
breathe new life and new energy to our group,” Bergevin said in his
statement. “We feel that our team can achieve high standards and the
time had come for a change.”
What plagued the Canadiens was a crisis of confidence over the past
number of weeks, one pointed out by Julien himself as the Habs
morphed from a 7-1-2 start into a 9-5-4 slog.
They appeared out of sync and made repeated mental mistakes, the
NHL’s most penalized team per game taxing their 22nd-ranked penalty
kill. Their defensive zone play became porous in a shocking turnaround
for a team that moved the puck and outmuscled opponents with ease to
start the season.
Julien said Tuesday night, among his final words as coach: “We’re going
to try to retool stuff, but so much of that comes with confidence. And your
best players, if they’re not confident, they don’t execute properly. So
that’s what this whole game is about - is playing with confidence.
“And when you have confidence, you make the right plays and the right
decisions. That’s what we’re struggling with right now is showing it in all
parts of our game.”
That struggle wasn’t part of Bergevin’s plan. After his young team
showed such promise in the NHL’s playoff bubble in Toronto, Bergevin
made a seismic trade for Josh Anderson and signed Tyler Toffoli to one
of the larger free-agent deals of the off-season.
He better insulated Price by acquiring Joel Edmundson, also re-signed
Jeff Petry to a $25 million extension. The team also committed significant
dollars to Anderson and Gallagher with extensions upfront, and Jake
Allen was added to provide Price plenty of rest in a shortened season.
No manager spent more money than Bergevin over the past six months.
No manager looked smarter over the first three weeks of the season.
Now with his calculated coaching change, Bergevin’s bet is that the
Canadiens can rebound as quickly as they tumbled.
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USA TODAY / Serious allegation against Artemi Panarin a reminder of
Vladimir Putin's effect on Russian athletes

Kevin Allen Special for USA TODAY

When New York Rangers forward Artemi Panarin supported Russian
opposition leader Alexei Navalny in an Instagram post last month, it
probably didn’t occur to him that he might be inviting disruption into his
life.
On Monday, Panarin announced he was taking a leave of absence to
deal with an accusation by his former coach in the Russian tabloid
Komsomolskaya Pravda that he struck an 18-year-old woman in a
Latvian hotel bar 10 years ago.
In a statement issued by the Rangers, Panarin vehemently denied the
allegations, calling them a “fabricated story.” The New York Post
interviewed three former players from the Chekhov Vityaz team who said
they don’t have any memory of the event described in the accusation.
“This is clearly an intimidation tactic being used against him for being
outspoken on recent political events,” the Rangers said.
The timing and source of the accusation are peculiar.
“Anybody off the street would have a sense that this is very strange,” said
former NHL player (1998-2001) Stu Grimson, a lawyer and an analyst for
NHL Network. “This is very uncoincidental that these allegations are
coming out against Panarin at a time when he has taken this position in
support of the opposition in Russia.”
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The accusation was made by former NHL player Andrei Nazarov, who
was Panarin’s coach when the incident was said to have occurred. At the
time, Panarin was a 20-year-old unheralded player on Chekhov Vityaz in
the Kontinental Hockey League, Russia's top professional hockey
league. He had been passed over in the NHL draft and didn't appear to
have much of a future in the NHL.
Nazarov told a Russian media outlet that a criminal investigation was
halted when “a sum of 40,000 Euro cash” was paid.
“(Nazarov) said the whole reason he is coming with this 10 years after
the alleged event is that he hates (Panarin’s) politics and he wants to
avenge,” said Slava Malamud, a former Russian sportswriter who read
the original story in Russian. “He goes on to say that Panarin has a good
living in New York City, living the easy life, criticizing (Vladimir) Putin.
(Nazarov) said those kind of pronouncements lead to unrest in the
streets of Russia. The motivation is political."
Malamud now works as a high school math teacher in Maryland but is
respected for his views on Russia, hockey and politics on social media.
He still occasionally works as a freelance journalist.
Nazarov, 46, was drafted in the first round, 10th overall, by the San Jose
Sharks in 1992 with the hope that he would develop into a scorer. At
some point, Nazarov morphed into a tough guy, a player who primarily
used his physical attributes (6-5, 230 pounds) to stay in the game.
Nazarov had 222 penalty minutes for the Sharks in 1996-97 and 200
more for the Boston Bruins in 2000-01. He finished his 12-year NHL
career with 53 goals and 1,409 penalty minutes in 571 games.
“He came back to Russia embittered,” Malamud said.
Malamud says Nazarov wanted to go into coaching, and he decided to
draw attention to himself by making controversial statements to the
media.
“His other big thing was that he was always trying to present himself as a
Russian patriot,” Malamud said. “His idea was to contradict the narrative
that the NHL is a better league than the KHL. (He said) Russian players
are discriminated against there. The league is dirty. Funny business is
happening.”
Nazarov's approach worked as he became a KHL coach. According to
Malamud, Nazarov maintained his reputation for being brash and
nationalistic.
The NHL has 42 Russian players, and Panarin is the only one who's
consistently critical of the Russian government. Washington Capitals
captain Alex Ovechkin has been an outspoken supporter of Putin, even
being part of a social media movement in 2017 called "Putin Team."
Igor Lukes, a professor of history and international relations at the
Pardee School of Global Studies at Boston University, said people
sometimes show their loyalty to Putin by hurting his critics.
“(Panarin) stands out because he speaks critically of Putin,” Lukes said.
“So they look for dirt on this man. That’s always the first stage.”
Lukes said if Panarin were a Putin supporter and been accused of hitting
the woman, the same person accusing him now probably would be
saying that Panarin was the victim of “a smear campaign.”
Konstantin Sonin, a distinguished professor at the Irving B. Harris
Graduate School of Public Policy at the University of Chicago, said it’s
doubtful Panarin was targeted by a “centralized campaign.”
“This seems like a private initiative by one person,” Sonin said.
He isn’t surprised that Panarin is the only Russian NHLer to be vocal in
his political beliefs.
“For a Russian to be involved in politics is an unusual thing,” Sonin said.
“I’m not surprised the other players are silent.”
NHL Players' Association spokesperson Jonathan Weatherdon said the
union is in contact with the player and his agent but had no other
statement. The NHL has expressed support for Panarin and the Rangers
and has started to gather facts about the story.
The then-Soviet Union started to allow some players to move to the NHL
in 1989, with Sergei Pryakhin joining the Calgary Flames first. But some

players, such as Alexander Mogilny (Buffalo Sabres) and Sergei Fedorov
(Detroit Red Wings) took matters into their own hands by defecting to
play in the NHL in 1989 and 1990, respectively.
Russian players were always said to have more difficult adjustments than
other Europeans because the vast majority of Russians enter the NHL
speaking no English.
Once the Iron Curtain fell, some Russians in the NHL were threatened by
Soviet criminals. Their relatives were kidnapped if they didn’t pay
ransoms.
In the 1990s, Lukes said, Russian organized crime extorted money from
Russian players with threats of kidnappings or worse against family
members back in their home country.
"There was considerable evidence that the FBI was looking into," Lukes
said. "But very often these investigations fizzled out because the alleged
victim refused to cooperate."
Former NHL player Jeremy Roenick was teammates with Russian
defenseman Oleg Tverdovsky on the Arizona Coyotes in the 1990s, and
he remembers hearing that Tverdovsky's mother was kidnapped when he
was playing for Anaheim. Tverdovsky's mother was eventually released
unharmed.
“The mafia was rampant back then in Russia and took every advantage
to try to extort money from the Russian players,” said Roenick, who
played from 1988-2009. “The Russian players have always had a tough
situation, and it doesn’t help now that Putin is a big hockey fan. He wants
the approval and support from the players he likes.”
Lukes said that Putin, in his memoirs, revealed that his discovery of
sports changed the direction of his life.
“In order to popularize himself, he projects the image of an athlete,”
Malamud said. “He does judo, he skis, he skates, he wants to be viewed
as a macho man. ... Sports for him will always have propaganda value.”
Today, Russians have to watch what they say because Putin has
passionate followers who don’t appreciate criticism of the leader. Athletes
are expected to support the government, Malamud said. In Russia,
sports is an extension of foreign policy.
“Athletes are heroes of Russia, and (Putin) wants them to support his
regime,” Roenick said. “If you don’t, you subject yourself to political
hatred, to attacks and to not knowing whether you and your family are
safe. That is what Panarin is going through now."
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